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PREFACE

The three great sources of knowledge respecting the

shrouded part of humanity are the language, the my-

thology, and the ancient monuments of a country.

From the language one learns the mental and social

height to which a nation had reached at any given period in

arts, habits, and civilization, with the relation of man to man,

and to the material and visible world.

The mythology of a people reveals their relation to a

spiritual and invisible world ; while the early monuments

are solemn and eternal symbols of religious faith—rituals

of stone in cromlech, pillar, shrine and tower, temples

and tombs.

The written word, or literature, comes last, the fullest and

highest expression of the intellect and culture, and scientific

progress of a nation.

The Irish race were never much indebted to the written

word. The learned class, the ollamhs, dwelt apart and

kept their knowledge sacred. The people therefore lived

entirely upon the traditions of their forefathers, blended

with the new doctrines taught by Christianity ; so that the

popular belief became, in time, an amalgam of the pagan

VOL. I.
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VI PREFACE.

myths and the Christian legend, and these two elements

remain indissolubly united to this day. The world, in fact,

is a volume, a serial rather, going on for six thousand years,

but of which the Irish peasant has scarcely yet turned the

first page.

The present work deals only with the mythology, or

the fantastic creed of the Irish respecting the invisible

world— strange and mystical superstitions, brought thou-

sands of years ago from their Aryan home, but which still,

even in the present time, affect all the modes of thinking

and acting in the daily life of the people.

Amongst the educated classes in all nations, the belief in

the supernatural, acting directly on life and constantly in-

terfering with the natural course of human action, is soon

dissipated and gradually disappears, for the knowledge of

natural laws solves many mysteries that were once inex-

plicable; yet much remains unsolved, even to the philo-

sopher, of the mystic relation between the material and the

spiritual world. Whilst to the masses—the uneducated—who

know nothing of the fixed eternal laws of nature, every

phenomenon seems to result from the direct action of some

non-human power, invisible though ever present ; able to

confer all benefits, yet implacable if offended, and therefore

to be propitiated.

The superstition, then, of the Irish peasant is the instinc-

tive belief in the existence of certain unseen agencies that

influence all human life; and with the highly sensitive

organization of their race, it is not wonderful that the people

live habitually under the shadow and dread of invisible

powers which, whether working for good or evil, are awful
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and mysterious to the uncultured mind that sees only the

strange results produced by certain forces, but knows nothing

of proximate causes.

Many of the Irish legends, superstitious, and ancient

charms now collected were obtained chiefly from oral com-

munications made by the peasantry themselves, either in

Irish or in the Irish-English which preserves so much of

the expressive idiom of the antique tongue.

These narrations were taken down by competent persons

skilled in both languages, and as far as possible in the very

words of the narrator ; so that much of the primitive sim-

plicity of the style has been retained, while the legends

have a peculiar and special value as coming direct from the

national heart.

In a few years such a collection would be impossible,

for the old race is rapidly passing away to other lands, and

in the vast working-world of America, with all the new in-

fluences of light and progress, the young generation, though

still loving the land of their fathers, will scarcely find leisure
.

to dream over the fairy-haunted hills and lakes and raths

of ancient Ireland.

I must disclaim, however, all desire to be considered a

melancholy Laudatrix temporis acti. These studies of the

Irish past are simply the expression of my love for the

beautiful island that gave me my first inspiration, my
quickest intellectual impulses, and the strongest and best

sympathies with genius and country possible to a woman's

nature.

FRANCESCA SPERANZA WILDE.
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ANCIENT LEGENDS.

INTRODUCTION.

The ancient legends of all nations of the world, on which

from age to age the generations of man have been nurtured,

bear so striking a resemblance to each other that we are

led to believe there was once a period when the whole

human family was of one creed and one language. But

with increasing numbers came the necessity of dispersion
;

and that ceaseless migration was commenced of the tribes

of the earth from the Eastern cradle of their race which has

now continued for thousands of years with undiminished

activity.

From the beautiful Eden-land at the head of the Persian

Gulf, where creeds and culture rose to life, the first migra-

tions emanated, and were naturally directed along the line

of the great rivers, by the Euphrates and the Tigris and

southward by the Nile; and there the first mighty cities of

the world were built, and the first mighty kingdoms of the

East began to send out colonies to take possession of the

unknown silent world around them. From Persia, Assyria,

and Egypt, to Greece and the Isles of the Sea, went forth

the wandering tribes, carrying with them, as signs of their

VOL. I. 2



2 ANCIENT LEGENDS OF IRELAND.

origin, broken fragments of the primal creed, and broken

idioms of the primal tongue—those early pages in the his-

tory of the human race, eternal and indestructible, which

hundreds of centuries have not been able to obliterate from

the mind of man.

But as the early tribes diverged from the central parent

stock, the creed and the language began to assume new

forms, according as new habits of life and modes of thought

were developed amongst the wandering people, by the in-

fluence of climate and the contemplation of new and

striking natural phenomena in the lands where they found

a resting-place or a home. Still, amongst all nations a basis

Temained of the primal creed and language, easily to be

traced through all the mutations caused by circumstances

in human thought, either by higher culture or by the de-

basement to which both language and symbols are subjected

"amongst rude and illiterate tribes.

To reconstruct the primal creed and language of humanity

from these scattered and broken fragments, is the task which

is now exciting so keenly the energies of the ardent and

learned ethnographers of Europe ; as yet, indeed, with but

small success as regards language, for not more, perhaps,

than twenty words which the philologists consider may have

belonged to the original tongue have been discovered ; that

is, certain objects or ideas are found represented in all

languages by the same words, and therefore the philologist

concludes that these words must have been associated with

the ideas from the earliest dawn of language ; and as the

words express chiefly the relations of the human family

to each other, they remained fixed in the minds of the
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wandering tribes, untouched and unchanged by all the

diversities of their subsequent experience of life.

Meanwhile, in Europe there is diligent study of the

ancient myths, legends, and traditions of the world, in

order to extract from them that information respecting the

early modes of thought prevalent amongst the primitive race,

and also the lines of the first migrations, which no other

monuments of antiquity are so well able to give. Tradi-

tions, like rays of light, take their colour from the medium

through which they pass ; but the scientific mythographic

student knows how to eliminate the accidental addition

from the true primal basis, which remains fixed and un-

changeable ; and from the numerous myths and legends of

the nations of the earth, which bear so striking a conformity

to each other that they point to a common origin, he will

be able to reconstruct the first articles of belief in the creed

of humanity, and to pronounce almost with certainty upon

the primal source of the lines of human life that now

traverse the globe in all directions. This source of all life,

creed, and culture now on earth, there is no reason to doubt,

will be found in Iran, or Persia as we call it, and in the

ancient legends and language of the great Iranian people,

the head and noblest type of the Aryan races. Endowed

with splendid physical beauty, noble intellect, and a rich,

musical language, the Iranians had also a lofty sense of the

relation between man and the spiritual world. They ad-

mitted no idols into their temples ; their God was the One

Supreme Creator and Upholder of all things, whose symbol

was the sun and the pure, elemental fire. But as the world

grew older and more wicked the pure primal doctrines were
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obscured by human fancies, the symbol came to be wor-

shipped in place of the God, and the debased idolatries

of Babylon, Assyria, and the Canaanite nations were the

result. Egypt— grave, wise, learned, mournful Egypt

—

retained most of the primal truth ; but truth was held by

the priests as too precious for the crowd, and so they pre-

served it carefully for themselves and their own caste. They

alone knew the ancient and cryptic meaning of the symbols;

the people were allowed only to see the outward and visible

sign.

From Egypt, philosophy, culture, art, and religion came

to Greece, but the Greeks moulded these splendid elements

after their own fashion, and poured the radiance of beauty

over the grave and gloomy mysticism of Egypt. Everything

hideous, terrible, and revolting was banished from the Greek

Mythology. The Greeks constructed no theory of a devil,

and believed in no hell, as a distinct and eternal abode for

the lost souls of men. The Greek gods were divinely

beautiful, and each divinity in turn was ready to help the

mortal that invoked him. The dead in Hades mourned

their fate because they could no longer enjoy the glorious

beauty of life, but no hard and chilling dogmas doomed
them there to the tortures of eternal punishment Earth,

air, the heavens and the sea, the storms and sunshine, the

forests and flowers and the purple grapes with which they

crowned a god, were all to the Greek poet-mind the mani-

festations of an all-pervading spiritual power and life. A
sublime Pantheism was their creed, that sees gods in every-

thing, yet with one Supreme God over all. Freedom,
beauty, art, light, and joy, were the elements of the Greek
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religion, while the Eternal Wisdom, the Great Athene of

the Parthenon, was the peculiar and selected divinity of

their own half divine race.

Meanwhile other branches of the primal Iranian stock

were spreading over the savage central forests of Europe,

where they laid the foundation of the great Teuton and

Gothic races, the destined world-rulers ; but Nature to them

Was a gloomy and awful mother, and life seemed an endless

warfare against the fierce and powerful elemental demons of

frost and snow and darkness, by whom the beautiful Sun-

god was slain, and who reigned triumphant in that fearful

season when the earth was iron and the air was ice, and

no beneficent God seemed near to help. Hideous idols

imaged these unseen powers, who were propitiated by san-

guinary rites; and the men and the gods they fashioned

were alike as fierce and cruel as the wild beasts of the

forest, and the aspects of the savage nature around them.

Still the waves of human life kept rolling westward until

they surged over all the lands and islands of the Great Sea,

and the wandering mariners, seeking new homes, passed

through the Pillars of Hercules out into the Western Ocean,

and coasting along by the shores of Spain and France,

founded nations that still bear the impress of their Eastern

origin, and are known in history as the Celtic race ; while the

customs, usages, and traditions which their forefathers had

learnt in Egypt or Greece were carefully preserved by them,

and transmitted as heirlooms to the colonies they founded.

From Spain the early mariners easily reached the verdant

island of the West in which we Irish are more particularly

interested. And here in our beautiful Ireland the last wave
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of the great Iranian migration finally settled. Further pro-

gress was impossible—the unknown ocean seemed to them

the limits of the world. And thus the wanderers of the

primal race, with their fragments of the ancient creed and

mythic poet-lore, and their peculiar dialect of the ancient

tongue, formed, as it were, a sediment here which still

retains its peculiar affinity with the parent land—though

the changes and chances of three thousand years have

swept over the people, the legends, and the language. It

is, therefore, in Ireland, above all, that the nature and origin

of the primitive races of Europe should be studied. Even

the form of the Celtic head shows a decided conformity to

that of the Greek races, while it differs essentially from the

Saxon and Gothic types. This is one of the many proofs

in support of the theory that the Celtic people in their

westward course to the Atlantic travelled by the coasts of

the Mediterranean, as all along that line the same cranial

formation is found. Philologists also affirm that the Irish

language is nearer to Sanskrit than any other of the living

and spoken languages of Europe; while the legends and
myths of Ireland can be readily traced to the far East, but

have nothing in common with the fierce and weird super-

stitions of Northern mythology.

This study of legendary lore, as a foundation for the

history of humanity, is now recognized as such an important

branch of ethnology thai a journal entirely devoted to com-
parative mythology has been recently started in Paris, to

which all nations are invited to contribute—Sclaves, Teutons,
and Celts, Irish legends being considered specially impor-

tant, as containing more of the primitive elements than
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those of other Western nations. All other countries have

been repeatedly overwhelmed by alien tribes and peoples

and races, but the Irish have remained unchanged, and in

place of adopting readily the usages of invaders they have

shewn such remarkable powers of fascination that the in-

vaders themselves became Hibemicis ipsis Hiberniores. The
Danes held the east coast of Ireland for three hundred

years, yet there is no trace of Thor or Odin or the Frost

Giants, or of the Great World-serpent in Irish legend ; but

if we go back in the history of the world to the beginning

of things, when the Iranian people were the only teachers

of humanity, we come upon the true ancient source of

Irish legend, and find that the original materials have been but

very slightly altered, while amongst other nations the ground-

work has been overlaid with a dense palimpsest of their

own devising, suggested by their peculiar local surroundings.

Amongst the earliest religious symbols of the world are

the Tree, the Woman, and the Serpent—memories, no

doubt, of the legend of Paradise ; and the reverence for

certain sacred trees has prevailed in Persia from the most

ancient times, and become diffused among all the Iranian

nations. It was the custom in Iran to hang costly garments

on the branches as votive offerings ; and it is recorded that

Xerxes before going to battle invoked victory by the Sacred

Tree, and hung jewels and rich robes on the boughs. And

the poet Saadi narrates an anecdote concerning trees which

has the true Oriental touch of mournful suggestion :—He
was once, he says, the guest of a very rich old man who had

a son remarkable for his beauty. One night the old man

said to him, " During my whole life I never had but this
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son. Near this place is a Sacred Tree to which men resort

to offer up their petitions. Many nights at the foot of this

tree I besought God until he bestowed on me this son."

Not long after Saadi overheard this young man say in a low

voice to his friend, " How happy should I be to know where

that Sacred Tree grows, in order that I might implore God

for the death of my father."

The poorer class in Persia, not being able to make offer-

ings of costly garments, are in the habit of tying bits of

coloured stuffs on the boughs, and these rags are considered

to have a special virtue in curing diseases. The trees are

often near a well or by a saint's grave, and are then looked

upon as peculiarly sacred.

This account might have been written for Ireland, for the

belief and the ceremonial are precisely similar, and are still

found existing to this day both in Iran and in Erhi. But

all trees were not held sacred—only those that bore no

eatable fruit that could nourish men ; a lingering memory

of the tree of evil fruit may have caused this prejudice, while

the Tree of Life was eagerly sought for, with its promised

gift of immortality. In Persia the plane-tree was specially

reverenced ; in Egypt, the palm ; in Greece, the wild olive
;

and the oak amongst the Celtic nations. Sometimes small

tapers were lit amongst the branches, to simulate by fire the

presence of divinity. It is worthy of note, while on the

subject of Irish and Iranian affinities, that the old Persian

word for tree is dar, and the Irish call their sacred tree, the

oak, darragh.^

' The terms Dry.id nnd Druid may be compared as containing the
same root and rt-fcience.
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The belief in a race of supernatural beings, midway

between man and the Supreme God, beautiful and benefi-

cent, a race that had never known the weight of human life,

was also part of the creed of the Iranian people. They

called them Peris, or Feroiiers (fairies) ; and they have some

pretty legends concerning the beautiful Dukhtari Shah

Perian, the " Daughter of the King of the Fairies," for a

sight of whose beauty men pine away in vain desire, but if it

is granted to them once to behold her, they die. Every

nation believes in the existence of these mysterious spirits,

with mystic and powerful influence over human life and

actions, but each nation represents them differently, accord-

ing to national habits and national surroundings. Thus, the

Russians believe in the phantom of the Ukraine, a beautiful

young girl robed in white, who meets the wanderer on the

lonely snow steppes, and lulls him by her kisses into that

fatal sleep from which he never more awakens. The legends

of the Scandinavians, also, are all set in the framework of

their own experiences ; the rending and crash of the ice is

the stroke of the God Thor's hammer ; the rime is the beard

of the Frost Giant; and when Balder, their Sun-God, is

beginning to die at Midsummer, they kindle pine-branches

to light him on his downward path to hell ; and when he is

returning to the upper world, after the winter solstice, they

burn the Yule-log, and hang lights on the fir-trees to illu-

minate his upward path. These traditions are a remnant of

the ancient sun worship, but the peasants who kindle the

Baal fires at Midsummer, and the upper classes who light up

the brilliant Christmas-tree, have forgotten the origin of the

custom, though the world-old symbol and usage is preserved.
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The Sidhe, or Fairies, of Ireland, still preserve all the

gentle attributes of their ancient Persian race, for in the soft

and equable climate of Erin there were no terrible manifes-

tations of nature to be symbolized by new images ; and the

genial, laughter-loving elves were in themselves the best and

truest expression of Irish nature that could have been

invented. The fairies loved music and dancing and frolic
;

and, above all things, to be let alone, and not to be inter-

fered with as regarded their peculiar fairy habits, customs,

and pastimes. They had also, like the Irish, a fine sense of

the right and just, and a warm love for the liberal hand and

kindly word. All the solitudes of the island were peopled

by these bright, happy, beautiful beings, and to the Irish

nature, with its need of the spiritual, its love of the vague,

mystic, dreamy, and supernatural, there was something

irresistibly fascinating in the belief that gentle spirits were

around, filled with sympathy for the mortal who suffered

wrong or needed help. But the fairies were sometimes

wilful and capricious as children, and took dire revenge if

any one built over their fairy circles, or looked at them when
combing their long yellow hair in the sunshine, or dancing

in the woods, or floating on the lakes. Death was the

penalty to all who approached too near, or prj-ed too

curiously into the mysteries of nature.

To the Irish peasant earth and air were filled with these

mysterious beings, half-loved, half-feared by them; and
therefore they were propitiated by flattery, and called " the
good people," as the Greeks call the dread goddesses " the

Eumenides." Their voices were heard in the mountain
echo, and their forms seen in the purple and golden
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mountain mist ; they whispered amidst the perfumed haw-

thorn branches; the rush of the autumn leaves was the

scimper of little elves—red, yellow, and brown—wind-

driven, and dancing in their glee ; and the bending of the

waving barley was caused by the flight of the Elf King and

his Court across the fields. They danced with soundless

feet, and their step was so light that the drops of dew they

danced on only trembled, but did not break. The fairy

music was low and sweet, "blinding sweet," like that of the

great god Pan by the river ; they lived only on the nectar in

the cups of the flowers, though in their fairy palaces

sumptuous banquets were offered to the mortals they carried

off—but woe to the mortal who tasted of fairy food ; to eat

was fatal. All the evil in the world has come by eating ; if

Eve had only resisted that apple our race might still be in

Paradise. The Sidhe look with envy on the beautiful young

human children, and steal them when they can ; and the

children of a Sidhe and a mortal mother are reputed to grow

up strong and powerful, but with evil and dangerous natures.

There is also a belief that every seven years the fairies are

obliged to deliver up a victim to the Evil One, and to save

their own people they try to abduct some beautiful young

mortal girl, and her they hand over to the Prince of Dark-

ness.

Dogmatic religion and science have long since killed the

mytho-poetic faculty in cultured Europe. It only exists now,

naturally and instinctively, in children, poets, and the child-

like races, like the Irish—simple, joyous, reverent, and

unlettered, and who have remained unchanged for centuries,

walled round by their language from the rest of Europe,
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through which separating veil science, culture, and the cold

mockery of the sceptic have never yet penetrated.

Christianity was readily accepted by the Irish. The

pathetic tale of the beautiful young Virgin-Mother and the

Child-God, for^ central objects, touched all the deepest

chords of feeling in the tender, loving, and sympathetic Irish

heart. The legends of ancient times were'not overthrown

by it, however, but taken up and incorporated with the new

Christian faith. The holy wells and the sacred trees

remained, and were even made holier by association with a

saint's name. And to this day the old mythology holds its

ground with a force and vitality untouched by any symptoms

of weakness or decay. The Greeks, who are of the same

original race as our people, rose through the influence of the

highest culture to the fulness and perfectness of eternal

youth ; but the Irish, without culture, are eternal children,

with all the childlike instincts of superstition still strong in

them, and capable of believing all things, because to doubt

requires knowledge. They never, like the Greeks, attained

to the conception of a race of beings nobler than themselves

—men stronger and more gifted, with the immortal fire of a

god in their veins ; women divinely beautiful, or divinely

inspired ; but, also, the Irish never defaced the image of

God in their hearts by infidelity or irreligion. One of the

most beautiful and sublimely touching records in all human
history is that of the unswerving devotion of the Irish people

to their ancient faith, through persecutions and penal enact-

ments more insulting and degrading than were ever inflicted

in any other land by one Christian sect upon another.

With this peculiarly reverential nature it would be impos-
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sible to make the Irish a nation of sceptics, even if a

whole legion of German Rationalists came amongst them to

preach a crusade against all belief in the spiritual and the

unseen. And the old traditions of their race have likewise

taken firm hold in their hearts, because they are an artistic

people, and require objects for their adoration and love,

not mere abstractions to be accepted by their reason. And
they are also a nation of poets ; the presence of God is ever

near them, and the saints and angels, and the shadowy beings

of earth and air are perpetually drawing their minds, through

mingled love and fear, to the infinite and invisible world.

Probably not one tradition or custom that had its origin in a

religious belief has been lost in Ireland during the long

course of ages since the first people from Eastern lands

arrived and settled on our shores. The Baal fires are still

lit at Midsummer, though no longer in honour of the sun,

but of St. John ; and the peasants still make their cattle

pass between two fires—not, indeed, as of old, in the name

of Moloch, but of some patron saint. That all Irish legends

point to the East for their origin, not to the North, is certain
;

to a warm land, not one of icebergs, and thunder crashes of

the rending of ice-bound rivers, but to a region where the

shadow of trees, and a cool draught from the sparkling well

were life-giving blessings. Well-worship could not have

originated in a humid country like Ireland, where wells can

be found at every step, and sky and land are ever heavy

and saturated with moisture. It must have come from an

Eastern people, wanderers in a dry and thirsty land, where

the discovery of a well seemed like the interposition of an

angel in man's behalf.
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We are told also by the ancient chroniclers that serpent-

worship once prevailed in Ireland, and that St. Patrick

hewed down the serpent idol Crom-Cruadh (the great worm)

and cast it into the Boyne (from whence arose the legend

that St. Patrick banished all venomous things from the

island). Now as the Irish never could have seen a serpent,

none existing in Ireland, this worship must have come from

the far East, where this beautiful and deadly creature is

looked upon as the symbol of the Evil One, and worshipped

and propitiated by votive offerings, as all evil things were in

the early world, in the hope of turning away their evil hatred

from man, and to induce them to shew mercy and pity
;
just

as the Egyptians propitiated the sacred crocodile by subtle

flatteries and hung costly jewels in its ears. The Irish,

indeed, do not seem to have originated any peculiar or

national cultus. Their funeral ceremonies recall those of

Egypt and Greece and other ancient Eastern climes, from

whence they brought their customs of the Wake, the death

chant, the mourning women, and the funeral games. In

Sparta, on the death of a king or great chief, they had a

wake and "keen" not common to the rest of Greece, but
which they said they learned from the Phoenicians ; and this

peculiar usage bears a striking resemblance to the Irish

practice. All the virtues of the dead were recited, and the
Greek " Eleleu," the same cry as the " Ul-lu-lu " of the Irish,

was keened over the corpse by the chorus of hired mourning
women. The custom of selecting women in place of men
for the chorus of lamentation prevailed throughout all the

ancient world, as if an open display of grief was thought

beneath the dignity of man. It was Cassandra gave the
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keynote for the wail over Hector, and Helen took the lead

in reciting praises to his honour. The death chants in

Egypt, Arabia, and Abyssinia all bear a marked resemblance

to the Irish ; indeed the mourning cry is the same in all,

and the Egyptian lamentation " Hi-loo-loo I Hi-loo-loo !

"

cried over the dead, was probably the original form of the

Irish wail.

The Greeks always endeavoured to lessen the terrors of

death, and for this reason they established funeral games,

and the funeral ceremonies took the form of a festival, where

they ate and drank and poured libations of wine in honour

of the dead. The Irish had also their funeral games and

peculiar dances, when they threw off their upper garments,

and holding hands in a circle, moved in a slow measure

round a woman crouched in the centre, with her hands

covering her face. Another singular part of the ceremony

was the entrance of a woman wearing a cow's head and

horns, as lo appears upon the scene in the Prometheus of

^schylus. This woman was probably meant to represent

the horned or crescented moon, the antique Diana, the God-

dess of Death. The custom of throwing off the garments

no doubt originally signified the casting off the garment of

the flesh. We brought nothing into this world, and it is

certain we carry nothing out. The soul must stand unveiled

before God.

In the islands off the West Coast of Ireland, where the

most ancient superstitions still exist, they have a strange

custom. No funeral wail is allowed to be raised until three

hours have elapsed from the moment of death, because, they

say, the sound of the cries would hinder the soul from
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speaking to God when it stands before Him, and waken up

the two great dogs that are watching for the souls of the

dead in order that they may devour them—and the Lord of

Heaven Himself cannot hinder them if once they waken.

This tradition of watching by the dead in silence, while the

soul stands before God, is a fine and solemn superstition,

which must have had its origin amongst a people of intense

faith in the invisible world, and is probably of great anti-

quity.

The sound of the Irish keen is wonderfully pathetic No
one could listen to the long-sustained minor wail of the

" Ul-lu-lu " without strong emotion and even tears ; and

once heard it can never be forgotten. Nor is there anything

derogatory to grief in the idea of hired mourners ; on the con-

trary, it is a splendid tribute to the dead to order their praises

to be recited publicly before the assembled friends ; while

there is something indescribably impressive in the aspect of

the mourning women crouched around the bier with shrouded

heads, as they rock themselves to and fro and intone the

solemn, ancient death-song with a measured cadence, some-

times rising to a piercing wail. They seem like weird and

shadowy outlines of an old-world vision, and at once the

imagination is carried back to the far-distant East, and the

time when all these funeral symbols had a mysterious and

awful meaning. Sometimes a wail of genuine and bitter

grief interrupts the chant of the hired mourners. An Irish

keen which was taken down from the lips of a bereaved

mother some years ago, runs thus in the literal English

version

—

" O women, look on me ! Look on me, women ! Have
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you ever seen any sorrow like mine ? Have you ever seen

the like of me in my sorrow ? Arrah, then, my darling, my
darling, 'tis your mother that calls you. How long you are

sleeping. Do you see all the people round you, my darling,

and I sorely weeping? Arrah, what is this paleness on your

face? Sure there was no equal to it in Erin for beauty and

fairness, and your hair was heavy as the wing of a raven,

and your skin was whiter than the hand of a lady. Is it the

stranger must carry me to my grave, and my son lying

here ?
"

This touching lament is so thoroughly Greek in form and

sentiment that it might be taken for part of a chorus from

the Hecuba of Euripides. Even the "Arrah" reminds one

of a Greek word used frequently by the Greeks when com-

mencing a sentence or asking a question, although the re-

semblance may be only superficial.

The tales and legends told \>y the peasants in the Irish

vernacular are much more weird and strange, and have much

more of the old-world colouring than the ordinary fairy

tales narrated in English by the people, as may be seen by

the following mythical storyj translated from the Irish, and

wliich is said to be a thousand years old :

—

VOL. I.
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A RICH woman sat up late one night carding and preparing

wool, while all the family and servants were asleep. Sud-

denly a knock was given at the door, and a voice called

—

" Open I open !

"

" Who is there ? " said the woman of the house.

" I am the Witch of the One Horn," was answered.

The mistress, supposing that one of her neighbours had

called and required assistance, opened the door, and a

woman entered, having in her hand a pair of wool carders,

and bearing a horn on her forehead, as if growing there.

She sat down by the fire in silence, and began to card the

wool with violent haste. Suddenly she paused and said

aloud I
" Where are the women ? They delay too long."

Then a second knock came to the door, and a voice

called as before—" Open ! open !

"

The mistress felt herself constrained to rise and open to

the call, and immediately a second witch entered, having

two horns on her forehead, and in her hand a wheel for

spinning the wool.

" Give me place," she said ; " I am the Witch of the Two
Horns," and she began to spin as quick as lightning.
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And so the knocks went on, and the call was heard, and

the witches entered, until at last twelve women sat round

the fire—the first with one horn, the last with twelve horns.

And they carded the thread, and turned their spinning

wheels, and wound and wove, all singing together an ancient

rhyme, but no word did they speak to the mistress of the

house. Strange to hear, and frightful to look upon were

these twelve women, with their horns and their wheels

;

and the mistress felt near to death, and she tried to rise that

she might call for help, but she could not move, nor could

she utter a word or a cry, for the spell of the witches was

upon her.

Then one of them called to her in Irish and said

—

" Rise, woman, and make us a cake."

Then the mistress searched for a vessel to bring water

from the well that she might mix the meal and make the

cake, but she could find none. And they said to her

—

" Take a sieve and bring water in it."

And she took the sieve and went to the well; but the

water poured from it, and she could fetch none for the cake,

and she sat down by the well and wept Then a voice came

by her and said

—

" Take yellow clay and moss and bind them together and

plaster the sieve so that it will hold."

This she did, and the sieve held the water for the cake.

And the voice said again

—

" Return, and when thou comest to the north angle of the

house, cry aloud three times and say, ' The mountain of the

Fenian women and the sky over it is all on fire.'

"

And she did so.
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When the witches inside heard the call, a great and

terrible cry broke from their lips, and they rushed forth with

wild lamentations and shrieks, and fled away to Slieve-

namon, where was their chief abode. But the Spirit of the

Well bade the mistress of the house to enter and prepare

her home against the enchantments of the witches if they

returned again.

And first, to break their spells, she sprinkled the water in

which she had washed her child's feet (the feet-water) outside

the door on the threshold; secondly, she took the cake

which the witches had made in her absence, of meal mixed

with the blood drawn from the sleeping family. And she

broke the cake in bits, and placed a bit in the mouth of

each sleeper, and they were restored ; and she took the

cloth they had woven and placed it half in and half out of

the chest with the padlock ; and lastly, she secured the door

with a great cross-beam fastened in the jambs, so that they

could not enter. And having done these things she waited.

Not long were the witches in coming back, and they raged

and called for vengeance. *

" Open ! Open ! " they screamed. " Open, feet-water !

"

" I cannot," said the feet-water, " I am scattered on the

ground and my path is down to the Lough."

" Open, open, wood and tree and beam ! " they cried to

the door.

" I cannot," said the door, " for the beam is fixed in the

jambs and I have no power to move."

"Open, open, cake that we have made and mingled

with blood," they cried again.

" I cannot," said the cake, " for I am broken and bruised,

and my blood is on the lips of the sleeping children."
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Then the witches rushed through the air with great cries,

and fled back to Slieve-namon, uttering strange curses on

the Spirit of the Well, who had wished their ruin ; but the

woman and the house were left in peace, and a mantle

dropped by one of the witches in her flight was kept hung

up by the mistress as a sign of the night's awful contest;

and this mantle was in possession of the same family

from generation to generation for five hundred years after.



The JL{Eqej^d of Ballytowt/.?

The next tale I shall select is composed in a lighter and

more modern spirit. All the usual elements of a fairy tale

are to be found in it, but the story is new to the nursery

folk, and, if well illustrated, would make a pleasant and

novel addition to the rather worn-out legends on which the

children of many generations have been hitherto sub-

sisting.

In old times there lived where Ballytowtas Castle now

stands a poor man named Towtas. It was in the time when

manna fell to the earth with the dew of evening, and Towtas

lived by gathering the manna, and thus supported himself,

for he was a poor man, and had nothing else.

One day a pedlar came by that way with a fair young

daughter.

" Give us a night's lodging," he said to Towtas, " for we
are weary."

And Towtas did so.

Next morning, when they were going away, his heart

longed for the young girl, and he said to the pedlar, " Give

me your daughter for my wife."

" How will you support her ? " asked the pedlar.
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" Better than you can," answered Towtas, " for she can

never want."

Then he told him all about the manna ; how he went out

every morning when it was lying on the ground with the

dew, and gathered it, as his father and forefathers had done

before him, and lived on it all their lives, so that he had

never known want nor any of his people.

Then the girl showed she would like to stay with the

young man, and the pedlar consented, and they were married,

Towtas and the fair young maiden; and the pedlar left

them and went his way. So years went on, and they were

very happy and never wanted ; and they had one son, a

bright, handsome youth, and as clever as lie was comely.

But in due time old Towtas died, and after her husband

was buried, the woman went out to gather the manna as she

had seen him do, when the dew lay on the ground ; but she

soon grew tired and said to herself, " Why should I do this

thing every day? I'll just gather now enough to do the

week, and then I can have rest."

So she gathered up great heaps of it greedily, and went

her way into the house. But the sin of greediness lay on

her evermore ; and not a bit of manna fell with the dew that

evening, nor ever again. And she was poor, and faint with

hunger, and had to go out and work in the fields to earn the

morsel that kept her and her son alive ; and she begged

pence from the people as they went into chapel, and this

paid for her son's schooling ; so he went on with his learn-

ing, and no one in the county was like him for beauty and

knowledge.

One day he heard the people talking of a great lord that
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lived up in Dublin, who had a daughter so handsome that

her like was never seen ; and all the fine young gentlemen

were dying about her, but she would take none of them.

And he came home to his mother and said, " I shall go see

this great lord's daughter. ' Maybe the luck will be mine

above all the fine young gentlemen that love her."

" Go along, poor fool," said the mother ;
" how can the

poor stand before the rich ?
"

But he persisted. " If I die on the road," he said, " I'll

try it."

" Wait, then," she answered, " till Sunday, and whatever

I get I'll give you half of it" So she gave him half of the

pence she gathered at the chapel door, and bid him go in

the name of God.

He hadn't gone far when he met a poor man who asked

him for a trifle for God's sake. So he gave him something

out of his mother's money and went on. Again, another

met him, and begged for a trifle to buy food, for the sake

of God, and he gave him something also, and then went on.

" Give me a trifle for God's sake," cried a voice, and he

saw a third poor man before him.

" I have nothing left," said Towtas, " but a few pence ; if

I give them, I shall have nothing for food, and must die of

hunger. But come with me, and whatever I can buy for

this I shall share with you." And as they were going on to

the inn he told all his story to the beggar man, and how he

wanted to go to Dublin, but had now no money. So they

came to the inn, and he called for a loaf and a drink of

milk. " Cut the loaf," he said to the beggar. " You are

the oldest."
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" I won't," said the other, for he was ashamed, but Towtas

made him.

And so the beggar cut the loaf, but though they eat, it

never grew smaller, and though they drank as they liked of

the milk, it never grew less. Then Towtas rose up to pay,

but when the landlady came and looked, " How is this ?
"

she said. "You have eaten nothing. I'll not take your

money, poor boy," but he made her take some ; and they

left the place, and went on their way together.

"Now,'' said the beggar man, "you have been three

times good to me to-day, for thrice I have met you, and you

gave me help for the sake of God each time. See, now, I

can help also," and he reached a gold ring to the handsome

youth. " Wherever you place that ring, and wish for it,

gold will come—bright gold, so that you can never want

while you have it"

Tiien Towtas put the ring first in one pocket and then in

another, until all his pockets were so heavy with gold that

he could scarcely walk ; but when he turned to thank the

friendly beggar man, he had disappeared.

So, wondering to himself at all his adventures, he went

on, until he came at last in sight of the lord's palace, which

was beautiful to see ; but he would not enter in until he

went and bought fine clothes, and made himself as grand

as any prince ; and then he went boldly up, and they invited

him in, for they said, "Surely he is a king's son." And

when dinner-hour came the lord's daughter linked her arm

with Towtas, and smiled on him. And he drank of the rich

wine, and was mad with love ; but at last the wine overcame

him, and the servants had to carry him to his bed; and in
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going into his room he dropped the ring from his finger, but

knew it not.
,

Now, in the morning, the lord's daughter came by, and

cast her eyes upon the door of his chamber, and there close

by it was the ring she had seen him wear.

"Ah," she said, "I'll tease him now about his ring."

And she put it in her box, and wished that she were as rich

as a king's daughter, that so the King's son might marry

her ; and, behold, the box filled up with gold, so that she

could not shut it ; and she put it from her into another box,

and that filled also; and then she was frightened at the

ring, and put it at last in her pocket as the safest place.

But when Towtas awoke and missed his ring, his heart

was grieved.

"Now, indeed," he said, "my luck is gone."

And he inquired of all the servants, and then of the lord's

daughter, and she laughed, by which he knew she had it

;

but no coaxing would get it from her, so when all was

useless he went away, and set out again to reach his old

home.

And he was very mournful and threw himself down on

the ferns near an old fort, waiting till night came on, for he

feared to go home in the daylight lest the people should

laugh at him for his folly. And about dusk three cats came
out of the fort talking to each other.

" How long our cook is away," said one.

" What can have happened to him ? " said another.

And as they were grumbling, a fourth cat came up.

" What delayed you?" they all asked angrily.

Then he told his story—how he had met Towtas and
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given him the ring. " And I just went," he said, " to the

lord's palace, to see how the young man behaved ; and I

was leaping over the dinner-table when the lord's knife

struck my tail and three drops of blood fell upon his plajte,

but he never saw it and swallowed them with his meat. So

now he has three kittens inside him and is dying of agony,

and can never be cured until he drinks three draughts of the

water of the well of Ballytowtas."

So when young Towtas heard the cat's talk he sprang up

and went and told his mother to give him three bottles full

of the water of the Towtas well, and he would go to the lord

disguised as a doctor and cure him.

So off he went to Dublin. And all the doctors in Ireland

were round the lord, but none of them could tell what ailed

him, or how to cure him. Then Towtas came in and said,

" I will cure him." So they gave him entertainment and

lodging, and when he was refreshed he gave of the well

water three draughts to his lordship, when out jumped the

three kittens. And there was great rejoicing, and they

treated Towtas like a prince. But all the same he could

not get the ring from the lord's daughter, so he set off home

again quite disheartened, and thought to himself, " If I

could only meet the man again that gave me the ring who

knows what luck I might have ? " And he sat down to rest

in a wood, and saw there not far off three boys fighting

under an oak-tree.

"Shame ori ye to fight so," he said to them. "What is

the fight about?"

Then they told him. " Our father," they said, " before he

died, buried under this oak-tree a ring by which you can be
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in any place in two minutes if you only wish it ; a goblet

that is always full when standing, and empty only when on

its side ; and a harp that plays any tune of itself that you

name or wish for."

" I want to divide the things," said the youngest boy,

" and let us all go and seek our fortunes as we can."

" But I have a right to the whole," said the eldest.

And they went on fighting, till at length Towtas said

—

" I'll tell you how to settle the matter. All of you be here

to-morrow, and I'll think over the matter to-night, and I

engage you will have nothing more to quarrel about when

you come in the morning."

So the boys promised to keep good friends till they met

in the morning, and went away.

When Towtas saw them clear off, he dug up the ring, the

goblet, and the harp, and now said he, " I'm all right, and

they won't have anything to fight about in the morning."

Off he set back again to the lord's castle with the ring, the

goblet, and the harp ; but he soon bethought himself of the

power of the ring, and in two minutes he was in the great

hall where all the lords and ladies were just sitting down to

dinner ; and the harp played the sweetest music, and they

all listened in delight j and he drank out of the goblet which

was never empty, and then, when his head began to grow a

little light, " It is enough," he said ; and putting his arm
round the waist of the lord's daughter, he took his harp and
goblet in the other hand, and murmuring—" I wish we were

at the old fort by the side of the wood"—in two minutes

they were both at the desired spot. But his head was heavy

with the wine, and he laid down the harp beside him and
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fell asleep. And when she saw him asleep she took the

ring off his finger, and the harp and the goblet from the

ground, and was back home in her father's castle before two

minutes had passed by.

When Towtas awoke and found his prize gone, and all his

treasures beside, he was like one mad ; and roamed about

the country till he came by an orchard, where he saw a tree

covered with bright, rosy apples. Being hungry and thirsty,

he plucked one and eat it, but no sooner had he done so

than horns began to sprout from his forehead, and grew

larger and longer till he knew he looked like a goat, and all

he could do, they would not come off. Now, indeed, he

was driven out of his mind, and thought how all the neigh-

bours would laugh at him j and as he raged and roared with

shame, he spied another tree with apples, still brighter, of

ruddy gold.

" If I were to have fifty pairs of horns I must have one

of those," he said ; and seizing one, he had no sooner tasted

it than the horns fell off, and he felt that he was looking

stronger and handsomer than ever.

" Now, I have her at last," he exclaimed. " I'll put horns

on them all, and will never take them off until they give her

tO'me as my bride before the whole Court."

Without further delay he set off to the lord's palace, carry-

ing with him as many of the apples as he could bring off the

two trees. And when they saw the beauty of the fruit they

longed for it ; and he gave to them all, so that at last there

was not a head to be seen without horns in the whole

dining-hall. Then they cried out and prayed to have the

horns taken off, but Towtas said

—
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" No ; there they shall be till I have the lord's daughter

given to me for my bride, and my two rings, my goblet, and

my harp all restored to me."

And this vi^as done before the face of all the lords and

ladies ; and his treasures were restored to him ; and the lord

placed his daughter's hand in the hand of Towtas, saying

—

"Take her ; she is your wife; only free me from the

horns."

Then Towtas brought forth the golden apples ; and they

all ate, and the horns fell off ; and he took his bride and his

treasures, and carried them off home, where he built the

Castle of Ballytowtas, in the place where stood his father's

hut, and enclosed the well within the walls. And when he

had filled -his treasure-room with gold, so that no man could

count his riches, he buried his fairy treasures deep in the

ground, where no man knew, and no man has ever yet been

able to find them until this day,



A WoLf ^TOF{Y.

TuANSFORMATiON Into wolves is a favourite subject of

Irish legend, and many a wild tale is told by the peasants

round the turf fire in the winter nights of strange adventures

with wolves. Stories that had come down to them from

their forefathers in the old times long ago; for there are no

wolves existing now in Ireland.

A young farmer, named Connor, once missed two fine

cows from his herd, and no tale or tidings could be heard

of them anywhere. So he thought he would set out on

a search throughout the country; and he took a stout

blackthorn stick in his hand, and went his way. All day

he travelled miles and miles, but never a sign of the

cattle. And the evening began to grow very dark, and

he was wearied and hungry, and no place near to rest in

;

for he was in the midst of a bleak, desolate heath, with

never a habitation at all in sight, except a long, low, rude

shieling, like the den of a robber or a wild beast. But a

gleam of light came from a chink between the boards, and

Connor took heart and went up and knocked at the door.

It was opened at once by a tall, thin, grey-haired old man,

with keen dark eyes.
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" Come in," he said, " you are welcome. We have been

waiting for you. This is my wife," and he brought him

over to the hearth, where was seated an old, thin, grey

woman, with long sharp teeth and terrible glittering eyes.

" You are welcome," she said. " We have been waiting

for you^t is time for supper. Sit down and_ eat with

us."

Now Connor was a brave fellow, but he was a little dazed

at first at the sight of this strange creature. However, as he

had his stout stick with him, he thought he could make a

fight for his life any way, and, meantime, he would rest and

eat, for he was both hungry and weary, and it was now black

night, and he would never find his way home even if he

tried. So he sat down by the hearth, while the old grey

woman stirred the pot on the fire. But Conner felt that she

was watching him all the time with her keen, sharp eyes.

Then a knock came to the door. And the old man rose

up and opened it. When in walked a slender, young black

wolf, who immediately went straight across the floor to an

iimer room, from which in a few moments came forth a

dark, slender, handsome youth, who took his place at the

table and looked hard at Connor with his glittering eyes.

" You are welcome," he said, " we have waited for you."

Before Connor could answer another knock was heard,

and in came a second wolf, who passed on to the inner

room like the first, and soon after, another dark, handsome

youth came out and sat down to supper with them, glaring

at Connor with his keen eyes, but said no word.

" These are our sons," said the old man, " tell them what

you want, and what brought you here amongst us, for we
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live alone and don't care to have spies and strangers coming

to our place."

Then Connor told his story, how he had lost his two fine

cows, and had searched all day and found no trace of them

;

and he knew nothing of the place he was in, nor of the

kindly gentleman who asked him to supper ; but if they just

told him where to find his cows he would thank them, and

make the best of his way home at once.

Then they all laughed and looked at each other, and the

old hag looked more frightful than ever when she showed

her long, sharp teeth.

On this, Connor grew angry, for he was hot tempered;

and he grasped his blackthorn stick firmly in his hand and

stood up, and bade them open the door for him ; for he

would go his way, since they would give no help and only

mocked him.

Then the eldest of the young men stood up. " Wait," he

said, " we are fierce and evil, but we never forget a kind-

ness. Do you remember, one day down in the glen you

found a poor little wolf in great agony and like to die, be-

cause a sharp thorn had pierced his side ? And you gently

extracted the thorn and gave him a drink, and went your

way leaving him in peace and rest ?
"

" Aye, well do I remember it," said fonnor, " and how

the poor little beast licked my hand in gratitude."

" Well," said the young man, '' I am that wolf, and I shall

help you if I can, but stay with us to-night and have no

fear."

So they sat down again to supper and feasted merrily, and

then all fell fast asleep, and Connot knew, nothing more till he

VOL. I. 4
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awoke in the morning and found himself by a large hay-rick

in his own field.

.
" Now surely," thought he, "the adventure of last night was

not all a dream, and I shall certainly find my cows when I

go home ; for that excellent, good young wolf promised his

help, and I feel certain he would not deceive me."

But when he arrived home and looked over the yard and

the stable and the field, there was no sign nor sight of the

cows. So he grew very sad and dispirited. But just then

he espied in the field close by three of the most beautiful

strange cows he had ever set eyes on. " These must have

strayed in," he said, " from some neighbour's ground ;

"

and he took his big stick to drive them out of the gate off

the field. But when he reached the gate, there stood a young

black wolf watching ; and when the cows tried to pass out

at the gate he bit at them, and drove them back. Then

Connor knew that his friend the wolf had. kept his wqrd.

So he let the cows go quietly back to the field ; and there

they remained, and grew to be the finest in the whole

country, and their descendants are flourishing to this day,

and Connor grew rich and prospered ; for a kind deed is

never lost, but brings good luck to the doer for evermore,

as the old proverb says :

" Blessings are won,

By a good deed done."

But never again did Connor find that desolate heath or

that lone shieling, though he sought far and wide, to return

his thanks, as was due to the friendly wolves ; nor did he
ever again meet any of the family, though he mourned
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much whenever a slaughtered wolf was brought into the

town for the sake of the reward, fearing his excellent friend

might be the victim. At that time the wolves in Ireland

had increased to such an extent, owing to the desolation of

the country by constant wars, that a reward was offered and

a high price paid for every wolfs skin brought into the

court of the justiciary ; and this was in the time of Queen

Elizabeth, when the English troops made ceaseless war

against the Irish people, and there were more wolves in

Ireland than men ; and the dead lay unburied in hundreds

on the highways, for there were no hands left to dig them

graves.



The Evil Rye.

There is nothing more dreaded by the people, nor con-

sidered more deadly in its effects, than the Evil Eye.

It may strike at any moment unless the greatest precau-

tions are taken, and even then there is no true help possible

unless the fairy doctor is at once summoned to pronounce

the mystic charm that can alone destroy the evil and fatal

influence.

There are several modes in which the Evil Eye can act,

some much more deadly than others. If certain persons

are met the first thing in the morning, you will be unlucky

for the whole of that day in all you do. If the evil-eyed

comes in to rest, and looks fixedly on anything, on cattle

or on a child, there is doom in the glance ; a fatality which
cannot be evaded except by a powerful counter-charm. But
if the evil-eyed mutters a verse over a sleeping child, that

child will assuredly die, for the incantation is of the devil,

and no charm has power to resist it or turn away the evil.

Sometimes the process of bewitching is effected by looking

fixedly at the object through nine fingers ; especially is the

magic fatal if the victim is seated by the fire in the evening
when the moon is full. Therefore, to avoid being suspected
of having the Evil Eye, it is necessary at once, when looking

"W
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at a child, to say " God bless it." And when passing a farm-

yard where the cows are collected for milking, to say " The

blessing of God be on you and on all your labours." If this

form is omitted, the worst results may be apprehended, and the

people would be filled with terror and alarm, unless a coun-

ter-charm were not instantly employed.

The singular malific influence of a glance has been felt by

most persons in life; an influence that seems to paralyze

intellect and speech, simply by the mere presence in the

room of some one who is mystically antipathetic to our

nature. For the soul is like a fine-toned harp that vibrates

to the slightest external force or movement, and the presence

and glance of some persons can radiate around us a divine

joy, while others may kill the soul with a sneer or a frown.

We call these subtle influences mysteries, but the early races

believed them to be produced by spirits, good or evil, as

they acted on the nerves or the intellect.

Some years ago an old woman was living in Kerry,

and it was thought so unlucky to meet her in the morning,

that all the girls used to go out after sunset to bring in water

for the following day, that so they might avoid her evil

glance ; for whatever she looked on came to loss and grief.

There was a man, also, equally dreaded on account of the

strange, fatal power of his glance ; and so many accidents

and misfortunes were traced to his presence that finally the

neighbours insisted that he should wear a black patch over

the Evil Eye, not to be removed unless by request; for

learned gentlemen, curious in such things, sometimes came

to him to ask for a proof of his power, and he would try it

for a wager while drinking with his friends.
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One day, near an old ruin of a castle, he met a boy'

weeping in great grief for his pet pigeon, which had got up

to the very top of the ruin, and could not be coaxed down.

" What will you give me," asked the man, " if I bring it

down for you ?
"

"I have nothing to give," said the boy, "but I will pray

to God for you. Only get me back my pigeon, and I shall

be happy."

Then the man took off the black patch and looked up stead-

fastly at the bird ; when all of a sudden it fell to the ground

and lay motionless, as if stunned ; but there was no harm

done to it, and the boy took it up and went his way, rejoicing.

A woman in the County Galway had a beautiful child, so

handsome, that all the neighbours were very careful to say

"God bless it " when they saw him, for they knew the fairies

would desire to steal the child, and carry it off to the hills.

But one day it chanced that an old woman, a stranger,

came in. " Let me rest," she said, " foi- 1 am weary." And
she sat down and looked at the child, but never said " God
bless it." And when she had rested, she rose up, looked

again at the child fixedly, in silence, and then went her way.

All that night the child cried and would not sleep. And
all next day it moaned as if in pain. So the mother told

the priest, but he would do nothing for fear of the fairies.

And just as the poor mother was in despair, she saw a strange

woman going by the door. "Who knows," she said to her

husband, " but this woman would help us." So they asked

her to come in and rest. And when she looked at the child
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she said " God bless it," instantly, and spat three times at it,

and then sat down.

" Now, what will you give me," she said, " if I tell you
what ails the child ?

"

"I will cross your hand with silver," said the mother, "as

much as you want, only speak," and she laid the money on

the woman's hand. " Now tell me the truth, for the sake

and in the name of Mary, and the good Angels."

" Well," said the stranger, " the fairies have had your child

these two days in the hills, and this is a changeling they

have left in its place. But so many blessings were said on

your child that the fairies can do it no harm. For there

was only one blessing wanting, and only one person gave it

the Evil Eye. Now, you must watch for this woman, carry

her into the house and secretly cut off a piece of her cloak.

Then burn the piece close to the child, till the smoke as it

rises makes him sneeze ; and when this happens the spell

is broken, and your own child will come back to you safe

and sound, in place of the changeling."

Then the stranger rose up and went her way.

All that evening the mother watched for the old woman,

and at last she spied her on the road.

" Come in," she cried, " come in, good woman, and rest,

for the cakes are hot on the griddle, and supper is ready."

So the woman came in, but never said " God bless you

kindly," to man or mortal, only scowled at the child, who

cried worse than ever.

Now the mother had told her eldest girl to cut off a piece

of the old woman's cloak, secretly, when she sat down to eat

And the girl did as she was desired, and handed the piece
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to her mother, unknown to any one. But, to their surprise,

this was no sooner done than the woman rose up and went

out without uttering a word ; and they saw her no more.

Then the father carried the child outside, and burned the

piece of cloth before the door, and held the boy over the

smoke till he sneezed three times violently j after which he

gave the child back to the mother, who laid him in his bed,

where he slept peacefully, with a smile on his face, and cried

no more with the cry of pain. And when he woke up the

mother knew that she had got her own darling child back

from the fairies, and no evil thing happened to him any more.

• The influence of the mysterious and malign power of the

Evil Eye has at all times been as much dreaded in Ireland

as it is in Egypt, Greece, or Italy at the present day. Every-

thing young, beautiful, or perfect after its kind, and which

naturally attracts attention and admiration, is peculiarly lia-

ble to the fatal blight that follows the glance of the Evil Eye.

It is therefore an invariable habit amongst the peasantry

never to praise anything without instantly adding, "God
bless it ;

" for were this formula omitted, the worst conse-

quences would befall the object praised.

The superstition must be of great antiquity in Ireland, for

Baler, the Fomorian giant and hero, is spoken of in an

ancient manuscript as able to petrify his enemies by a

glance j and how he became possessed of the power is thus

narrated :

—

.
One day as the Druids were busy at their incantations,

while boiliijg a magical spell or charm, young Balor passed
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by, and curious to see their work, looked in at an open

window. At that moment the Druids happened to raise the

lid of the caldron, and the vapour, escaping, passed under

one of Balor's eyes, carrying with it all the venom of the

Incantation. This caused his brow to grow to such a size

that it required four men to raise it whenever he wanted to

exert the power of his venomed glance over his enemies.

He was slain at last in single combat, according to the an-

cient legend, at the great battle of Magh-Tura ' (the plain of

the towers), fought between the Firbolgs and the Tuatha-

de-Dananns for the possession of Ireland several centuries

before the Christian era ; for before Balor's brow could be

lifted so that he could transfix his enemy and strike him

dead with the terrible power of his glance, his adversary

flung a stone with such violence that it went right through

the Evil Eye, and pierced the skull, and the mighty magician

fell to rise no more.

An interesting account of this battle, with a remarkable

confirmation of the legends respecting it still current in tlie

district, is given by Sir William Wilde, in his work, " Lough

Corrib ; its Shores and Islands." In the ancient manuscript,

it is recorded that a young hero having been slain while

bravely defending his king, the Firbolg army erected a mound

over him, each man carrying a stone, and the monument

was henceforth known as the Carn-in-en-Fliir (the cairn of

the one man). Having examined the locality with a tran-

script of this manuscript in his hand, Sir William fixed on

the particular mound, amongst the many stone tumuli scat-

tered over the plain, which seemed to agree best with the

IJow called Moytura.
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description, and had it opened carefully under his own

superintendence.

A large flag-stone was first discovered, laid horizontally ;

then another beneath it, covering a small square chamber

formed of stones, within which was a single urn of baked

clay, graceful and delicate in form and ornamentation, con-

taining incinerated human bones, the remains, there can be

no reason to doubt, of the Firbolg youth who was honoured

for his loyalty by the erection over him of the Carn-in-en-

Fhir on the historic plains of Mayo.

After Balor, the only other ancient instance of the fatal

effects of the malific Eye is narrated of St. Silan, who had a

poisonous hair in his eyebrow that killed whoever looked first

on him in the morning. All persons, therefore, who from long

sickness, or sorrow, or the weariness that comes with years,

were tired of life, used to try and come in the saint's way, that

so their sufferings might be ended by a quick and easy death.

But another saint, the holy Molaise, hearing that St. Silan

was coming to visit his church, resolved that no more deaths

should happen by means of the poisoned hair. So he

arose early in the morning, before any one was up, and went

forth alone to meet St. Silan ; and when he saw him

coming along the path, he went boldly up and plucked

out the fatal hair from his eyebrow, but in so doing he him-

self was struck by the venom, and immediately after fell

down dead.

The power of the Evil Eye was recognized by the Brehon

laws, and severe measures were ordained against the users

of the malign influence. " If a person is in the habit of

injuring things through neglect, or of will, whether he has
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blessed, or whether he has not blessed, full penalty be upon

him, or restitution in kind." So ran the ancient law.

The gift comes by nature and is born with one, though it

may not be called into exercise unless circumstances arise to

excite the power. Then it seems to act like a spirit of bitter

and malicious envy that radiates a poisonous atmosphere

which chills and blights everything within its reach. With-

out being superstitious every one has felt that there is such

a power and succumbed to its influence in a helpless, passive

way, as if all self-trust and self-reliant energy were utterly

paralyzed by its influence.

'' Suspected persons are held in great dread by the peasantry,

and they recognize them at once by certain signs. Men and

women with dark lowering eyebrows are especially feared,

and the handsome children are kept out of their path lest

they might be overlooked by them.

Red hair is supposed to have a most malign influence, and

it has even passed into a proverb :
" Let not the eye of a

red-haired woman rest on you."

Many persons are quite unconscious that their glance or

frown has this evil power until some calamity results, and

then they strive not to look at any one full in the face, but

to avert their eyes when speaking, lest misfortune might fall

upon the person addressed.'

The saving invocation, " God bless it 1 " is universally

used when praise is bestowed, to prevent danger, and should

a child fall sick some one is immediately suspected of having

' There is a strange idea current in Europe at the present time that

one of the most remarkable potentates now living has this fatal gift and

power of the Evil Eye.
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omitted the usual phrase out of malice and ill-will. Nothing

is more dreaded by the peasantry than the full, fixed,

direct glance of one suspected of the Evil Eye, and should

it fall upon them, or on any of their household, a terrible

fear and trembling of heart takes possession of them, which

often ends in sickness or sometimes even in death.

Some years ago a woman living in Kerry declared that

she was " overlooked " by the Evil Eye. She had no

pleasure in her life and no comfort, and she wasted away

because of the fear that was on her, caused by the following

singular circumstance :

—

Every time that she happened to leave home alone, and

that no one was within call, she was met by a woman totally

unknown to her, who, fixing her eyes on her in silence, with

a terrible expression, cast her to the ground and proceeded

to beat and pinch her till she was nearly senseless ; after

which her tormentor disappeared.

Having experienced this treatment several times, the poor

woman finally abstained altogether from leaving the house,

unless protected by a servant or companion ; and this pre-

caution she observed for several years, during which time

she never was molested. So at last she began to believe

that the spell was broken, and that her strange enemy had

departed for ever.

In consequence she grew less careful about the usual

precaution, and one day stepped down alone to a little

stream that ran by the house to wash some clothes.

Stooping down over her work, she never thought of any
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danger, and began to sing as she used to do in the light-

hearted days before the spell was on her, when suddenly a

dark shadow fell across the water, and looking up, she

beheld to her horror the strange woman on the opposite

side of the little stream, with her terrible eyes intently fixed

on her, as hard and still as if she were of stone.

Springing up with a scream of terror, she flung down her

work, and ran towards the house ; but soon she heard foot-

steps behind her, and in an instant she was seized, thrown

down to the ground, and her tormentor began to beat her

even worse than before, till she lost all consciousness ; and

in this state she was found by her husband, lying on her

face and speechless. She was at once carried to the house,

and all the care that affection and rural skill could bestow

were lavished on her, but in vain. She, however, regained

suflficient consciousness to tell them of the terrible encounter

she had gone through, but died before the night had passed

away.

It was believed that the power of fascination by the glance,

which is not necessarily an evil power hke the Evil Eye,

was possessed in a remarkable degree by learned and wise

people, especially poets, so that they could make themselves

loved and followed by any girl they liked, simply by the

influence of the glance. About the year 1790, a young man

resided in the County Limerick, who had this power in a

singular and unusual degree. He was a clever, witty rhymer

in the Irish language ; and, probably, had the deep poet-

eyes that characterize warm and passionate poet-natures

—
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eyes that even without necromancy have been known to

exercise a powerful magnetic influence over female minds.

One day, while travelling far from home, he came upon a

bright, pleasant-looking farmhouse, and feeling weary, he

stopped and requested a drink of milk and leave to rest.

The farmer's daughter, a young, handsome girl, not liking to

admit a stranger, as all the maids were churning, and she

was alone in the house, refused him admittance.

The young poet fixed his eyes earnestly on her for some

time in silence, then slowly turning round left the house, and

walked towards a small grove of trees just opposite. There

he stood for a few moments resting againsta tree, and facing

the house as if to take one last vengeful or admiring glance,

then went his way without once turning round.

The young girl had been watching him from the windows,

and the moment he moved she passed out of the door like

one in a dream, and followed him slowly, step by step^ down

the avenue. The maids grew alarmed, and called to her

father, who ran out and shouted loudly for her to stop, but

she never turned or seemed to heed. The young man,

however, looked round, and seeing the whole family in

pursuit quickened his pace, first glancing fixedly at the girl

for a moment. Immediately she sprang towards him, and

they were both almost out of sight, when one of the maids

espied a piece of paper tied to a branch of the tree where

the poet had rested. From curiosity she took it down,

and the moment the knot was untied, the farmer's daughter

suddenly stopped, became quite still, and when her father

came up she allowed him to lead her back to the house

without resistance.
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When questioned she said that she felt herself drawn by

an invisible force to follow the young stranger wherever he

might lead, and that she would have followed him through

the world, for her life seemed to be bound up in his ; she

had no will to resist, and was conscious of nothing else but

his presence. Suddenly, however, the spell was broken,

and then she heard her father's voice, and knew how

strangely she had acted. At the same time the power of

the young man over her vanished, and the. impulse to follow

him was no longer in her heart.

The paper, on being opened, was found to contain five

mysterious words written in blood, and in this order

—

Sator.

Arepo.

Tenet.

Opera.
Rotas.

These letters are so arranged that read in any way, right to

left, left to right, up or down, the same words are produced

;

and when written in blood with a pen made of an eagle's

feather, they form a charm which no woman (it is said) can

resist ; but the incredulous reader can easily test the truth

of this assertion for himself.

These popular stories are provokingly incomplete, and

one cannot help regretting that the romance of " The Poet

and the Farmer's Daughter " was not brought to a happy

termination ; but the Irish tales are in general rather inco-

herent, more like remembered fragments of ancient stories

than a complete, well-organized, dramatic composition, with
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lights well placed, and a striking catastrophe. The opening

is usually attractive, with the exciting formula, " Once upon

a time," from which one always expects so much; and there

is sure to be an old woman, weird and witch-like, capable of

the most demoniacal actions, and a mysterious man who

promises to be the unredeemed evil spirit of the tale : but

in the end they both turn out childishly harmless, and their

evil actions seldom go beyond stealing the neighbours'

butter, or abducting a pretty girl, which sins mere mortals

would be quite equal to, even without the aid of "the gods

of the earth " and their renowned leader, Finvarra, the King

of the Fairies. The following tale, however, of a case of

abduction by fairy power, is well constructed. The hero of

the narrative has our sympathy and interest, and it ends

happily, which is considered a great merit by the Irish, as

they dislike a tale to which they cannot append, as an

epilogue, the hearty and outspoken " Thank God."



The Stolen Bfjide.

About the year 1670 there was a fine young fellow living

at a place called Querin, in the County Clare. He was

brave and strong and rich, for he had his own land and his

own house, and not one to lord it over him. He was called

the Kern of Querin. And many a time he would go out

alone to shoot the wild fowl at night along the lonely strand

and sometimes cross over northward to the broad east strand,

about two miles away, to find the wild geese.

One cold frosty November Eve he was watching for them,

crouched down behind the ruins of an old hut, when a loud

splashing noise attracted his attention. " It is the wild

geese," he thought, and raising his gun waited in deathlike

silence the approach of his victims.

But presently he saw a dark mass moving along the edge

of the strand. And he knew there were no wild geese near

him. So he watched and waited till the black mass came

closer, and then he distinctly perceived four stout men

carrying a bier on their shoulders, on which lay a corpse

covered with a white cloth. For a few moments they laid

it down, apparently to rest themselves, and the Kern

instantly fired ; on which the four men ran away shrieking,

and the corpse was left alone on the bier. Kern of Querin

immediately sprang to the place, and lifting the cloth from

the face of the corpse, beheld by the freezing starlight, the

VOL. I. 5
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form of a beautiful young girl, apparently not dead but in a

deep sleep.

Gently he passed his hand over her face and raised her

up, when she. opened her eyes and looked around with wild

wonder but spake never a word, though he tried to soothe

and encourage her. Then, thinking it was dangerous for

them to remain in that place, he raised her from the bier,

and taking her hand led her away to his own house. They

arrived safely, but in silence. And for twelve months did

she remain with the Kern, never tasting food or speaking

word for all that time.

When the next November Eve came round, he resolved

to visit the east strand again, and watch from the same

place, in the hope of meeting with some adventure that

might throw light on the history of the beautiful girl. His

way lay beside the old ruined fort called Lios-na-fallainge

(the Fort of the Mantle), and as he passed, the sound of

music and mirth fell on his ear. He stopped to catch the

words of the voices, and had not waited long when he heard

a man say in a low whisper

—

" Where shall we go to-night to carry off a bride ?
"

And a second voice answered

—

" Wherever we go I hope better luck will be ours than we
had this day twelvemonths."

" Yes," said a third; " on that night we carried off a rich

prize, the fair daughter of O'Connor ; but that clown, the

Kern of Querin, broke our spell and took her from us. Yet

little pleasure has he had of his bride, for she has neither

eaten nor drank nor uttered a word since she entered his

house."
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" And SO she will remain," said a fourth, " until he makes

her eat off her father's table-cloth, which covered her as she

lay on the bier, and which is now thrown up over the top of

her bed."

On hearing all this the Kern rushed home, and without

waiting even for the morning, entered the young girl's room,

took down the table-cloth, spread it on the table, laid meat

and drink thereon, and led her to it. " Drink," he said,

" that speech may come to you." And she drank, and eat

of the food, and then speech came. And she told the Kern

her story—how she was to have been married to a young

lord of her own country, and the wedding guests had all

assembled, when she felt herself suddenly ill and swooned

away, and never knew more of what had happened to her

until the Kern had passed his hand over her face, by which

she recovered consciousness, but could neither eat nor speak,

for a spell was on her and she was helpless.

Then the Kern prepared a chariot, and carried home the

young girl to her father, who was like to die for joy when he

beheld her. And the Kern grew mightily in O'Connor's

favour, so that at last he gave him his fair young daughter

to wife ; and the wedded pair lived together happily for

many long years after, and no evil befell them, but good

followed all the work of their hands.

This story of Kern of Querin still lingers in the faithful,

vivid Irish memory, and is often told by the peasants of

Clare when they gather round the fire on the awful festival

of Samhain, or November Eve, when the dead walk, and

the spirits of earth and air have power over mortals, whether

for good or evil.
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The evil influence of the fairy glance does not kill, but it

throws the object into a death-like trance, in which the real

body is carried off to some fairy mansion, while a log of

wood, or some ugly, deformed creature is left in its place,

clothed with the shadow of the stolen form. Young women

remarkable for beauty, young men, and handsome children,

are the chief victims of the fairy stroke. The girls are

wedded to fairy chiefs, and the young men to fairy queens
j

and if the mortal children do not turn out well they are sent

back, and others carried off in their place. It is sometimes

possible, by the spells of a powerful fairy-man, to bring back

a living being from Fairy-land. But they are never quite

the same after. They have always a spirit-look, especially

if they have listened to the fairy music. For the fairy music is

soft, and low, and plaintive, with a fatal charm for mortal ears.

One day a gentleman entered a cabin in the County Clare,

and saw a young girl about twenty seated by the fire, chant

ing a melancholy song, without settled words or music. On
inquiry he was told that she had once heard the fairy harp,

and those who hear it lose all memory of love or hate, and
forget all things, and never more have any other sound in
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their ears save the soft music of the fairy harp, and when

the spell is broken, they die.

It is remarkable that the Irish national airs—plaintive,

beautiful, and unutterably pathetic—should so perfectly

express the spirit of the Cdol-Sidhe (the fairy music), as it

haunts the fancy of the people and mingles with all their

traditions of the spirit world. Wild and capricious as the

fairy nature, these delicate harmonies, with their mystic,

mournful rhythm, seem to touch the deepest chords of feel-

ing, or to fill the sunshine with laughter, according to the

mood of the players ; but, above all things, Irish music is

the utterance of a Divine sorrow; not stormy or passionate,

but like that of an exiled spirit, yearning and wistful, vague

and unresting; ever seeking the unattainable, ever shadowed,

as it were, with memories of some lost good, or some dim

foreboding of a coming fate—emotions that seem to find

their truest expression in the sweet, sad, lingering wail of

the pathetic minor in a genuine Irish air. There is a beau-

tiful phrase in one of the ancient manuscripts descriptive of

the wonderful power of Irish music over the sensitive human

organization :
" Wounded men were soothed when they

heard it, and slept ; and women in travail forgot their pains."

There are legends concerning the subtle charm of the fairy

music and dance, when the mortal under their influence seems

to move through the air with " the naked, fleshless feet of

the spirit," and is lulled by the ecstasy of the cadence into for-

getfulness of all things, and sometimes into the sleep of

death.



The Fairy Dance.

The following story is from the Irish, as told by a native

of one of the Western Isles, where the primitive superstitions

have still all the freshness of young hfe.

One evening late in November, which is the month when

spirits have most power over all things, as the prettiest girl

in all the island was going to the well for water, her foot

slipped and she fell. It was an unlucky omen, and when

she got up and looked round it seemed to her as if she were

in a strange place, and all around her was changed as if by

enchantment. But at some distance she saw a great crowd

gathered round a blazing fire, and she was drawn slowly on

towards them, till at last she stood in the very midst of the

people ; but they kept silence, looking fixedly at her ; and

she was afraid, and tried to turn and leave them, but she

could not. Then a beautiful youth, like a prince, with a red

sash, and a golden baiid on his long yellow hair, came up

and asked her to dance.

"It is a foolish thing of you, sir, to ask me to dance,"

she said, "when there is no music."

Then he lifted his hand and made a sign to the people,

and instantly the sweetest music sounded near her and
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around her, and the young man took her hand, and they

danced and danced till the moon and the stars went down,

but she seemed like one floating on the air, and she forgot

everything in the world except the dancing, and the sweet

low music, and her beautiful partner.

At last the dancing ceased, and her partner thanked her,

and invited her to supper with the company. Then she

saw an opening in the ground, and a flight of steps, and the

young man, who seemed to be the king amongst them all,

led her down, followed by the whole company. At the end

of the stairs they came upon a large hall, all bright and

beautiful with gold and silver and lights ; and the table was

covered with everything good to eat, and wine was poured

out in golden cups for them to drink. When she sat down

they all pressed her to eat the food and to drink the wine ;

and as she was weary after the dancing, she took the golden

cup the prince handed to her, and raised it to her lips to

drink. Just then, a man passed closed to her, and

whispered

—

" Eat no food, and drink no wine, or you will never reach

your home again."

So she laid down the cup, and refused to drink. On this

they were angry, and a great noise arose, and a fierce, dark

man stood up, and said

—

" Whoever comes to us must drink with us."

And he seized her arm, and held the wine to her lips,

'

so that she almost died of fright But at that moment a

red-haired man came up, and he took her by the hand and

led her out

"You are safe for this time," he said "Take this herb,
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and hold it in your hand till you reach home, and no one

can harm you." And he gave her a branch of a plant

called the Aihair-Luss (the ground ivy).'

This she took, and fled away along the sward in the dark

night; but all the time she heard footsteps behind her in

pursuit. At last she reached home and barred the door,

and v;ent to bed, when a great clamour arose outside, and

voices were heard crying to her

—

" The power we had over you is gone through the magic

of the herb; but wait—when you dance again to the music

on the hill, you will stay with us for evermore, and none

shall hinder."

However, she kept the magic branch safely, and the fairies

never troubled her more ; but it was long and long before

the sound of the fairy music left her ears which she had

danced to that November night on the hillside with her

fairy lover.

' In Ancient Egypt the ivy was sacred to Osiris, and a safeguard

against evil.



F/iF^Y Justice.

A LEGEND OF SHARK ISLAND.

The "Red-haired Man," although he is considered very

unlucky in actual life, yet generally acts in the fairy world as

the benevolent Deus ex machina, that saves and helps and

rescues the unhappy mortal, who himself is quite helpless

under the fairy spells.

There was a man in Shark Island who used to cross over

'to Boffin ' to buy tobacco, but when the weather was too

:rough for the boat his ill-temper was as bad as the weather,

and he used to beat his wife, and fling all the things about,

so that no one could stand before him. One day a man

came to him.

" What will you give me if I go over to Boffin," said he,

" and bring you the tobacco ?
"

" I will give you nothing," said the other. " Whatever

way you go I can go also."

" Then come with me to the shore," said the first man,

' The correct names Tor these islands are Innis-Erk (the Island of

St. Erk), and Innis-bo-finn (the Island of the White Cow).
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" and I'll show you how to get across ; but as only one can

go, you must go alone."

And as they went down to the sea they saw a great com-

pany of horsemen and ladies galloping along, with music

and laughter.

" Spring up now on a horse and you will get across," said

the first man.

So the other sprang up as he was told, and in an instant

they all jumped right across the sea and landed at Boffin.

T'hen he ran to buy the tobacco and was back again in a

minute, and found all the same company by the sea-shore.

He sprang again upon a horse and they all jumped right

into the sea, but suddenly stopped midway between the two

islands, where there was a great rock, and beyond this

they could not force the horses to move. Then there was

great disquietude amongst them, and they called a

council.

" There is a mortal amongst us," they said. " Let us

drown him."

And they carried the man up to the top of the rock and

cast him down ; and when he rose to the surface again they

caught him by the hair, and cried

—

" Drown him ! Drown him ! We have the power over life

and death j he must be drowned."

And they were going to cast him down a second time,

when a red-haired man pleaded for him, and carried him off

with a strong hand safe to shore.

"Now," said he, "you are safe, but mind, the spirits are

watching you, and if ever again you beat your poor good

wife, and knock about the things at home just to torment
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her out of her life, you will die upon that rock as sure as

fate." And he vanished.

So from that time forth the man was as meek as a

mouse, for he was afraid ; and whenever he went by the

rock in his boat he always stopped a minute, and

said a little prayer for his wife with a "God bless her."

And this kept away the evil, and they both lived together

happily ever after to a great old age.

This is but a rude tale. Yet the moral is good, and the

threat of retributive justice shows a laudable spirit of indig-

nation on the part of the fairy race against the tyranny of

man over the weaker vessel



The pFjiEgr'g ^oux..

An ethical purpose is not often to be detected in the Irish

legends ; but the following tale combines an inner meaning

with the incidents in a profound and remarkable manner.

The idea that underlies the story is very subtle and tragic
;

Calderon or Goethe might have founded a drama on it ; and

Browning's genius would find a fitting subject in this con-

trast between the pride of the audacious, self-reliant sceptic

in the hour of his triumph and the moral agony that pre-

cedes his punishment and death.

In former days there were great schools in Ireland where

every sort of learning was taught to the people, and even

the poorest had more knowledge at that time than many a

gentleman has now. But as to the priests, their learning

was above all, so that the fame of Ireland went over the

whole world, and many kings from foreign lands used to

send their sons all the way to Ireland to be brought up in

the Irish schools.

Now, at this time there was a little boy learning at one of

them who was a wonder to every one for his cleverness. His
parents were only labouring people, and of course very poor

;

but young as he was, and poor as he was, no king's or lord's
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son could come up to him in learning. Even the masters

were put to shame ; for when they were trying to teach him

he would tell them something they never heard of before,

and show them their ignorance. One of his great triumphs

was in argument ; and he would go on till he proved to you

that black was white, and then when you gave in, for no one

could beat him in talk, he would turn round and show you

that white was black, or may be that there was no colour at

all in the world. When he grew up his poor father and

mother were so proud of him that they resolved to make

him a priest, which they did at last, though they nearly

starved themselves to get the money. Well, such another

learned man was not in Ireland, and he was as great in

argument as ever, so that no one could stand before him.

Even the Bishops tried to talk to him, but he showed them

at once they knew nothing at all.

Now there were no schoolmasters in those times but it

was the priests taught the people ; and as this man was

the cleverest in Ireland all the foreign kings sent their

sons to him as long as he had house-room to give them. So

he grew very proud, and began to forget how low he had

been, and worst of all, even to forget God, who had made

him what he was. And the pride of arguing got hold of

him, so that from one thing to another he went on to prove

that there was no Purgatory, and then no Hell, and then no

Heaven, and then no God ; and at last that men had no

souls, but were no more than a dog or a cow, and when they

died there was an end of them. " Who ever saw a soul ?
"

he would say. " If you can show me one, I will believe."

No one could make any answer to this j and at last they all
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came to believe that as there was no other world, every one

might do what they liked in this ; the priest setting the ex-

ample, for he took a beautiful young girl to wife. But as

no priest or bishop in the whole land could be got to marry

them, he was obliged to read the service over for himself.

It was a great scandal, yet no one dared to say a word, for

all the kings' sons were on his side, and would have

slaughtered any one who tried to prevent his wicked goings-

on. Poor boys ! they all believed in him, and thought every

word he said was the truth. In this way his notions began

to spread about, and the whole world was going to the bad,

when one night an angel came down from Heaven, and told

the priest he had but twenty-four hours to live. He began

to tremble, and asked for a little more time.

But the angel was stiff, and told him that could not be.

" What do you want time for, you sinner ? " he asked.

" Oh, sir, have pity on my poor soul 1 " urged the priest.

" Oh, ho ! You have a soul, then," said the angel. " Pray,

how did you find that out ?
"

" It has been fluttering in me ever since you appeared,"

answered the priest. " What a fool I was not to think of it

before."

"A fool indeed," said the angel. " What good was all

your learning, when it could not tell you that you had a

soul?"

" Ah, my lord," said the priest, " if I am to die, tell me
how soon I may be in Heaven ?

"

"Never," replied the angel. "You denied there was a

Heaven."

" Then, my lord, may I go to Purgatory ?
"
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" You denied Purgatory also
;
you must go straight to

Hell," said the angel.

" But, my lord, I denied Hell also," answered the priest,

" so you can't send me there either."

The angel was a little puzzled.

" Well,"'said he, " I'll tell you what I can do for you. You

may either live now on earth for a hundred years enjoying

every pleasure, and then be cast into Hell for ever ; or you

may die in twenty-four hours in the most horrible torments,

and pass through Purgatory, there to remain till the Day of

Judgment, if only you can find some one person that

believes, and through his belief mercy will be vouchsafed to

you and your soul will be saved."

The priest did not take five minutes to make up his mind.

" I will have death in the twenty-four hours," he said, " so

that my soul rnay be saved at last."

On this the angel gave him directions as to what he was

to do, and left him.

Then, immediately, the priest entered the large room

where all his scholars and the kings' sons were seated, and

called out to them

—

" Now, tell me the truth, and let none fear to contradict

me. Tell me what is your belief. Have men souls ?
"

" Master,." they answered, " once we believed that men

had souls ; but, thanks to your teaching, we believe so no

longer. There is no Hell, and no Heaven, and no God.

This is our belief, for it is thus you taught us."

Then the priest grew pale with fear and cried out

—

" Listen I I taught you a lie. There is a God, and man has

an immortal soul. I believe now all I denied before."
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But the shouts of laughter that rose up drowned the priest's

voice, for they thought he was only trying them for argument.

" Prove it, master," they cried, " prove it. Who has

ever seen God ? Who has ever seen the soul? "

And the room was stirred with their laughter.

The priest stood up to answer them, but no word could

he utter ; all his eloquence, all his powers of argument had

gone from him, and he could do nothing but wring his

hands and cry out

—

" There is a God ! there is a God ! Lord, have mercy on

my soul
!

"

And they all began to mock him, and repeat his own

words that he had taught them

—

" Show him to us ; show us your God."

And he fled from them groaning with agony, for he saw

that none believed, and how then could his soul be saved ?

But he thought next of his wife.

" She will believe," he said to himself. " Women never

give up God."

And he went to her; but she told him that she believed

only what he taught her, and that a good wife should believe

in her husband first, and before and above all things in

heaven or earth.

Then despair came on him, and he rushed from the house

and began to ask' every one he met if they believed. But the

same answer came from one and all^-" We believe only what

you have taught us," for his doctrines had spread far and

wide through the county.

Then he grew half mad with fear, for the hours were

passing. And he flung himself down on the ground in a
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lonesome spot, and wept and groaned in terror, for the time

was coming fast when he must die.

Just then a little child came by.

" God save you kindly," said the child to him.

The priest started up.

" Child, do you believe in God ? " he asked.

" I have come from a far country to learn about Him,"

said the child. " Will your honour direct me to the beSt

school that they have in these parts ?"

" The best school and the best teacher is close by," said

the priest, and he named himself.

" Oh, not to that man," answered the child, " for I am
told he denies God, and Heaven, and Hell, and even that

man has a soul, because we can't see it ; but I would soon

put him down."

The priest looked at him earnestly. " How?" he inquired.

" Why," said the child, " I would ask him if he believed

he had life to show me his life."

" But he could not do that, my child," said the priest.

" Life cannot be seen ; we have it, but it is invisible."

" Then if we have life, though we cannot see it, we may

also have a soul, though it is invisible," answered the child.

When the priest heard him speak these words he fell

down on his knees before him, weeping for joy, for now he

knew his soul was safe ; he had met at last one that believed.

And he told the child his whole story : all his wickedness,

and pride, and blasphemy against the great God ; and how

the angel had come to him and told him of the only way

in which he could be saved, through the faith and prayers

of some one that believed.

VOL, 1. 6
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" Now then," he said to the child, " take this penknife

and strike it into my breast, and go on stabbing the flesh

until you see the paleness of death on my face. Then

watch—for a living thing will soar up from my body as I die,

and you will then know that my soul has ascended to the

presence ofGod. And when you see this thing, make haste

and run to my school and call on all my scholars to come

and see that the soul of their master has left the body, and

that all he taught them was a lie, for that there is a God who

punishes sin, and a Heaven and a Hell, and that man has

an immortal soul, destined for eternal happiness or misery."

" I will pray," said the child, *' to have courage to do this

work."

And he kneeled down and prayed. Then when he rose

up he took the penknife and struck it into the priest's heart,

^nd struck and struck again till all the flesh was lacerated

;

but still the priest lived though the agony was horrible, for

he could not die until the twenty-four hours had expired.

At last the agony seemed to cease, and the stillness of death

settled on his face. Then the child, who was watching, saw

a beautiful living creature, with four snow white wings,

mount from the dead man's body into the air and go

fluttering round his head.

So he ran to bring the scholars ; and when they saw it

they all knew it was the soul of their master, and they watched

with wonder and awe until it passed from sight into the

clouds.

And this was the first butterfly that was ever seen in

Ireland ; and now all men know that the butterflies are the

souls of the dead waiting for the moment when they may
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enter Purgatory, and so pass through torture to purification

and peace.

But the schools of Ireland were quite deserted after that

time, for people said, What is the use of going so far to

learn when the wisest man in all Ireland did not know if he

had a soul till he was near losing it ; and was only saved

•at last through the simple belief of a little child ?

The allusion in this clever tale to the ancient Irish schools

is based on historical fact. From the seventh to the tenth

century Ireland was the centre of learning. The great

Alfred of England was a student at one of the famous Irish

seminaries, along with other royal and noble youths, and

there formed a life-long friendship with the learned Adamnanl

who often afterwards was a welcome guest at the Court of

King Alfred. Other eminent Irishmen are known to history

as the teachers and evangelizers of Europe. Alcuin, the

Irish monk, became the friend and secretary of Charlemagne,

and founded, at Aix-la-Chapelle, the first Grammar School

in the imperial dominions. And the celebrated Clemens

and Albinus, two Irishmen of distinguished ability and

learning, aided the emperor not only in educating the

people, but also to found a school for the nobles within his

own palace.



The Paif(y I^^ce.

The Sidhe, or spirit race, called also the Feadh-Ree, or fairies^

are supposed to have been once angels in heaven, who were

cast out by Divine command as a punishment for their inor-

dinate pride.

Some fell to earth, and dwelt there, long before man was;

created, as the first gods of the 'earth. Others fell into the

sea, and they built themselves beautiful fairy palaces of cry-

stal and pearl underneath the waves; but on moonlight

nights they often come up on the land, riding their white

horses, and they hold revels with their fairy kindred of the

earth, who live in the clefts of the hills, and they dance to-

gether on the green sward under the ancient trees, and drink,

nectar from the cups of the flowers, which is the fairy wine.

Other fairies, however, are demoniacal, and given to evit

and malicious deeds ; for when cast out of heaven they fell

into hell, and there the devil holds them under his rule, and
sends them forth as he wills upon missions of evil to tempt

the souls of men downward by the false glitter of sin and,

pleasure. These spirits dwell under the earth, and impart

their knowledge only to certain evil persons chosen of the

devil, who gives them power to make incantations, and brew
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love potions, and to work wicked spells, and they can

assume different forms by their knowledge and use of cer-

tain magical herbs.

The witch women who have been taught by them, and

have thus become tools of the Evil One, are the terrors of the

neighbourhood ; for they have all the power of the fairies

and all the malice of the devil, who reveals to them secrets

of times and days, and secrets of herbs, and secrets of

evil spells ; and by the power of magic they can effect all

their purposes, whether for good or ilL

The fairies of the earth are small and beautiful. They

passionately love music and dancing, and live luxuriously

in their palaces under the hills and in the deep mountain

caves ; and they can obtain all things lovely for their fairy

homes, merely by the strength of their magic power. They

can also assume all forms, atid will never know death until

the last day comes, when their doom is to vanish away—to

be annihilated for ever. But they are very jealous of the

human race who are so tall and strong, and to whom has

been promised immortality. And they are often tempted

by the beauty of a mortal woman and greatly desire to have

her as a wife.

The children of such marriages have a strange mystic

nature, and generally become famous in music and song.

But they are passionate, revengeful, and not easy to live with.

Every one knows them to be of the Sidhe or spirit race, by

their beautiful eyes and their bold, reckless temperament.

The fairy king and princes dress in green, with red caps

bound on the head with a golden fillet. The fairy queen

and the grejit court ladies are robed in glittering silver
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gauze, spangled with diamonds, and their long golden hair

sweeps the ground as they dance on the greensward.

Their favourite camp and resting-place is under a hawr

thorn tree, and a peasant would die sooner than cut down

one of the ancient hawthorns sacred to the fairies, and which

generally stands in the centre of a fairy ring. But the

people never offer worship to these fairy beings, for they look

on the Sidhe as a race quite inferior to man. At the same

time they have an immense dread and fear of their mystic

fairy power, and never interfere with them nor offend them

knowingly.

The Sidhe often strive to carry off the handsome children,

who are then reared in the beautiful fairy palaces under the

earth, and wedded to fairy mates when they grow up.

The people dread the idea of a fairy changeling being left

in the cradle in place of their own lovely child ; and if a

wizened little thing is found there, it is sometimes taken out

at night and laid in an open grave till the morning, when

they hope to find their own child restored, although more

often nothing is found save the cold corpse of the poor

outcast.

Sometimes it is said the fairies carry off the mortal child

for a sacrifice, as they have to offer one every seven years to

the devil in return for the power he gives them. And beau-

tiful young girls are carried off, also, either for sacrifice or to

be wedded to the fairy king.

The fairies are pure and cleanly in their habits, and they

like above all things a pail of water to be set for them at

night, in case they may wish to bathe.

They also delight in good wines, and are careful to repay
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the donor in blessings, for they are truly upright and honest.

The great lords of Ireland, in ancient times, used to leave a

keg of the finest Spanish wine frequently at night out on the

window-sill for the fairies, and in the morning it was all

gone.

Fire is a great preventative against fairy magic, for fire is

the most sacred of all created things, and man alone has

power over it. No animal has never yet attained the know-

ledge of how to draw out the spirit of fire from the stone or

the wood, where it has found a dwelling-place. If a ring of

fire is made round cattle or a child's cradle, or if fire is

placed under the churn, the fairies have no power to harm.

And the spirit of the fire is certain to destroy all fairy magic,

if it exist.



The . Trial by Fip^e.

The ordeal by fire is the great test adopted by the peasants

to try if a child or any one is fairy-struck. There was a

man in Mayo who was bedridden for months and months,

and though he ate up all the food they brought him,

he never grew a bit stronger, and on Sundays when they

went to mass, they locked him up and left him alone in the

place with plenty of food. Now there was a fine field close

by, and one Sunday, coming home from mass earlier than

usual, they saw a great company of people bowling in the

field, and the sick man amongst them, but at that moment

he vanished away ; and when the family reached home,

there was the sick man lying fast asleep in his bed.

" Get up," they said, " for we have seen you bowling with

the fairies, and you sha'n't eat or drink any more at our

expense."

But he refused, and-said he was too ill to move. Then they

made down a large fire of turf and said, " Get up, or we'll

lay you on the fire and break the fairy spell." And they took

hold of him to burn him. Then he was frightened, and rose

up and went out at the door, and they watched him till he

stopped in the field where the hurlers played, and lay down

there in the grass; but when they went up to him he was dead.
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A man going to his work one morning early saw two

women going up to a house, and one said, " There is a beau-

tiful boy in this house, go in and hand it out to me, and

we'll leave the dead child in its place." And the other went

in at the window as she was told, and handed out a sleeping

child, and took the dead child and laid it in the bed within.

Now the man saw it was fairy work, and he went over and

made the sign of the cross on the sleeping child, whereupon

the two women shrieked as if they had been struck, and

Hed away, dropping the child on the grass. Then' the man

took it up gently, and put it under his coat, and went away

to his wife.

" Here," he said, " take care of this child till I come back,

and burn a turf beside the cradle to keep off the fairies."

When he passed by the house again, where he had seen

the two women, he heard a great crying and lamentation

;

And he entered in and asked what ailed them.

" See here," said the mother, " my child is dead in its

cradle. It died in the night, and no one near." ' And she

wept bitterly.

"Be comforted," said the man; "this is a fairy changeling,

your child is safe ! " and he told her the story. " Now," he

said, " if you don't believe me, just lay this dead child on

the fire, and we'll see what will happen."

So she made down a good fire, and took the dead child

in her arms, and laid it on the hot turf, saying, " Bum, bum,

burn—if of the devil, burn ; but if of God and the Saints,

be safe from harm." And the child no sooner felt the fire

than it sprang up the chimney with a cry and disappeared.



The JL(Ady Witch.

About a hundred years ago there lived a woman in Joyce

County, of Whom all the neighbours were afraid, for she had

always plenty of money, though no one knew how she came

by it
i
and the best of eating and drinking went on at her

house, chiefly at night—meat and fowls and Spanish wines

in plenty for all comers. And when people asked how it all

came, she laughed and said, " I have paid for it," but would

tell them no more.

Bo. the word went through the county that she had sold

herself to the Evil One, and could have everything she

wanted by merely wishing and willing, and because of her

riches they called her "The Lady Witch."

She never went out but at night, and then always with a

bridle and whip in her hand; and the sound of a horse

galloping was heard often far on in the night along the roads

near her house.

Then a strange story was whispered about, that if a young

man drank of her Spanish wines at supper and afterwards

fell asleep, she would throw the bridle over him and change

him to a horse, and ride him all over the country, and what-

ever she touched with her whip became hers. Fowls, or
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butter, or wine, or the new-made cakes—she had but to wish

and will and they were carried by spirit hands to her house,

and laid in her larder. Then when the ride was done, and

she had gathered enough through the country of all she

wanted, she took the bridle off the young man, and he came

back to his own shape and fell asleep ; and when he awoke

he had no knowledge of all that had happened, and the

Lady Witch bade him come again and drink of her Spanish

wines as often as it pleased him.

Now there was a fine brave young fellow in the neighbour-*

hood, and he determined to make out the truth of the story.

So he often went back and forwards, and made friends with

the Lady Witch, and sat down to talk to her, but always on

the watch. And she took a great fancy to him and told

him he must come to supper some night, and she would

give him the best of everything, and he must taste her

Spanish wine.

So she named the night, and he went gladly, for he was

filled with curiosity. And when he arrived there was a

beautiful supper laid, and plenty of wine to drink ; and he

ate and drank, but was cautious about the wine, and spilled

it on the ground from his
,
glass when her head was turned

away. Then he pretended to be very sleepy, and she

said

—

" My son, you are weary. Lie down there on the bench

and sleep, for the night is far spent, and you are far fromi

your home."

So he lay down as if he were quite dead with sleep, and

closed his eyes, but watched her all the time.

And she came over in a little while and looked at him
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Steadily, but he never stirred, only breathed the more

lieavily.

Then she went softly and took the bridle from the wall,

•and stole over to fling it over his head ; but he started up,

-and, seizing the bridle, threw it over the woman, who was

immediately changed into a spanking grey mare. And he

led her out and jumped on her back and rode away as fast

as the wind till he came to the forge.

" Ho, smith," he cried, " rise up and shoe my mare, for

she is weary after the journey."

• And the smith got up and did his work as he was bid, well

and strong. Then the young man mounted again, and rode

back like the wind to the house of the Witch ; and there he

took off the bridle, and she immediately regained her own

form, and sank down in a deep sleep.

But as the shoes had been put on at the forge without

saying the proper form of words, they remained on her

hands and feet, and no power on earth could remove them.

So she never rose from her bed again, and died not long

after of grief and shame. And not one in the whole country

would follow the coffin of the Lady Witch to the grave ; and

the bridle was burned with fire, and of all her riches nothing

was left but a handful of ashes, and this was flung to the

four points of earth and the fov/r winds of heaven ; so the

enchantment was broken and .the power of the Evil One
ended. '



Ethp^a the Bf{ide.

The fairies, as we know, are greatly attracted by th&

beauty of mortal women, and Finvarra the king employs,

his numerous sprites to find out and carry off when possible

the prettiest girls and brides in the country. These are

spirited away by enchantment to his fairy palace at Knockma
in Tuam, where they remain under a fairy spell, forgetting

all about the earthly life and soothed to passive enjoyment,

as in a sweet dream, by the soft low melody of the fairy

music, which has the power to lull the hearer into a trance-

of ecstasy.

There was once a great lord in that part of the country

who had a beautiful wife called Ethna, the loveliest bride

in all the land. And her husband was so proud of her that

day after day he had festivals in her honour ; and from

morning to night his castle was filled with lords and ladies,

and nothing but music and dancing and feasting and hunt-

ing and pleasure was thought of.

One evening while the feast •was merriest, and Ethna

floated through the dance in her robe of silver gossamer

clasped with jewels, more bright and beautiful than the stars
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in heaven, she suddenly let go the hand of her partner and

sank to the floor in a faint.

They carried her to her room where she lay long quite

insensible ; but towards morning she woke up and declared

that she had passed the night in a beautiful palace, and was

so happy that she longed to sleep again and go there in her

dreams. And they watched by her all the day, but when

the shades of evening fell dark on the castle, low music was

heard at her window, and Ethna again fell into a deep trance

from which nothing could rouse her.

Then her old nurse was set to watch her ; but the woman

grew weary in the silence and fell asleep, and never awoke

till the sun had risen. And when she looked towards the

bed, she saw to her horror that the young bride had dis-

appeared. The whole household was roused up at once,

:and search made everywhere, but no trace of her could be

found in all the castle, nor in the gardens, nor in the park.

Her husband sent messengers in every direction, but to no

purpose—no one had seen her ; no sign of her could be

found, living or dead.

Then the young lord mounted his swiftest steed and

galloped right off to Knockma, to question Finvarra, the

fairy king, if he could give any tidings of the bride, or direct

him where to search for her; for he and Finvarra were

friends, and many a good keg of Spanish wine had been left

outside the window of the castle at night for the fairies to

carry away, by order of the young lord. But he little

dreamed now that Finvarra himself was the traitor ; so he

galloped on like mad till he reached Knockma, the hill of

the fairies.
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And as he stopped to rest his horse by the fairy rath,

he heard voices in the air above him, and one said

—

" Right glad is Finvarra now, for he has the beautiful bride

in his palace at last; and never more will she see her

husband's face."

"Yet," answered another, "if he dig down through

the hill to the centre of the earth, he would find his bride

;

but the work is hard and the way is difficult, and Finvarra

has more power than any mortal man."

" That is yet to be seen," exclaimed the young lord.

" Neither fairy, nor devil, nor Finvarra himself, shall stand

between me and my fair young wife;" and on the instant he

sent word by his servants to gather together all the workmen

and labourers of the country round with their spades and

pickaxes, to dig through the hill till they came to the fairy

palace.

And the workmen came, a great crowd of them, and they

-dug through the hill all that day till a great deep trench was

made down to the very centre. Then at sunset they left off

for the night ; but next morning when they assembled again

to continue their work, behold, all the clay was put back

again into the trench, and the hill looked as if never a spade

had touched it—for so Finvarra had ordered ; and he was

powerful over earth and air and sea.

But the young lord had a brave heart, and he made the

men go on with the work ; and the trench was dug again,

wide and deep into the centre of the hill. And this went

on for three days, but always with the same result, for the

clay was put back again each night and the hill looked the

same as before, and they were no nearer to the fairy palace.
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Then the young lord was ready to die for rage and grief,

but suddenly he heard a voice near him like a whisper in the

air, and the words it said were these

—

" Sprinkle the earth you have dug up with salt, and your

work will be safe."

On this new life come into his heart, and he sent word

through all the country, to gather salt from the people ; and

the clay was sprinkled with it that night, when the men had

left off their work at the hill.

Next morning they all rose up early in great anxiety to see

what had happened, and there to their great joy was the

trench all safe, just as they had left it, and all the earth,

round it was untouched.

Then the young lord knew he had power over Finvarra,.

and he bade the men work on with a good heart, for they

would soon reach the fairy palace now in the centre of the

hill. So by the next day a great glen was cut right through

deep down to the middle of the earth, and they could hear

the fairy music if they put their ear close to the ground^

and voices were heard round them in the air.

" See now," said one, " Finvarra is sad, for if one of those

mortal men strike a blow on the fairy palace with their spades,,

it will crumble to dust, and fade away like the mist."

" Then let Finvarra give up the bride," said another, " and
we shall be safe."

On which the voice of Finvarra himself was heard, clear

like the note of a silver bugle through the hill.

"Stop your work," he said. "Oh, men of earth, lay

down your spades, and at sunset the bride shall be givea

back to her husband. I, Finvarra, have spoken."
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Then the young lord bade them stop the work, and lay

down their spades till the sun went down. And at sunset

he mounted his great chestnut steed and rode to the head

of the glen, and watched and waited; and just as the red

light flushed all the sky, he saw his wife coming along the

path in her robe of silver gossamer, more beautiful than

ever ; and he sprang from the saddle and lifted her up before

him, and rode away like the storm wind back to the castle.

And there they laid Ethna on her bed ; but she closed her

eyes and spake no word. So day after day passed, and still

she never spake or smiled, but seemed like one in a trance.

And great sorrow fell upon every one, for they feared she

had eaten of the fairy food, and that the enchantment would

never be broken. So her husband was very miserable. But

one evening as he was riding home late, he heard voices in

the air, and one of them said

—

" It is now a year and a day since the young lord brought

home his beautiful wife from Finvarra ; but what good is she

to him? She is speechless and like one dead ; for her spirit

is with the fairies though her form is there beside him."

Then another voice answered

—

"And so she will remain unless the spell is broken. He

must unloose the girdle from her waist that is fastened with

an enchanted pin, and burn the girdle with fire, and throw

the ashes before the door, and bury the enchanted pin in

the earth ; then will her spirit come back from fairy-land,

and she will once more speak and have true life."

Hearing this the young lord at once set spurs to his horse,

and on reaching the castle hastened to the room where

Ethna lay on her couch silent and beautiful hke a waxen

VOL. I. 7
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figure. Then, being determined to test the truth of the

spirit voices, he untied the girdle, and after much difficulty

extracted the enchanted pin from the folds. But still

Ethna spoke no word ; then he took the girdle and burned

it with fire, and strewed the ashes before the door, and he

buried the enchanted pin in a deep hole in the earth, under

a fairy thorn, that no hand might disturb the spot. After

which he returned to his young wife, who smiled as she

•looked at him, and held forth her hand. Great was his joy

to see the soul coming back to the beautiful form, and he

'raised her up and kissed her ; and speech and memory came

'back to her at that moment, and all her former life, just as

if it had never been broken or interrupted ; but the year

that her spirit had passed in Fairy-land seemed to her but as

a dream of the night, from which she had just awoke.

After this Finvarra made no further efforts to carry her

off; but the deep cut in the hill remains to this day, and is

called "The Fairy's Glen." So no one can doubt the truth

of the story as here narrated.



The P/,iF(iEp' "Revenqe.

The fairies have a great objection to the fairy raths, where

they meet at night, being built upon by mortal man. A
farmer called Johnstone, having plenty of money, bought

some land, and chose a beautiful green spot to build a house

on, the very spot the fairies loved best.

The neighbours warned him that it was a fairy rath ; but

he laughed and never minded (for he was from the north),

and looked on such things as mere old-wives' tales. So he

built the house and made it beautiful to live in ; and no

people in the country were so well off as the Johnstones, so

that the people said the farmer must have found a pot of

gold in the fairy rath.

But the fairies were all the time plotting how they could

punish the farmer for taking away their dancing ground, and

for cutting down the hawthorn bush where they held their

revels when the moon was full. And one day when the

cows were milking, a little old woman in a blue cloak came

to Mrs. Johnstone and asked her for a porringer of milk.

" Go away," said the mistress of the house, "you shall have

no milk from me. I'll have no tramps coming about my

place." And she told the farm servants to chase her away.
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Some time after, the best and finest of the cows sickened

and gave no milk, and lost her horns and teeth and finally

died.

Then one day as Mrs. Johnstone was sitting spinning

flax in the parlour, the same little old woman in the blue

cloak suddenly stood before her.

" Your maids are baking cakes in the kitchen," she said

;

" give me some off the griddle to carry away with me."

" Go out of this," cried the farmer's wife, angrily ;
" you

are a wicked old wretch, and have poisoned my best

cow." And she bade the farm servants drive her off with

sticks.

Now the Johnstones had one only child; a beautiful

bright boy, as strong as a young colt, and as full of life and

merriment. But soon after this he began to grow queer and

strange, and was disturbed in his sleep ; for he said the

fairies came round him at night and pinched and beat him,

and some sat on his chest and he could neither breathe nor

move. And they told him they would never leave him in

peace unless he promised to give them a supper every night

of a griddle cake and a porringer of milk. So to soothe the

child the mother had these things laid every night on a table

beside his bed, and in the morning they were gone.

But still the child pined away, and his eyes got a strange,

wild look, as if he saw nothing near or around him, only

something far, far away that troubled his spirit. And when
they asked him what ailed him, he said the fairies carried

him away to the hills every night, where he danced and
danced with them till morning, when they brought him back
and laid him again in his bed.
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At last the farmer and his wife were at their wits' end

from grief and despair, for the child was pining away before

their eyes and they could do nothing for him to help him.

And one night he cried out in great agony

—

" Mother ! mother ! send for the priest to take away the

fairies, for they are killing me ; they are here on my chest,

crushing me to death," and his eyes were wild with terror.

Now the farmer and his wife believed in no fairies, and in

no priest ; but to soothe the child they did as he asked and

sent for the priest, who prayed over him and sprinkled him

with holy water. The poor little fellow seemed calmer as

the priest prayed, and he said the fairies were leaving him

and going away, and then he sank into a quiet sleep. But

when he woke in the morning, he told his parents that he

had a beautiful dream and was walking in a lovely garden

with the angels j and he knew it was heaven, and that he

would be there before night, for the angels told him they

would come for him.

Then they watched by the sick child all through the night,

for they saw the fever was still on him, but hoped a change

would come before morning ; for he now slept quite calmly

with a smile on his lips.

But just as the clock struck midnight he awoke and sat

up, and when his mother put her arms round him weeping,

he whispered to her—" The angels are here, mother," and

then he sank back, and so died.

Now after this calamity the farmer never held up his

head. He ceased to mind his farm, and the crops went to

ruin and the cattle died, and finally before a year and a day

were over he was laid in the grave by the side of his little
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son ; and the land passed into other hands, and as no one

would live in the house it was pulled down. No one, either,

.would plant on the rath ; so the grass grew again all over it,

green and beautiful, and the fairies danced there once more

in the moonlight as they used to do in the old time, free and

happy ; and thus the evil spell was broken for evermore.

But the people would have nothing to do with the child-

less mother, so she went away back to do her own people, a

broken-hearted, miserable woman—a warning to all who
would arouse the vengeance of the fairies by interfering with

their ancient rights and possessions and privileges.



F/iRY Help.

THE PHOUKA.

The Phouka is a friendly being, and often helps the farmer

at his work if he is treated well and kindly. One day a

farmer's son was minding cattle in the field, when some-

thing rushed past him like the wind; but he was not

frightened, for he knew it was the Phouka on his way to

the old mill by the moat where the fairies met every night

So he called out, " Phouka, Phouka I show me what you

are like, and I'll give you my big coat to keep you warm."

Then a young bull came to him lashing his tail like mad

;

but Phadrig threw the coat over him, and in a moment he

was quiet as a lamb, and told the boy to come to the mill

that night when the moon was up, and he would have good

luck.

So Phadrig went, but saw nothing except sacks of corn

all lying about on the ground, for the men had fallen asleep,

and no work was done. Then he lay down also and slept,

for he was very tired ; and when he woke up early in the

morning there was all the meal ground, though certainly

the men had not done it, for they still slept. And this
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happened for three nights, after which Phadrig determined

to keep awake and watch.

Now there was an old chest in the mill, and he crept into

this to hide, and just looked through the keyhole to see what

would happen. And exactly at midnight six little fellows

came in, each carrying a sack of corn on his back ; and

after them came an old man in tattered rags of clothes, and

he bade them turn the mill, and they turned and turned

till all was ground.

Then Phadrig ran to tell his father, and the miller deter-

mined to watch the next night with his son, and both

together saw the same thing happen.

" Now," said the farmer, " I see it is the Phouka's work,

and let him work if it pleases him, for the men are idle and

lazy and only sleep. So I'll pack the whole set off to-

morrow, and leave the grinding of the corn to this excellent

old Phouka."

After this the farmer grew so rich that there was no end

to his money, for he had no men to pay, and all his corn

was ground without his spending a penny. Of course the

people wondered much over his riches, but he never told

ihem about the Phouka, or their curiosity would have

spoiled the luck.

Now Phadrig went often to the mill and hid in the

chest that he might watch the fairies at work ; but he had
great pity for the poor old Phouka in his tattered clothes, who
yet directed everything and had hard work of it sometimes,

keeping the little Phoukas in order. So Phadrig, out of

love and gratitude, bought a fine suit of cloth and silk and
laid it one night on the floor of the mill just where the old
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Phouka always stood to give his orders to the little men,

and then he crept into the chest to watch.

"How is this?" said the Phouka when he saw the

clothes. "Are these for me? I shall be turned into a

fine gentleman."

And he put them on, and then began to walk up and down
admiring himself. But suddenly he remembered the corn,

and went to grind as usual, then stopped and cried out

—

" No, no. No more work for me. Fine gentlemen don't

grind corn. I'll go out and see a little of the world and

show my fine clothes." And he kicked away the old rags

into a corner, and went out.

No corn was ground that night, nor the next, nor the

next ; all the little Phoukas ran away, and not a sound was

heard in the mill. Then Phadrig grew very sorry for the

loss of his old friend, and used to go out into the fields and

call out, " Phouka, Phouka I come back to me. Let me
see your face" But the old Phouka never came back, and

all his life long Phadrig never looked on the face of his

friend again. However, the farmer had made so much

money that he wanted no more help ; and he sold the mill,

and reared up Phadrig to be a great scholar and a gentle-

man, who had his own house and land and servants. And

in time he married a beautiful lady, so beautiful that the

people said she must be daughter to the king of the fairies.

A strange thing happened at the wedding, for when they

all stood up to drink the bride's health, Phadrig saw beside

him a golden cup filled with wine. And no one knew how

the golden cup had come to his hand j but Phadrig guessed

it was the Phouka's gift, and he drank the wine without fear
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and made his bride drink also. And ever after their lives

were happy and prosperous, and the golden cup was kept

as a treasure in the family, and the descendants of Phadrig

have it in their possession to this day.



The Faf(mef^ Punished.

The fairies, with their free, joyous temperament and love

of beauty and luxury, hold in great contempt the minor

.

virtues of thrift and economy. And, above all things, abhor

the close, hard, niggardly nature that spends grudgingly and

never gives freely. Indeed, they seem to hold it as their

peculiar mission to punish such people, and make them

suffer for the sins of the hard heart and niggard hand, as

may be seen by the following tale :

—

A farmer once lived near the Boyne, close to an old

churchyard. He was very rich, and had crops and cattle,

but was so hard and avaricious that the people hated him

;

for his habit was to get up very early in the morning and go

out to the fields to watch that no one took a cabbage or a

turnip, or got a cup of milk when the cows were being

milked, for the love of God and the saints.

One morning, as he was out as usual by sunrise spying

about the place, he heard a child crying bitterly

—

"Oh, mother, mother! I am hungry. Give me some-

thing, or I'll die."

" Hush, darling," said the mother, " though the hunger is

•on you, wait; for the farmer's cow will be milked presently,
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and I'll knock down the pail so the milk will be spilt upon

the ground, and you can drink your fill."
'

When th^ farmer heard this he sent a stout man to watch

the girl that milked, and to tie the cow's feet that she should

not kick. So that time no milk was spilled upon the ground.

Next morning he went out again by sunrise, and he heard

the child crying more bitterly even than before

—

" Mother, mother I I am hungry. Give me to eat."

"Wait, my child," said the mother; "the farmer's maid

bakes cakes to-day, and I'll make the dish to fall just as

she is carrying them from the griddle. So we shall have

plenty to eat this time."

Then the farmer went home and locked up the meal,

and said

—

" No cakes shall be baked to-day, not till the night."

But the cry of the child was in his ears, and he could not

rest. So early in the morning he was out again, and bitter

was the cry of the child as he passed the copse

—

" Mother, mother !
" it said, " I have had no milk, I have

had no cake ; let me lay down my head on your breast and

die."

" Wait," said the mother, " some one will die before you,

my darling. Let the old man look to his son, for he will

be killed in battle before many days are over j and then the

curse will be lifted from the poor, and we shall have food in

plenty."

But the farmer laughed. "There is no war in Ireland

now," he said to himself. " How then can my son be killed

in battle ? " And he went home to his own house, and

' The fairies have a right to whatever is spilt or falls upon the ground.
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there in the courtyard was his son cleaning his spear and

sharpening his arrows. He was a comely youth, tall and

slender as a young oak-tree, and his brown hair fell in long

curls over his shoulders.

" Father," he said, " I am summoned by the king, for he

is at war with the other kings. So give me the swiftest

horse you have, for I must be off to-night to join the king's

men. And see, I have my spears and arrows ready."

Now at that time in Ireland there were four great kings,

and each of them had two deputies. And the king of

Leinster made a great feast for the deputies, and to seven

of them he gave a brooch of gold each, but to the eighth

only a brooch of silver, for> he said, the man is not a prince

like the others. Then the eighth deputy was angry, and he

struck the king's page full in the face for handing him the

brooch. On this all the knights sprang up and drew their

swords, and some took one part and some another, and

there was a great fight in the hall. And afterwards the four

kings quarrelled, and the king of Leinster sent out mes-

sengers to bid all his people come to help him. So the

farmer's son got the message as well as the others, and he

made ready at once to join the battle with a proud heart for

the sake of the king and a young man's love of adventure.

Then the farmer was filled with rage.

" This is the wicked work of the witch-woman," he said

;

"but as I would not give her the milk to spill, nor the

cakes when baked, so I will not give her the life of my only

son."

And he took large stones and built up great walls the

height of a man, round a hut, and set a great stone at the
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top to close it, only leaving places for a vessel of food to be

handed down. And he placed the lad within the hut.

"Now," he said, "the king shall not have him, nor the

king's men; he is safe from the battle and the spears of the

warriors."

So the next morning he rose up quite content, and was

out at sunrise as usual; and as he walked by the churchyard,

he heard the child laughing. And the mother said

—

" Child, you laugh by a grave. For the farmer's son will

be laid in that ground before three days are over, and then

the curse will be lifted from the poor. He would not let

the milk be spilled, nor the cakes to be baked, but he can-

not keep his son from death. The spell is on him for evil."

Then a voice said

—

" But his father has walled him round in a hut with strong

walls, high as a man. How then can he die in battle ?
"

And the woman answered

—

" I climbed the hut last night and gave him nine stones,

and bade him throw them one by one over his left shoulder,

and each time a stone of the wall would fall down, till free

space was left him to escape, and this he did ; and before

sunrise this morning he fled away, and has joined the king's

army ; but his grave is ready, and in three days he will be in

this ground, for his doom is spoken."

When the farmer heard these words, he rushed like mad
to the hut, and called his son by name ; but no answer came.

Then he climbed up and looked in through the hole at the

top, but no sign of his son was there. And he -vvrung his

hands in despair, and went home and spake no word, but
sat moaning with his head buried in his hands.
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And on the third day he heard the steps of men outside,

and he rose up, for he knew they were bearing the body of

his dead son to the door. And he went out to meet them,

and there lay the corpse of the young man on the bier, pale

and beautiful, struck through and through by a spear, even

as he had died in battle.

And they laid him in the churchyard, just as the witch-

woman had foretold, while all the people wept, for the

young man was noble to look upon, and of a good and

upright spirit.

But the father neither spoke nor wept. His mind was

gone, and his heart was broken. And soon he lay down

and died, unpitied by all ; for he was hard and cruel in his

life, and no man wept for him ; and all the riches he had

gathered by grinding down the poor melted away, and his

race perished from the land, and his name was heard of no

more, and no blessing rested on his memory.



The F/F{jviEF^'g Wife.

Down in the South there lived another rich farmer and his

wife, who were both of them hated by the people for their

stingy, hard-hearted ways. Never a word of kindness was on

their lips, and never a blessing from the poor was invoked

on their heads.

One day an old woman came to the door to beg a little

food—a cake from the griddle, or a few potatoes, or a

handful of meal; but she was harshly refused by the

farmer's wife and turned away.

Then she came back in a little while, and begged for a

drink of milk, for she was faint and weary, she said, and

had travelled far. This also was refused, and she was

ordered to leave the place at once. But the woman still

begged hard for leave to rest herself a little, and for even a

drink of butter milk, for it was churning day and she knew

there must be plenty in the house. Then the farmer's wife

grew very angry, and said she would turn the dogs on her if

she didn't go away, and that no tramp should get anything

from her. On this the woman muttered some words, with

her hand on the lintel of the door, and then went her way.

Soon after, being much heated by the violence of her anger,
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the farmer's wife went to the dairy for a drink; but as she poured

out the draught she saw something black in the cup, and she

tried to take it out with her finger, but it always escaped her.

Then, being very thirsty, she drank off the milk, and still

another and another cup, and in the drinking the black

object disappeared. That night, however, she felt nigh to

death, for her body began to swell, and turned black all over.

Medical aid was sent for, but the doctor could make out

nothing of the cause or nature of the strange disease.

Then the priest was summoned, and he at once, having

heard the story, said there was witch-craft in it ; and he pro-

ceeded to pray, and to exorcise the evil spirit in the woman.

Besides this he made her be placed in a hot bath, into which

he poured some holy water.

At first the woman uttered fierce cries, and said her body

seemed rent and torn ; but gradually she became calmer,

and the blackness slowly went down from head to feet,

and finally disappeared, leaving the body fair and whole, all

except one hand, and this remained still black as ink. The

holy water was poured on it, and the priest prayed, but

nothing would remove the devil's mark.

So the priest told her at last that the blackness would

remain as a sign and token of her sins against the poor

;

and from that day forth to her death the mark of the evil

spell remained on her, but she grew kinder to the poor, for

her heart was shaken by terror. And when she came to die

there was no blackness on her hand, for the tears of the

poor she had succoured and befriended had washed all the

devil's mark aWay, before the moment came when her soul

was to appear before God.
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The Midj^iiqht T(ide.

A PEASANTS TALE.

,ONe evening a man called Shawn Ruadh was out looking

for a red cow that had strayed away, when he heard voices

. round him, and one- said "Get me a horse," and another

cried " Get me n horse."

"And, get me a horse, too,", said Shawn, "since they

seem sp plenty, for I'd like a ride along with you," and

.
with that; he found himself on the instant mounted on a

fine grey horse beside another man who rode a black horse.

And they rode away and away till they came to a great

city.

"Now, do you know where you , are?" said the black

horseman. " Ypu are in London, and whatever you want

you can have."

" Thank you kindly, my friend," said the other, "so, with

your leave, I'll just have a good suit of clothes, for I'm much
in want of that same. Can I have them ?

"

" By all means," said the black borseman ; " there, go into

that merchant's shop and ask for what you like, and if he
refuses just throw the stone, I give you on the floor and
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the whole place will seem on fire. But don't be frightened
;

only wait your good luck."

So Shawn went into the biggest shop there, and he ^oke
to the merchant quite stiflf and proud.

"Show me the best suit of clothes you have," said he.

" Never mind the price, that's of no consequence, only be

very particular as to the fit." •

But the shopman laughed aloud.

" We don't make clothes for beggars like you," he said.

" Be off out of this."

Then Shawn threw down the stone on the floor, and im-

mediately the whole place seemed on fire, and the merchant

ran out himself and all the shopmen after him to get pails of

water, and Shawn laughed when he saw them all drenched.

"Now what will you give me," said he, " if I put out the

fire for you ?
"

"You shall have the price of the best suit of clothes in

the shop," answered the merchant, " all paid down in gold ;

only help me to put out the fire."

So Shawn stooped down and picked up the stone, and

put it quietly into his pocket, and instantly all the flames

•disappeared : and the merchant was so grateful that he paid

him down all the gold for the clothes and more. And
Shawn bid him good night, and mounted the grey steed

again quite happyJn himself.

" Now," said the black horseman, " is there anything

else you desire ? for it is near ten o'clock, and we must be

back by midnight; so just say what you would like to do."

"Well," said Shawn Ruadh, "I would like of all things to

see tlie Pope of Rome, for two of our priests are disputing
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as to who is to get the parish, and I want Father M'Grath to

have it, for I have a great opinion of him, and if I ask his

Hoh'ness he'll settle it all in no time and for ever."

" Come then," said the black horseman ; "it is a long way

to Rome, certainly, but I think we'll manage it in the two

hours, and be back before twelve o'clock."

So away they rode like the wind, and in no time Shawn

found himself before the great palace of the Pope ; and all

the grand servants with gold sticks in their hands stared at

him, and asked him what he wanted.

" Just go in," said he, " and tell his Holiness that Shawn

Ruadh, all the way from Ireland, is here and wants to see

him very particularly."

But the servants laughed, and struck him with their gold

sticks and hunted him away from the gate. Now the Pope

hearing the rout looked out of the windows, and seeing

Shawn Ruadh he came down and asked him what he

wanted.

" Just this, your Holiness," answered Shawn, " I want a.

letter on behalf of Father M'Grath bidding the Bishop give

him the parish, and I'll wait till your Holiness writes it

;

and meanwhile let me have a little supper, for it's hungry I

am after my long ride."

Then the Pope laughed, and told the servants to drive

the fellow away, for he was evidently out of his wits.

So Shawn grew an]gry, and flung down the stone on the

floor, and instantly all the palace seemed on fire, and the

Pope ordered the grand servants to go for water ; and they

had to run about like mad getting pails and jugs of water,

whatever they could, lay hands on ; and all their fine clothes
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were spoiled, and the beautiful gold sticks were flung away in

their fright, while they took the jugs and splashed and dashed

the water over each other.

Now it was Shawn's turn to laugh till his sides ached, but

his Holiness looked very grave.

" Well," said Shawn, " if I put out the fire what will you

do for me ? Will you write that lettfer ?
"

" Ay, I will," said the Pope, " and you shall have your

supper also ; only help us to put out the fire, my fine fellow."

So Shawn quietly put the stone back in his pocket, and

instantly all the flames disappeared.

"Now," said the Pope, "you shall have supper of the

best in the palace; and I'll write a letter to the Bishop

ordering him to give Father M'Grath the parish. And
here, besides, is a purse of gold for yourself, and take it

with my blessing."

Then he ordered all the grand servants to get supper for

the excellent young man from Ireland, and to make him

comfortable. So Shawn was mightily pleased, and ate and

drank like a prince. Then he mounted his grey steed

again, and just as midnight struck he found himself at his

own door, but all alone ; for the grey steed and the black

horseman had both vanished. But there stood his wife

crying her eyes out and in great trouble

"Oh Shawn, Agra 1 I thought you were dead, or that

evil had fallen on you."

" Not a bit of it," said Shawn, " I've been supping with

the Pope of Rome, and look here at all the gold I've brought

home for you, my darlint."

And he put his hand in his pocket to get the purse ; but
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lo ! there was nothing there except a rough, grey stone.

And from that hour to this his wife believes that he dreamed

the whole story as he lay under the hay-rick, on his way

home from a carouse with the boys.

However, Father M'Grath got the parish, and Shawn

took good care to tell him how he had spoken up boldly

for him to the Pope of Rome, and made his Holiness write

the letter to the Bishop about him. And Father M'Grath

was a nice gentleman, and he smiled and told Shawn he

thanked him kindly for his good word.



The X^eprehau^i.'

The Leprehauns arfe merry, industrious, tricksy little sprites,

who do all the shoemakel-'s Work and the tailor's and the

cobbler's for the fairy gentry, and are often seen at sunset

under the hedge singing and stitching. They know all the

secrets of hidden treasure, and if they take a fancy to a

person will guide hitn to the Spot in the fairy rath where the

pot of gold lies buried. It' is believed that a family now

living near Castlerea cam6 by their riches in a strange way,

all through the good offices of a friendly Leprehaun. And

the legend has been handed down through many genera-

tions as an established fact.

There was a poor boy once, one of their forefathers, who

used to drive his cart of turf daily back and forward, and

make what money he could by the sale; but he was a

strange boy, very silent and moody, and the people said

he was a fairy changeling, for he joined in no sports and

scarcely ever spoke to any one, but spent the nights reading

all the old bits of books he picked up in his rambles. The

one thing he longed for above all others was to get rich,

Leprclmun, or Leith Brogan, means the "Artisan of the Brogue."
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and to be able to give up the old weary turf cart, and live

in peace and quietness all alone, with nothing but books

round him, in a beautiful house and garden all by himself.

Now he had read in the old books how the Leprehauns

knew all the secret places where gold lay hid, and day by

day he watched for a sight of the little cobbler, and listened

for the click, click of his hammer as he sat under the hedge

mending the shoes.

At last, one evening just as the sun set, he saw a little

fellow under a dock leaf, working away, dressed all in green,

with a cocked hat on his head. So the boy jumped down

from the cart and seized him by the neck,

" Now you don't stir from this," he cried, " till you tell

me where to find the hidden gold."

" Easy now," said the Leprehaun, " don't . hurt me,

and I will tell you all about it. But mind you, I could

hurt you if I chose, for I have the power ; but I won't do

it, for we are cousins once removed. So as we are near

relations I'll just be good, and show you the place of the

secret gold that none can have or keep except those of fairy

blood and race. : Come along with me, then, to the old

fort of Lipenshaw, for there it lies. But make haste, for

when the last red glow of the sun vanishes the gold will

disappear also, and you will never find it again."

" Come off, then," said the boy, and he carried the

Leprehaun into the turf cart, and drove off. And in a

second they were at the old fort, and went in through a

door made in the stone wall.

" Now look round," said the Leprehaun, "and the boy
saw the whole ground covered with gold pieces, and there
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were vessels of silver lying about in such plenty that all the

riches of all the world seemed gathered there.

" Now take what you want," said the Leprehaun

;

"but hasten, for if that door shuts you will never leave

this place as long as you live."

. So the boy gathered up his arms full of gold and silver,

•and flung them into the cart ; and was on his way back for

more when the door shut with a clap like thunder, and all

the place became dark as night. And he saw no more of

the Leprehaun, and had not time even to thank him.

So he thought it best to drive home at once with his

treasure, and when he arrived and was all alone by himself

he counted his riches, and all the bright yellow gold pieces,

enough for a king's ransom.

And he was very wise and told no one ; but went off next

day to Dublin and put all his treasures into the bank, and

found that he was now indeed as rich as a lord.

So he ordered a fine house to be built with spacious

gardens, and he had servants and carriages and books to

his heart's content. And he gathered all the wise men

round him to give him the learning of a gentleman ; and he

became a great and powerful man in the country, where his

memory is still held in high honour, and his descendants

are living to this day rich and prosperous ; for their wealth

has never decreased though they have ever given largely to

the poor, and are noted above all things for the friendly

heart and the liberal hand. ,
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But the Leprehauns can be bitterly malicious if they are

offended, and one should be very cautious in dealing with

them, and always treat them with great civility, or they will

take revenge and never reveal the secret of the hidden gold.

One day a young lad was out in the fields at work when

he saw a little fellow, not the height of his hand, mending

shoes under a dock leaf. And he went over, never taking

his eyes off him for fear he would vanish away; and when

he got quite close he made a grab at the creature, and lifted

him up and put him in his pocket.

Then he ran away home as fast as he could, arid when he

had the Leprehaun safe in the house he tied him by an iron

chain to the hob.
.
-,.-. ... - '

"Now tell me," he said, "where am I to find a pot

of gold ? Let me know the place or I'll punish you.
"

' " I know of no pot of gold/' iaid the Leprehaun ; " but

let me go that I may finish mfending tha shoes."

"Then I'll make you tell me," said the lad.

' -' And with that he made >down a great fire, and put the

little fellow on it and scorched him.

" Oh, take me off, take me off!" cried the Leprehaun,

"and I'll tell you. Just there, under the dock leaf where

you found me there is a pot of gold. Go; dig and

fiild.'^ ..,..,,<
.

... . .

' S^ the lad was delighted, and . tan to the door ; but it so

happened that his mother was just then coming in with the

pail of fresh milk, and in his haste he knocked the pail out of

her hand, and all the milk was spilled on the floor.

Then when the mother saw the Leprehaun she grew very

angry and beat him. " Go away, you little wretch ! " she
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cried. " You have overlooked the milk, and brought ill-

luck." And she kicked him out of the house.

But the lad ran off to find the dock leaf, though he came
back very sorrowful in the evening, for he had dug and dug
nearly down to the middle of the earth ; but no pot of gold-

was to be seen.

That same night the husband was coming home from hiS-

work, and as he passed !he old fort he heard voices and
laughter, and one said

—

"They are looking for a pot of gold; but they little

know that a crock of igold is lying down in the bottom of

the old quarry, hid under the stones close by the garden

wall. But whoever gets it must goof a. dark night at twelve

o'clock, and beware of bringing his wife with him."

So the man hurried home and told his wife he would go

that very night, for it was black dark, and she must stay at

home and watch for him, and not stir from the house till

he came back. Then he went out into the dark night alone.'

" Now," thought the wife, when he was gone, " if I could

only get to the quarry before him I would have the pot of

gold all to myself; while if he gets it I shall have nothing."

. And with that she went out and tan Hke the wind until

she reached the quarry, and then she began to creep down

very quietly in the black dark. But a great stone was in

her path, and she stumbled over it, and fell down and dowa

till she reached the bottom, and there she lay groaning, for

her leg was broken by the fall.

Just then her husband came to the edge of the quarry

and began to descend. But when he heard the groans he

was frightened.
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"Cross of Christ about us!" he exclaimed; "what is that

down below?, Is it evil, or is it good ?

"

" Oh, come down, come down and help me !

" cried the

"woman. " It's your wife is here, and my leg is broken, and

I'll die if you don't help me."

"And is this my pot of gold?" exclaimed the poor man.

'" Only my wife with a broken leg lying at the bottom of the

quarry."

And he was at his wits' end to know what to do, for the

•the night was so dark he could not see a hand before him.

So he roused lip a neighbour, and between them they

dragged up the poor woman and carried her home, and laid

her on her bed half dead from fright, and it was many a day

before she was able to get about as usual; indeed she

Jimped all her life long, so that the people said the curse

of the Leprehaun was on her.

But as to the pot of gold, from that day to this not one

of the family, father, or son, or any belonging to them, ever

set eyes on, it. However, the little Leprehaun still sits

under the dock leaf of the hedge, and laughs at them as he

mends the shoes with his little hammer—tick tack, tick tack

^but they are afraid to touch him, for now they know he

can take his revenge.



The I_(Eqend3 of the WEgiERN.

IpLANDg.

In the islands off the West Coast of Irelandthe inhabitants--

are still very primitive in their habits, and cling to their old

superstitions with a fanatical fervour that makes it dangerous,

for any one to transgress or disregard the old customs,

usages, and prejudices of the islanders.

Curses heavy and deep would fall on the head of the

unbelieving stranger who dared to laugh or mock at the

old traditions of the ancient pagan creed, whose dogmas are-

still regarded with a mysterious awe and dread, and held

sacred as a revelation from heaven.

The chief islands are Aran and Innismore, the latter-

about nine miles long. The cattle live on the fine grass

of the rocks, and turf is brought from the mainland. The^

views are magnificent of sea and mountain, and the islands-

contain a greater number of pagan and early Christian

monuments than could be found in the same area in any

other part of Europe.

Some of the Duns or forts include several acres. The^

walls are cyclopean, about sixteen feet thick and from
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eighteen to twenty feet high, with steps inside leading to

;the top. Amongst the monuments are cromlechs, tumuli, and

jpillar stones, those earliest memorials set up by humanity.

The Irish called these huge stones Bothal, or House of

•God, as the Hebrews called them Bethel, or God's house.

Dun ^ngus, the greatest barbaric monument of the kind

in existence, stands on a cliff three hundred feet above the

sea. It is a hundred and forty-two feet in diameter, and

has two Cyclopean wall's fifteen feet thick and eighteen high.

'The sea front measures a thousand feet, and several acres

.are included within the outer wall. The roof of the dun

is formed of large flag-stones, and the doorway slopes, after

the Egyptian fashion, up to three feet in width at the top.

:A causeway of sharp, upright stones jammed into the

..ground leads to the entrance.

This fort was the great and last stronghold 'of the Firbolg

Taiee, arid they long held it as a refuge against the Tuatha-

de^Damnn invaders, who at that time conquered and took

possession of Ireland.

All the, islands were originally peopled by the Firbolg

race many centuries before the Christian era, and the Irish

language, as still spoken by the people, is the purest and
most ancient of all the dialects of Erin. Afterwards so

many Christian saints took up their abode there that the

largest of the islands was called Ara-na-naomh (Aran of the

Saints), and numerous remains of churches, cells, crosses

and stone-roofed oratories, with the ruins of a round tower,

testify to the long habitation of the islands by these holy

men. .

'

There is ari old wooden idol on one, of the .(A.chil islands
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called Father Molosh—probably a corruption of Moloch.

In former times offerings and sacrifices were made to it,

and it was esteemed as the guardian or god of the sacred

fire, and held in great reverence, though but a rude

semblance of a human head. Many miracles also were

performed by the tooth of St. Patrick, which fell from

the saint's mouth one day when he was teaching the

alphabet to the new converts. And a shrine was afterwards

.made for the tooth that was held in the gireatest honour

iby the kings, chiefs, and people of Ireland.

The stupendous barbaric ijionuments of the islands, ac-

•cording to Irish antiquarians, offer the best exposition of

€arly military architecture at present known, and are only

-equalled by some of those in Greece. There are also many

.sacred wells, and the whole region is haunted by strange,

wild superstitions of fairies and demons and witches; leg(:nds

filled with a weird and mystic poetry that thrill the soul

like a strain of music from spirit voices. coming to us from

the far-off elder world. The following pathetic tale is a

good specimen of these ancient island legends :

—

'

i



The Bride'? Death-^o^^q.

On a lone island by the West Coast there dwelt an old

fisherman and his daughter, and the man had power over

the water spirits, and he taught his daughter the eharms

that bind them to obey.

One day a boat was driven on the shore, and in it was a

young handsome gentleman, half dead from the cold and

the wet. The old fisherman brought him home and revived

him, and Eileen the daughter nursed and watched him.

Naturally the two young people soon fell in love, and the

gentleman told the girl he had a beautiful house on the

mainland ready for her, with plenty of everything she could

desire—silks to wear. and gold to spend. So they were

betrothed, and the wedding day was fixed. But Dermot,

the lover, said he must first cross to the mainland and bring

back his friends and relations to the wedding, as many as-

the boat would hold.

Eileen wept and prayed him not to leave, or at least to-

take her to steer the boat, for she knew there was danger

coming, and she alone could have power over the evil

spirits and over the waves and the winds. But she dared

not tell the secret of the spell to Dermot or it would fail,,

and the charm be useless for ever after.
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Dermot, however, only laughed at her fears, for the day

was bright and clear, and he scorned all thought of danger.

So he put off from the shore, and reached the mainland

safely, and filled the boat with his friends to return to the

island for the wedding. All went well till they were within

sight of the island, when suddenly a fierce gust of wind

drove the boat on a rock, and it was upset, and all who

were in it perished.

Eileen heard the cry of the drowning men as she stood

watching on the beach, but could give no help. And she

was sore grieved for her lover, and sang a funeral wail for

him in Irish, which is still preserved by the people. Then

she lay down and died, and the old man, her father, dis-

appeared. And from that day no one has ever ventured

to live on the island, for it is haunted by the spirit of Eileen.

And the mournful music of her wail is still heard in the

nights when the winds are strong and the waves beat upon

the rocks where the drowned men lay dead.

The words of the song are very plaintive and simple, and

may be translated literally

—

"la virgin and a widow mourn for my lover.

Never more will he kiss me on the lips

;

The cold wave is his bridal bed.

The cold wave is his wedding shroud.

O love, my love, had you brought me in the boat

My spirit and my spells would have saved from harm.

For my power was strong over waves and wind,

And the spirits of evil would have feared me.

love, my love, I go to meet you in heaven.

1 will ask God to let me see your face.

If the fair angels give me back my lover,

I will not envy the Almighty on His throne."
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The Child'3 Df(e/.jvi.

The island of Innis-Sark (Shark Island) was a holy and

peaceful place in old times ; and so quiet that the pigeons

used to come and build in a great cave by the sea, and no

one 'disturbed them. And the holy saints of God had a

monastery there, to which many people resorted- from the

mainland, for the prayers of the monks were powerful

against sickness or evil, or the malice of an enemy.

Amongst others, there came a great and noble prince out

of Munster, with his wife and children and their nurse ; and

they were so pleased with the island that they remained a

year or more ; for the prince loved fishing, and often

brought his wife along with him.

One day, while they were both away, the eldest child, a

beautiful boy of ten years old, begged his nurse to let him

go and see the pigeon's cave, but she refused.

" Your father would be angry," she cried, " if you went

without leave. Wait till he comes home, and see if he will

allow you."

So when the prince returned, the boy told him how he
longed to see the cave, and the father promised to bring

him next day.
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The morning was beautiful and the wind fair when they

set off. But the child soon fell asleep in the boat, and

never wakened all the time his father was fishing. The
sleep, however, was troubled, and many a time he started

and cried aloud. So the prince thought it better to turn

the boat and land, and then the boy awoke.

After dinner the father called for the child. "Tell me,

now," he said, " why was your sleep troubled, so that you

cried out bitterly in your dream." *

" I dreamed," said the boy, " that I stood upon a high

rock, and at the bottom flowed the sea, but the waves made
no noise ; and as I looked down I saw fields and trees and

beautiful flowers and bright birds in the branches, and I

ilonged to go down and pluck the flowers-. Then I heard a

voice, saying, 'Blessed are the souls that come here, for

this is heaven.'

"And in an instant I thought I was in the midst of

the meadows amongst the birds and the flowers; and a

lovely lady, bright as an angel, came up to me, and said,

' What brings you here, dear child ; for none but the

•dead come here.'

" Then she left me, and I wept for her going ; when

suddenly all the sky grew black, and a great troup of

wild wolves came round me, howling and opening their

mouths wide as if to devour me. And I screamed, and

tried to run, but I could not move, and the wolves came

closer, and I fell down like one dead with fright, when,

just then, the beautiful lady came again, and took my hand

and kissed me.
"

' Fear not,' she said, ' take these flowers, they come
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from heaven. And I will bring you to the meadow

where they grow.'

'* And she lifted me up into the air, but I know nothing

more; for then the boat stopped and you lifted me on

shore, but my beautiful flowers must have fallen from my
hands, for I never saw them more. And this is all my
dream; but I would like to have my flowers again, for

the lady told me they had the secret that would bring me
to heaven."

The prince thought no more of the child's dream, but

went off to fish next day as usual, leaving the boy in the

care of his nurse. And again the child begged and prayed

her so earnestly to bring him to the pigeon's cave, that at

last she consented ; but told him he must not go a step by

himself, and she would bring two of the boys of the island

to take care of him.

So they set off, the child and his little sister with the

nurse. And the boy gathered wild flowers for his sister,

and ran down to the edge of the cave where the cormorants

were swimming ; but there was no danger, for the two young;

islanders were minding him.

So the nurse was content, and being weary she fell'

asleep. And the little sister lay down beside her, and fell

asleep likewise.

Then the boy called to his companions, the two )'oung:

slanders, and told them he must catch the cormorants. So
away they ran, down the path to the sea, hand in hand, and
laughing as they went. Just then a piece of rock loosened

and fell beside them, and trying to avoid it they slipped

over the edge of the narrow path down a steep place, where
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there was nothing to hold on by except a large bush, in the

middle of the way. They got hold of this, and thought

they were now quite safe, but the bush was not strong

enough to bear their weight, and it was torn up by the

roots. And all three fell straight down into the sea and were

drowned.

Now, at the sound of the great cry that came up from the

waves, the nurse awoke, but saw no one. Then she woke

up the little sister. " It is late," she cried, " they must have

gone home. We have slept too long, it is already evening

;

let us hasten and overtake them, before the prince is back

from the fishing."

But when they reached home the prince stood in the

doorway. And he was very pale, and weeping.

" Where is my brother ? " cried the little girl.

" You will never see your brother more," answered the

prince. And from that day he never went fishing any more,

but grew silent and thoughtful, and was never seen to

smile. And in a short time he and his family quitted the

island, never to return.

But the nurse remained. And some say she became a

saint, for she was always seen praying and weeping by the

entrance to the great sea cave. And one day, when they

came to look for her, she lay dead on the rocks. And in

her hand she held some beautiful strange flowers freshly

gathered, with the dew on them. And no one knew how

the flowers came into her dead hand. Only some fishermen

told the story of how the night before they had seen a

bright fairy child seated on the rocks singing ; and he had

a. red sash tied round his waist, and a golden circlet binding
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his long yellow hair. And they all knew that he was the

prince's son, who had been drowned in that spot just a

twelvemonth before. And the people believed that he had

brought the flowers from the spirit-land to the woman, and

given them to her as a death sign, and a blessed token from

God that her soul would be taken to heaven.



The Fairy Child.

An ancient woman living at Innis-Sarlc said that in her

youth she knew a young woman who had been married for

five years, but had no children. And her husband was a

rough, rude fellow, and used to taunt her and beat her often,

because she was childless. But in course of time it came to

pass that a man-child was born to her ; and he was beautiful

to look on as an angel from heaven. And the father was so

proud of the child that he often stayed at home to rock the

cradle, and help his wife at the work.

One day, however, as he rocked the cradle, the child

looked up suddenly at him, and lo ! there was a great beard

on its face. Then the father cried out to his wife

—

" This is not a child, but a demon ! You have put an

evil spell on him."

And he struck her and beat her worse than ever he had

done in his life before, so that she screamed aloud for help.

On this the place grew quite dark, and thunder rolled over

their heads, and the door flew wide open with a great crash,

and in walked two strange women, with red caps on their

heads and stout sticks in their hands. And they rushed at
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the man, and one held his arms while the other beat him till

he was nearly dead.

"We are the avengers," they said; "look on us and

tremble ; for if you ever beat your wife again, we will come

and kill you. Kneel down now, and ask her pardon."

And when the poor wretch did so, all trembling with

fright, they vanished away.

" Now," said the man, when they were gone, " this house

is no fit place for me. I'll leave it for ever."

So he went his way, and troubled his wife no more.

Then the child sat up in the cradle.

" Now, mother," says he, " since that man has gone, I'll

tell you what you are to do. There is a holy well near this

that you have never seen, but you will know it by the bunch

of green rushes that grows over the mouth. Go there and

stoop down and cry out aloud three times, and an old

woman will come up, and whatever you want she will give it

to you. Only tell no one of the well or of the woman, or

evil will come of it."

So the mother promised, and went to the well, and cried

out three times ; and an old woman came up, and said

—

" Woman, why do'st thou call me ?
"

And the poor mother was afraid, and answered all

t rembling

—

" The child sent me, and I pray thee to do me good, and

not evil."

"Come down, then, with me into the well," said the

w Oman, " and have no fear."

So the mother held out her hand, and the other drew
her down a flight of stone steps, and then they came to a
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massive closed door, and the old woman unlocked it and

bade her enter. But the mother was afraid, and wept."

" Enter," said the other, " and fear nothing. For this is

the gate of the king's palace, and you will see the queen of
the fairies herself, for it is her son you are nursing ; and the

king, her husband, is with her on his golden throne. And
have no fear, only ask no questions, and do aS they order,"

Then they entered into a beautiful hall, and the floor was

of marble, and the walls were of solid gold, and a great

light shone over everything, so that the eyes could hardly

see for the light Then they passed on into another room,

and at the end of it, on a golden throne, sat the king of the

fairies. He was very handsome, and beside him sat his

queen, fair and beautiful to look upon, all clad in silver.

"This, madam, is the nurse of your son, the young prince,"

said the old woman.

The queen smiled, and bade the nurse to sit down, and

asked her how she came to know of the place

" My son it is who told her," said the king, looking very

angry.

But the queen soothed him, and turning to one of her

ladies, said

—

'

" Bring here the other child."

Then the lady brought in an infant, and placed him in the

arms of the mother.

" Take him," said the queen, " he is your own child, that

we carried away, for he was so beautiful ; and the boy you

have at home is mine, a little elfish imp. Still, I want him

back, and I have sent a man to bring him here ; and you

may take your own lovely child home in safety, for the fairy
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blessings are on him for good. And the man that beat you

was not your own husband at all, but our messenger, that

we sent to change the children. So now go back, and you

will find your own true husband at home in your own place,

watching and waiting for you by day and by night."

With that the door opened, and the man who had beaten

her came in ; and the mother trembled and was afraid.

But the man laughed, and told her not to fear, but to eat

what was set before her, and then to go in peace.

So they brought her to another hall, where was a table

covered with golden dishes and beautiful flowers, and red

wine in crystal cups.

" Eat," they said ;
" this feast has been prepared for you.

As to us, we cannot touch it, for the food has been sprinkled

with salt." «

So she ate, and drank of the red wine, and never in all

her life were so many things set before her that were lovely

and good. ' So, as was right and proper, after dinner was

over, she stood up, and folded her hands together to give

God thanks. But they stopped her, and drew her down.

"Hush!" they said, "that name is not to be named
here."

There was an angry murrnur in the hall. But just then

beautiful music was heard, and singing like the singing of

priests, and the poor mother was so enchanted that she fell

on her face as one dead. And when she came to herself it

was noonday, and she was standing by the door of her own
house. And her husband came but and took her by the

hand, and brought her in. And ithere was her child, more
beautiful than ever, as handsorne as a young prince.
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" Where have you been all this while ? " asked the

husband.

" It is only an hour since I went away, to look for my
child, that the fairies stole from me," she answered.

" An hour I " said the husband ; " you have been three

years away with your child ! And when you were gone, a

poor sickly thing was laid in the cradle—not as big as a

mushroom, and I knew well it was a fairy changeling. . But

it so happened that one day, a tailor came by, and stopped

to rest ; and when he looked hard at the child, the ugly

misshapen thing sat up quite straight in the cradle, and called

out

—

'"Come now, what are you looking at? Give me four

straws to play with.'

" And the tailor gave him the straws. And when he got

them, the child played and played such sweet music on them

as if they were pipes, that all the chairs and tables began to

dance ; and when he grew tired, he fell back in the cradle

and dropped asleep.

" ' Now,' said the tailor, ' that child is not right ; but I'll

tell you what to do. Make down a great fire to begin with.''

"So we made the fire. Then the tailor shut the door,,

and lifted the unlucky little wretch out of the cradle, and

sat it on the fire. And no sooner had the flames caught

it, than it shrieked aloud and flew up the chimney and

disappeared. And when everything was burned that belonged

to it, I knew you would come back to me with our own fine

boy. And now let us name the name of God, and make

the sign of the Cross over him, and ill luck will never again

fall on our house—no more for ever."
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So the man and his wife lived happily from that day forth,

and the child grew up and prospered, and was beautiful to

look at and happy in his life ; for the fairy blessings were

on him of health, wealth, and prosperity, even as the queen

of the fairies had promised to the mother.



The Doojvi.

There was a young man of Innismore, named James.

Lynan, noted through all the island for his beauty and
strength. Never a one could beat him at hunting or

wrestling, and he was, besides, the best dancer in the whole

townland. But he was bold and reckless, and ever foremost

in all the wild wicked doings of the young fellows of the

place.

One day he happened to be in chapel after one of these-

mad freaks, and the priest denounced him by name from,

the altar.

" James Lynan," he said, " remember my words
; you will

come to an ill end. The vengeance of God will fall on.

you for your wicked life ; and by the power that is in me I

denounce you as an evil liyer and a limb of Satan, and

accursed of all good men."

The young man turned pale, and fell on his knees before-

all the people crying out bitterly, " Have mercy, have mercy ;.

I repent, I repent," and he wept like a woman.

" Go now in peace," said the priest, "and strive to lead a.

new life, and I'll pray to God to save your souL"
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From that day forth James Lynan changed his ways. He

gave up drinking, and never a drop of spirits crossed his

lips. And he began to attend to his farm and his business,

in place of being at all the mad revels and dances and fairs

and wakes in the island. Soon after he married a nice

girl, a rich farmer's daughter, from the mainland, and they

had four fine children, and all things prospered with

him.

But the priest's words never left his mind, and he would

suddenly turn pale and a shivering would come over him

when the memory of the curse came upon him. Still he

prospered, and his life was a model of sobriety and

order.

One day he and his wife and their children were asked to

the wedding of a friend about four miles off; and James

Lynan rode to the place, the family going on their own car.

At the wedding he was the life of the party as he always

was ; but never a drop of drink touched his lips. When
•evening came on, the family set out for the return home
just as they had set out ; the wife and children on the car,

James Lynan riding his own horse. But when the wife

arrived at home, she found her husband's horse standing at

the gate riderless and quite still. They thought he might

have fallen in a faint, and went back to search ; when he
was found down in a hollow not five perches from his own
gate, lying quite insensible and his features distorted fright-

fully, as if seized while looking on some horrible vision.

They carried him in, but he never spoke. A doctor was
sent for, who opened a vein, but no .blood came. There
he lay like a log, speechless as one dead. Amongst the
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Crowd that gathered round was an old woman accounted

very wise by the people-

" Send for the fairy doctor," she said ;
" he is struck."

So they sent off a boy on the fastest horse for the fairy

man. He could not conie himself, but he filled a bottle

with a potion. Then he: said-

—

" Ride for your life ; give him some of this to drink and

sprinkle his face and hands also with it. But take care as

you pass the lone bush on the round hill near the hollow,

for the fairies are there and will hinder you if they can, and

strive to break the bottle,"

Then the fairy man blew into the mouth and the eyes and

the nostrils of the horse, and turned him round three times

on the road and rubbed the dust off his hoofs.

" Now go," he said to the boy ;
" go and never look

behind you, no matter what you hear."

So the boy went like the wind, having placed the bottle

safely in his pocket ; and when he came to the lone bush

the horse started and gave such a jump that the bottle

nearly fell, but the boy caught it in time and held it safe and

rode on. Then he heard a cluttering of feet behind him, as of

men in pursuit ; but he never turned or looked, for he knew

It was the fairies who were after him. And shrill voices cried

to him, "Ride fast, ride fast, for the spell is cast!" Still he

never turned round, but rode on, and never let go his hold

of the fairy draught till he stopped at his master's door, and

handed the potion to the poor sorrowing wife. And she

gave of it to the sick man to drink, and sprinkled his face

and hands, after which he fell into a deep sleep. But when

he woke up, though he knew every one around him, the
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power of speech was gone from him ; and from that time

to his death, which happened soon after, he never uttered

word more.

So the doom of the priest was fulfilled—evil was his youth

and evil was his fate, and sorrow and death found him at

last, for the doom of the priest is as the word of God.



The CtE>RiNq fROM Quilt.

To prove innocence of a crime a certain ancient form is

gone through, which the people look on with great awe,

and call it emphatically—" The Clearing." It is a fearful

ordeal, and instances are known of men who have died of

fear and trembling from having passed through the terrors

of the trial, even if innocent. And it is equally terrible

for the accuser as well as the accused.

On a certain day fixed for the ordeal the accused goes to

the churchyard and carries away a skull. Then, wrapped in

a white sheet, and bearing the skull in his hand, he proceeds

to the house of the accuser, where a great crowd has as-

sembled ; for the news of " A Clearing " spreads like wild-

fire, and all the people gather together as witnesses of the

ceremony. There, before the house of his accuser, he

kneels down on his bare knees, makes the sign of the cross

on his face, kisses the skull, and prays for some time in

silence ; the people also wait in silence, filled with awe and

dread, not knowing what the result may be. Then the

accuser, pale and trembling, comes forward and stands

beside the kneeling man ; and with uplifted hand adjures

him to speak the truth. On which the accused, still

VOL. I. lO
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kneeling and holding the skull in his hand, utters the most

fearful imprecation known in the Irish language ; almost as

terrible as that curse of the Druids, which is so awful

that it never yet was put into English words. The

accused prays that if he fail to speak the truth all the sins of

the man whose skull he holds may be laid upon his soul,

and all the sins of his forefathers back to Adam, and

all the punishment due to them for the evil of their lives,

and all their weakness and sorrow both of body and

soul be laid on him both in this life and in the ife to

come for evermore. But if the accuser has accused falsely

and out of malice, then may all the evil rest on his head

through this life for ever, and may his soul perish ever-

lastingly.

It would be impossible to describe adequately the awe

with which the assembled people listen to these terrible

words, and the dreadful silence of the crowd as they wait

to see the result. If nothing happens the man rises from

his knees after an interval, and is pronounced innocent by

the judgment of the people, and no word is ever again

uttered against him, nor is he shunned or slighted by the

neighbours. But the accuser is looked on with fear and

dislike ; he is considered unlucky, and seeing that his life is

often made so miserable by the coldness and suspicion of

the people, many would rather suffer wrong than force the

accused person to undergo so terrible a trial as "The
Clearing."



The Holy Well and the

murdef(ef{. '

The Well of St. Brendan, in High Island, has great

virtue, but the miraculous power of the water is lost should

a thief or a murderer drink of it Now a cruel murder

had been committed on the mainland, and the priest

moticed the people that if the murderer tried to conceal

lliimself in the island no one should harbour him or give

him food or drink. It happened at that time there was a

woman of the island afflicted with pains in her limbs, and

she went to the Holy Well to make the stations and say

ithe prayers, and so get cured. But many a day passed

and still she got no better, though she went round and

n-ound the well on her knees, and recited the paters and

aves as she was told.

Then she went to the priest and told him the story,

and he perceived at once that the well had been polluted

by the touch of some one who had committed a crime. So

he bade the woman bring him a bottle of the water, and

she did as he desired. Then, having received the water,

he poured it out, and breathed on it three times in the
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name of the Trinity ; when, lo ! the water turned into

blood.

" Here is the evil," cried the priest. " A murderer has

washed his hands in the well."

He then ordered her to make a fire in a circle, which she

did, and he pronounced some words over it ; and a mist

rose up with the form of a spirit in the midst, holding a.

man by the arm.

" Behold the murderer," said the spirit ; and when the

woman looked on him she shrieked

—

" It is my son ! my son !
" and she fainted.

For the year before her son had gone to live on the maiu'-

land, and there, unknown to his mother, he had committed

the dreadful murder for which the vengeance of God lay

on himi And when she came to herself the spirit of the

murderer was still there.

" Oh, my Lord ! let him go, let him go ! " she cried.

"You wretched woman!" answered the priest. "How
dare you interpose between God and vengeance. This is

but the shadowy form of your son ; but before night he
shall be in the hands of the law, and justice shall be done."^

Then the forms and the mist melted away, and the womara

departed in. tears, and not long after she died of a broken,

heart. But the well from that time regained all its

miraculous powers, and the fame of its cures spread far and:

wide through all the islands.



J-(EqEND? Of I^jsig-3>ARK.

A WOMAN'S CURSE.

There was a woman of the island of Innis-Sark who was

determined to take revenge on a man because he called

her by an evil name. So she went to the Saints' Well,

and, kneeling down, she took some of the water and poured

it on the ground in the name of the devil, saying, " So

may my enemy be poured out like water, and lie helpless

on the earth
!

" Then she went round the well backwards

on her knees, and at each station she cast a stone in

the name of the devil, and said, " So may the curse fall

on him, and the power of the devil crush him ! " After

this she returned home.

Now the next morning there was a stiff breeze, and some

of the men were afraid to go out fishing ; but others said

they would try their luck, and amongst them was the man

on whom the curse rested. But they had not gone far from

Jand when the boat was capsized by. a heavy squall. The

fishermen, however, saved themselves by swimming to

shore ; all except the man on whom the curse rested, and
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he sank like lead to the bottom, and the waves covered

him, and he was drowned.

When the woman heard of the fate that had befallen her

enemy, she ran to the beach and clapped her hands with

joy and exulted. And as she stood there laughing with

strange and horrid mirth, the corpse of the man she

had cursed slowly rose up from the sea, and came drifting^

towards her till it lay almost at her very feet. On this she

stooped down to feast her eyes on the sight of the dead

man, when suddenly a strong storm of wind screamed past

her, and hurled her from the point of rock where she stood.

And when the people ran in all haste to help, no trace of

her body could be seen. The woman and the corpse of

the man she had cursed disappeared together under the

waves, and were never seen again from that lime forth.

Another woman in Shark Island was considered to

have an evil influence over any one she disliked. One
day a man called her a devil's hag in his anger. The
woman answered nothing, but that night she went to a

Holy Well near the place, and kneeling down, invoked a
curse in the name of the devil. Then she went round the

well three times backward on her knees, and each time

threw a stone in the name of the devil, saying, " So may
the curse fall on his head !

" Then she returned home, and

told the people to wait for three days, and they would see

her words had power. During this time the man was afraid

to go out in his boat because of the curse. But on the

third day as he was walking by the cliff he fell and broke
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his leg. And then every one knew that the woman had the

witch-secret of evil, and she was held in much fear.

The most effective way of neutralizing the evil influence

is to spit on the object and say, " God bless it
! " But

another must do it at your request, and sometimes people

refuse, fearing to anger the fairies by interfering with their

work, whether for good or evil. But the . islanders have

such faith in the anointing with spittle that they will often

solicit a passing stranger to spit on the afflicted person.

Indeed, a stranger is considered to have more power than

a neighbour.

A woman who kept a small day-school had reason to

think that her son, a fine lad of twelve years old, was

bewitched, for when he had eaten up the whole dish of

stirabout at supper, he asked for more. And she said

—

" My son, you had enough for three men. Go to your

bed and sleep."

But next morning he was worse and more ravenous, for

he ate up all the bread that his mother had made for the

scholars just as she took it from the oven, and not a single

cake was left. Then she knew that witchcraft was on the

boy, and she stood by the door to watch for a stranger. At

last one came by, and she cried to him

—

" Come in, come in, for the love of God, and spit on the

face of my son 1

"

" Why should I spit on your son, O woman ? " he

answered ; and he fled away, for he thought she was mad.

Then she sent for the priest, and his reverence poured
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holy water over him, and laid his hands upon his head while

he prayed. So, after a time, the power of the witchcraft

was broken, and the boy was restored to his right mind.

The islanders believe also that angels are constantly

present amongst them, and all blessed things—the rain, and

the dew, and the green crops—come from their power;

but the fairies often bring sickness, and will do malicious

tricks, and lame a horse, or steal the milk and butter, if they

have been offended or deprived of their rights.

There are certain days on which it is not right to speak of

the fairies. These days are Wednesdays and Fridays, for then

they are present though invisible, and can hear everything,

and lay their plans as to what they will carry off. On
Friday especially their power for evil is very strong, and

misfortunes are dreaded in the household. Therefore, on

that day the children and cattle are strictly watched ; a

lighted wisp of straw is turned round the baby's head, and

a quenched coal is set under the cradle and under the

churn. And if the horses are restive in the stable, then

the people know the fairies are riding on their backs. So
they spit three times at the animal, when the fairies scamper

off. This cure by the saliva is the most ancient of all

superstitions, and the islanders still have the greatest faith

in its mysterious power and efficacy.

At Innisboffin the fairies hold a splendid court, with

revelry and dancing, when the moon is full ; and it is very
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<iangerous for young girls to be out at that time, for they

will assuredly be carried off. And if they once hear the

fairy music or drink of the fairy wine, they will never be

the same again—a fate is on them, and before the year is

out, they will either disappear or die.

And the fairies are always on the watch for the handsome

girls or children ; for they look on mortals as of much higher

race than themselves. And they are also glad to have the

fine young men, the sons of mortal women, to assist them

in their wars with each other; for there are two parties

amongst the fairy spirits, one a gentle race that loves music

and dancing, the other that has obtained power from the

devil, and is always trying to work evil.

A young man lay down to sleep one Friday evening in

summer under a hay-rick, and the fairies must have carried

him off as he slept ; for when he woke he found himself in

a great hall, where a numberof little men were at work

—

'

some spinning, some making shoes, some making spears

and arrow-heads out of fish-bones and elf-stones ; but all

busy laughing and singing with much glee and merriment,

while the little pipers played the merriest tunes.

Then an old man who sat in the corner came over, and

looking very angry, told him he must not sit there idle

;

there were friends coming to dinner, and he must go down

and help in the kitchen. So he drove the poor young

fellow before him down into a great vaulted place, where a

huge fire was burning, and a large pot was set over it.

" Now," said the old man, " prepare the dinner. There

is the old hag we are going to eat."

And true enough, to his horror, on looking round, there
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was an old woman hung up by the arms, and an old man
skinning her.

" Now make haste and let the water boil," said the old

man; "don't you see the pot on the fire, and I am nearly-

ready for you to begin. The company will soon be here,

and there is no time to lose, for this old hag will take

a good while to boil. Cut her up into little bits, and throw

her into the pot,"

However, the young fellow was so frightened that he

fell down on the floor speechless, and could neither move

hand nor foot.

" Get up, you fool," said another old man, who seemed

to be the head over all ; and he laughed at him. " Do-

your work and never mind ; this does not hurt her a bit.

When she was there above in the world she was a wicked

miser, hard to the world, and cruel and bitter in her words

and works; so now we have her here, and her soul will

never rest in peace, because we shall cut up the body in

little bits, and the soul will not be able to find it, but wander

about in the dark to all eternity without a body."

Then the young man knew no more till he found himself

in a beautiful hall, where a banquet was laid out ; but, in

place of the old hag, the table was covered with fruit, and

chickens, and young turkeys, and butter, and cakes fresh

from the oven, and crystal cups of bright red wine.

" Now sit down and eat," said the prince, who sat at the

top on a throne, with a red sash round his waist, and a gold

band on his head. " Sit down with this pleasant company
and eat with us

; you are welcome."

And there were many beautiful ladies seated round, and
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grand noblemen, with red caps and sashes; and they all

smiled at him and bade him eat.

"No," said the young man; "I cannot eat with you>

for I see no priest here to bless the food. Let me go in.

peace."

" Not at least till you taste our wine," said the prince witb

a friendly smile.

And one of the beautiful ladies rose up and filled a crystal!

cup with the bright red wine, and gave it him. And when.

he saw it, the sight of it tempted him, and he could not help-

himself, but drank it all off without stopping ; for it seemed

to him the most delicious draught he ever had in his whole

life.

But no sooner had he laid down the glass, than a noise-

like thunder shook the building, and all the lights went out ;.

and he found himself alone in the dark night lying under-

the very same hay-rick where he had cast himself down to

sleep, tired after his work. So he made his way home at

last ; but the taste of the fairy wine burned in his veins, and

a fever was on him night and day for another draught ; and

he did no good, but pined away, seeking the fairy mansion^

though he never found it any more. And so he died in his

youth, a warning to all who eat of the fairy food, or drink

of the fairy wine ; for never more will they know peace or

content, or be fit for their work, as in the days before the

fairy spell was on them, which brings doom and death to all

who fall under the fatal enchantment of its unholy power.



J_(EQEJ^D3 OF THE ^Ey^D IN THE

We^ter^ Igty^j^D^.

When young people die, either men or women, who were

remarkable for beauty, it is supposed that they are carried

off by the fairies to the fairy mansions under the earth, where

they live in splendid palaces and are wedded to fairy queens

or princes. But sometimes, if their kindred greatly desire to

•see them, they are allowed to visit the earth, though no

enchantment has yet been discovered powerful enough to

•compel them to remain or resume again the mortal life.

Sometimes when the fishermen are out they meet a

strange boat filled with people; and when they look on

them they know that they are the dead who have been

carried off by the fairies with their wiles and enchantments

to dwell in the fairy palaces.

One day a man was out fishing, but caught nothing ; and

was just turning home in despair at his ill-luck when he

suddenly saw a boat with three persons in it ; and it seemed

to him that they were his comrades, the very men who
just a year before had been drowned in that spot, but

whose bodies were never recovered, and he knew that he
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looked upon the dead. But the men were friendly, and

called out to him

—

" Cast your line as we direct, and you will have luck.'

So he cast his line as they bade him, and presently drew

up a fine fish.

" Now, cast again," they said, " and keep beside us, and

row to shore, but do not look on us." '
:

So he did as directed and hauled up fish after fish till

his boat was full, and then he drew it up to the landing-

place.

" Now," they said, " wait and see that no one is about

before you land."

So the man looked up and down the shore, but saw no

one ; then he turned to land his fish, when, behold, the

men and the second boat had vanished, and he saw them

no more. However, he landed his fish with much joy and)

brought them all safely home, though the wise people said

that if he had not turned away his head that time, but kept

his eyes steadily on the men till he landed, the enchantment

would have been broken that held them in fairy-land, and

the dead would have been restored to the earthly life, and

to their kindred in the island who mourned for them.

THE DEATH SIGN.

A woman was out one day looking after her sheep in the

valley, and coming by a little stream she sat down to rest,

when suddenly she seemed to hear the sound of low music,

and turning round she beheld at some distance a crowd of

people dancing and making merry. And she grew afraid
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•and turned her head away not to see them. Then close

by her stood a young man, pale and strange looking, and

•she beheld him with fear.

"Who are you?" she said at last; "and why do you

stand beside me?"
" You ought to know me," he replied, " for I belong to

this place; but make haste now and come away, or evil

will befall you."

Then she stood up and was going away with him, when

the crowd left off their dancing and ran towards them

crying

—

" Come back ; come back ; come back !

"

"Don't stop; don't listen," said the young man, "but

follow me."

Then they both began to run, and ran on until they

reached a hillock.

" Now we are safe," said he ;
" they can't harm us here."

And when they stopped he said to her again, " Look me in

the face and say if you know me now ?
"

"No," she answered, " you are a stranger to me."

"Look again," he said, "look me straight in the face

-and you will know me."

Then she looked, and knew instantly that he was a man
who had been drowned the year before in the dark winter

time, and the waves had never cast up his body on the

shore. And she threw up her arms and cried aloud

—

" Have you news of my child ? Have you seen her, my
fair-haired girl, that was stolen from me this day seven years.

IVill she come back to me never no more ?
"

" I have seen her,", said the man, " but she will never
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come back, never more, for she has eaten of the fairy food

and must now stay with the spirits under the sea, for she

belongs to them body and soul. But go home now, for it

is late, and evil is near you j and perhaps you will meet her

sooner than you think."

Then as the woman turned her face homeward, the man

disappeared and she saw him no more.

When at last she reached the threshold of her house a

fear and trembling came on her, and she called to her husband

that some one stood in the doorway and she could not pass.

And with that she fell down on the threshold on her face,

but spake no word more. And when they lifted her up she

was dead.

KATHLEEN.

A young girl from Innis-Sark had a lover, a fine young

fellow, who met his death by an accident, to her great grief

and sorrow.

One evening at sunset, as she sat by the roadside crying

her eyes out, a beautiful lady came by all in white, and

tapped her on the cheek.

" Don't cry, Kathleen," she said, " your lover is safe.

Just take this ring of herbs and look through it and you

will see him. He is with a grand company, and wears a

golden circlet on his head and a scarlet sash round his

waist."

So Kathleen took the ring of herbs and looked through

it, and there indeed was her lover in the midst of a great

company dancing on the hill; and he was very pale, but
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handsomer than ever, with the gold circlet round his head,

as if they had made him a prince.

" Now," said the lady, "here is a larger ring of herbs.

Take it, and whenever you want to see your lover, pluck a

leaf from it and burn it ; and a great smoke will arise, and you

will fall into a trance; and in the trance your lover will carry

you away to the fairy rath, and there you may dance all night

with him on the greensward. But say no prayer, and make

no sign of the cross while the smoke is rising, or your lover

will disappear for ever."

From that time a great change came over Kathleen.

She said no prayer, and cared for no priest, and never made

the sign of the cross, but every night shut herself up in her

room, and burned a leaf of the ring of herbs as she had

been told ; and when the smoke arose she fell into a deep

sleep and knew no more. But in the morning she told her

people that, though she seemed to be lying in her bed,

she was far away with the fairies on the hill dancing with

her lover. And she was very happy in her new life, and

wanted no priest nor prayer nor mass any more, and all

the dead were there dancing with the rest, all the people

she had known ; and they welcomed her and gave her wine

to drink in little crystal cups, and told her she must soon

co»ie and stay with them and with her lover for evermore.

, Now Kathleen's mother was a good, honest, religious

woman, and she fretted much over her daughter's strange

state, for "she knew the girl had been fairy-struck. So she

determined to watch ; and One night when Kathleen went

to her bed as usual all alone by herself in the room, for she

would allow no one to be with her, the mother crept up
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and looked through a chink in the door, and then she saw

Kathleen take the round ring of herbs from a secret place

in the press and pluck a leaf from it and bum it, on which

a great smoke arose and the girl fell on her bed in a deep

trance.

Now the mother could no longer keep silence, for she

saw there was devil's work in it ; and she fell on her knees

and prayed aloud

—

"O Maia, mother, send the evil spirit away from the

child 1

"

And she rushed into the room and made the sign of the

cross over the sleeping girl, when immediately Kathleen

started up and screamed

—

" Mother ! mother 1 the dead are coming for me. They

are here ! they are here !

"

And her features looked like one in a fit. Then the

poor mother sent for the priest, who came at once, and

threw holy water on the girl, and said prayers over her

;

and he took the ring of herbs that lay beside her and

cursed it for evermore, and instantly it fell to powder and

lay like grey ashes on the floor. After this Kathleen grew

calmer, and the evil spirit seemed to have left her, but she

was too weak to move or to speak, or to utter a prayer, and

before the clock struck twelve that night she lay dead.

NOVEMBER EVE.

It is esteemed a very wrong thing amongst the islanders

to be about on November Eve, minding any business, for

the fairies have their flitting then, and do not like to be

VOL. I. II
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seen or watched; and all the spirits come to meet them

and help them. But mortal people should keep at home, or

they will suffer for it ; for the souls of the dead have power

over all things on that one night of the year; and they

hold a festival with the fairies, and drink red wine from the

fairy cups, and dance to fairy music till the moon goes

down.

There was a man of the village who stayed out late one

November Eve fishing, and never thought of the fairies

until he saw a great number of dancing lights, and a crowd

of people hurrying past with baskets and bags, and all

laughing and singing and making merry as they went along.

"You are a merry set," he said, "where are ye all

going to?"

"We are going to the fair," said a little old man with

a cocked hat and a gold band round it. " Come with us,

Hugh King, and you will have the finest food and the finest

drink you ever set eyes upon."

" And just carry this basket for me," said a little red-

haired woman.

So Hugh took it, and went with them till they came to

the fair, which was filled with a crowd of people he had
never seen on the island in all his days. And they danced
and laughed and drank red wine from little cups. And there

were pipers, and harpers, and little cobblers mending shoes,

and all the most beautiful things in the world to eat and
drink, just as if they were in a king's palace. But the

basket was very heavy, and Hugh longed to drop it, that

he might go and dance with a little beauty with long yellow

hair, that was laughing up close to his face.
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"Well, here put down the basket," said the red-haired

woman, " for you are quite tired, I see j " and she took it

and opened the cover, and out came a little old man, the

ugliest, most misshapen little imp that could be imagined,

" Ah, thank you, Hugh," said the imp, quite politely
j

" you have carried me nicely ; for I am weak on the limbs—

r

indeed I have nothing to speak of in the way of legs : but

I'll pay you well, my fine fellow; hold out your two hands,"

and the little imp poured down gold and gold and gold

-into them, bright golden guineas. " Now go," said he,

"and drink my health, and make yourself quite pleasant,

and don't be afraid of anything you see and hear."

So they all left him, except the man with the cocked hat.

and the red sash round his waist.

" Wait here now a bit," says he, " for Finvarra, the king;

is coming, and his wife, to see the fair."

As he spoke, the sound of a horn was heard, and up

drove a coach and four white horses, and out of it stepped

a grand, grave gentleman all in black and a beautiful lady

with a silver veil over her face.

" Here is Finvarra himself and the queen," said the little

old man; but Hugh was ready to die of fright when

Finvarra asked

—

" What brought this man here ?
"

And the king frowned and looked so black that Hugh nearly

fell to the ground with fear. Then they all laughed, and

laughed so loud that everything seemed shaking and tumbling

down from the laughter. And the dancers came up, and

they all danced round Hugh, and tried to take his hands

to make him dance with them.
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"Do you know who these people are ; and the men and

women who are dancing round you ? " asked the old man.

" Look well, have you ever seen them before ?
"

And when Hugh looked he saw a girl that had died the

year before, then another and another of his friends that

he knew had died long ago ; and then he saw that all the

dancers, men, women, and girls, were the dead in their

long, white shrouds. And he tried to escape from them,

but could not, for they coiled round him, and danced and

laughed and seized his arms, and tried to draw him into the

dance, and their laugh seemed to pierce through his brain

and kill him. And he fell down before them there, like

one faint from sleep, and knew no more till he found

himself next morning lying within the old stone circle by

the fairy rath on the hill. Still it was all true that he had

been with the fairies ; no one could deny it, for his arms

were all black with the touch of the hands of the dead, the

time they had tried to draw him into the dance ; but not

one bit of all the red gold, which the little imp had given

him, could he find in his pocket. Not one single golden

piece ; it was all gone for evermore.

And Hugh went sadly, to his home, for now he knew
that the spirits had mocked him and punished him, because

he troubled their revels on November Eve—that one night

of all the year when the dead can leave their graves and
dance in the moonlight on the hill, and mortals should stay

at home and never dare to look on them.
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THE DANCE OF THE DEAD.

It is especially dangerous to be out late on the last night

of November, for it is the closing scene of the revels—the

last night when the dead have leave to dance on the hill

with the fairies, and after that they must all go back to their

graves and lie in the chill, cold earth without music or wine

till the next November comes round, when they all spring

up again in their shrouds and rush out into the moonlight

with mad laughter.

One November night, a woman of Shark Island, coming

home late at the hour of the dead, grew tired and sat down

to rest, when presently a young man came up and talked to

her.

" Wait a bit," he said, "and you will see the most beautiful

dancing you ever looked on there by the side of the hill."

And she looked at him steadily. He was very pale, and

seemed sad.

" Why are you so sad ? " she asked, " and as pale as if

you were dead ?
"

" Look well at me," he answered. " Do you not know

me?"
"Yes, I know you now," she said. "You are young

Brien that was drowned last year when out fishing. What

are you here for ?
"

" Look," he said, " at the side of the hill and you will see

why I am here."

And she looked, and saw a great company dancing to

sweet music ; and amongst them were all the dead who had
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died as long as she could remember—men, women, and

children, all in white, and their faces were pale .as the moon-

light.

" Now," said the young man, " run for your life ; for if

once the fairies bring you into the dance you will never be

able to leave them any more."

But while they were talking, the fairies came up and

danced round her in a circle, joining their hands. Ahd

she fell to the ground in a faint, and knew no more till

she woke up in the morning in her own bed at home.

And they all saw that her face was pale as the dead, and

they knew that she had got the fairy-stroke. So the herb

doctor was sent for, and every measure tried to save her,

but without avail, for just as the moon rose that night, soft,

low music was heard round the house, and when they looked

at the woman she was dead.

It is a custom amongst the people, when tlu-owing away

water at night, to cry out in a loud voice, " Take care of

the water;" or, literally from the Irish, "Away with yourself

from the water "—for they say the spirits of the dead last

buried are then wandering about, and it would be dangerous

if the water fell on them.

One dark winter's night a woman suddenly threw out a

pail of boiling water without thinking of the warning words.

Instantly a cry was heard, as of a person in pain, but no
one was seen. However, the next night a black lamb en-

tered the house having the back all fresh scalded, and it lay

down moaning by the hearth and died. Then they all knew
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this was the spirit that had been scalded by the woman.

And they carried the dead lamb out reverently, and buried

it deep in the earth. Yet every night at the same hour it

walked again into the house and lay down and moaned and

died. And after this had happened many times, the priest

was sent for, and finally, by the strength of his exorcism,

the spirit of the dead was laid to rest, and the black lamb

appeared no more. Neither was the body of the dead lamb

found in the grave when they searched for it, though it had

been laid by their own hands deep in the earth and covered

with the clay.

Before an accident happens to a boat, or a death by

drowning, low music is often heard, as if under the water,

along with harmonious lamentations, and then every one in

the boat knows that some young man or beautiful young girl

is wanted' by the fairies, and is doomed to die. The best

safeguard is to have music and singing in the boat, for the

fairies are so enamoured of the mortal voices and music

that they forget to weave the spell till the fatal moment has

passed, and then all in the boat are safe from harm.



^UPEFJgTITIONg CoNCEHfllJ^Q THE

Dead.

Many strange spells are effected by the means of a

dead man's hand—chiefly to produce butter in the churn.

The milk is stirred round nine times with the dead hand,

the operator crying aloud all the time, " Gather ! gather

!

gather
! " While a secret form of words is used which

none but the initiated know.

Another use is to facilitate robberies. If a candle is

placed in a dead hand, neither wind nor water can extinguish

it. And if carried into a house the inmates will sleep the

sleep of the dead as long as it remains under the roof, and

no power on earth can wake them while the dead hand

holds the candle.

For a mystic charm, one of the strongest known is the

hand of an unbaptized infant fresh taken from the grave in

the name of the Evil One.

A dead hand is esteemed also a certain cure for most

diseases, and many a time sick people have been brought to
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a house where a corpse lay that the hand of the dead might

be laid on them.

The souls of the dead who may happen to die abroad

greatly desire to rest in Ireland. And the relations deem it

their duty to bring back the body to be laid in Irish earth.

But even then the dead will not rest peaceably unless laid

with their forefathers and their own people, and not amongst

strangers.

A young girl happened to die of a fever while away on a

visit to some friends, and her father thought it safer not

to bring her home, but to have her buried in the nearest

churchyard. However, a few nights after his return home,

he was awakened by a mournful wail at the window, and a

voice cried, " I am alone ; I am alone ; I am alone !

"

Then the poor father knew well what it meant, and he

prayed in the name of God that the spirit of his dead child

might rest in peace until the morning. And when the day

broke he arose and set off to the strange burial ground, and

there he drew the coffin from the earth, and had it carried

all the way back from Cork to Mayo ; and after he had laid

the dead in the old graveyard beside his people and his

kindred, the spirit of his child had rest, and the mournful

cry was no more heard in the night

The corner of a sheet that has wrapped a corpse is a cure

for headache if tied round the head.

The ends of candles used at wakes are of great efficacy in

curing burns.
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A piece of the linen wrap taken from a corpse will cure

the swelling of a limb if tied round the part affected.

It is very dangerous at night to turn round if you fancy

steps are following you; for it is the dead who are out then,

and their glance would kill

It is believed that the spirit of the dead last buried has to

watch in the churchyard until another Corpse is laid there
;

or has to perform menial offices in the spirit world, such as

carrying wood and water, until the next spirit comes from

earth. They are also sent on messages to earth, chiefly to

announce the coming death of some relative, and at this

they are glad, for then their time of peace and rest will

come at last.
,

If any One stumbles at a grave it is a bad omen ; but if

he falls and touches the clay, he will assuredly die before the

year is out.

Any one meeting a funeral must turn back and walk at

least four steps with the mourners.

If the nearest relative touches the hand of a corpse it will

utter a wild cry if not quite dead.

On Twelfth Night the dead walk, and on every tile of the

house a soul is sitting, waiting for your prayers to take it out

of purgatory.

There are many strange superstitions in the western
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islands of Connemara. At night the dead can be heard

laughing with the fairies and spinning the flax. One girl

declared that she distinctly heard her dead mother's voice

singing a mournful Irish air away down in the heart of the

hill. But after a year and a day the voices cease, and the

dead are gone for ever.

It is a custom in the West when a corpse is carried to the

grave for the bearers to stop half way, while the nearest

relatives build up a small monument of loose stones, and no

hand would ever dare to touch or disturb this monument

while the world lasts.

When the grave is dug, a cross is made of two spades, and

the coffin is carried round it three times before being placed

in the clay. Then the prayers for the dead are said, all the

people kneeling with uncovered head.



The Fatal J-(Ove-Ch/.f{m.

A POTENT love-charm used by women is a piece of skin

taken from the arm of a corpse and tied on the person while

sleeping whose love is sought. The skin is then removed

after some time, and carefully put away before the sleeper

awakes or has any consciousness of the transaction. And
as long as it remains in the woman's possession the love of

her lover will be unchanged. Or the strip of skin is placed

under the head to dream on, in the name of the Evil One,

when the future husband will appear in the dream.

A young girl who was servant in the large and handsome

house of a rich family tried this charm for fun, thinking she

would dream of one of her fellow-servants, and next morning

her mistress asked the result.

" Throth, ma'am," she answered, " there never was such a

foolish trick, for it was of the master himself I was dreaming,

all night, and of no one else."

Soon after the lady died, and the girl, remembering her

dream, watched her opportunity to tie a piece of skin taken

from a corpse recently buried round the arm of her master

while he slept. After this he became violently in love with
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the girl, though she was exceedingly ugly, and within the

year he married her, his love all the while remaining fervent

and unchanged.

But exactly one year and a day after her marriage her

bedroom took fire by accident, and the strip of skin, which

she had kept carefully hidden in her wardrobe, was burnt,

along with all her grand wedding-clothes. Immediately the

magic charm was broken, and the hatred of the gentleman

for his low-bom wife became as strong as the love he had

once felt for her.

In her rage and grief at finding nothing but coldness and

insult, she confessed the whole story ; and, in consequence,

the horror she inspired amongst the people was so great

that no one would serve her with food or drink, or sit near

her, or hold any intercourse with her ; and she died miser-

ably and half mad before the second year was out—a warn-

ing and a terror to all who work spells in the name of the

Evil One.



The Fejxian KfUQHTg.

A LEGEND OF THE WEST.

There is a fort near the K,illeries in Connemara called

Lis-na-Keeran, One day the powerful chief that lived there

invited the great Fionn Ma-Coul, with his son Oscar and a

band of Fenian knights, to a great banquet But when the

guests arrived they found no chairs prepared for them, only

rough benches of wood placed round the table.

So Oscar and his father would take no place, but stood

watching, for they suspected treachery. The knights, how-

ever, fearing nothing, sat down to the feast, but were instantly

fixed to the benches so firmly by magic, that they could

neither rise nor move.

Then Fionh began to chew his thumb, from which he

always derived knowledge of the future, and by his magic

power he saw clearly a great and terrible warrior riding

fiercely towards the fort, and Fionn knew that unless he

could be stopped before crossing a certain ford, they must

all die, for they had been brought to Lis-na-Keeran only to

be slain by their treacherous host ; and unless the warrior
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was killed and his blood sprinkled on the Fenian knights,

they must remain fixed on the wooden benches for ever. •

So Oscar of the Lion heart rushed forth to the encounter.

And he flung his spear at the mighty horseman, and they

fought desperately till the setting of the sun. Then at last

Oscar triumphed ; victory was his ; and he cut off the head

of his adversary, and carried it on his spear all bleeding to

the fort, where he let the blood drop down upon the Fenian

knights that were transfixed by magic. On this they at once

sprang up free and scatheless, all except one, for on him un-

happily no blood had fallen, and so he remained fixed to the

bench. His companions tried to drag him up by main force,

but as they did so the skin of his thighs was left on the

bench, and he was like to die.

Then they killed a sheep, and wrapped the fleece round

him warm from the animal to heal him. So he was cured,

but ever after, strange to relate, seven stone of wool were

annually shorn from his body as long as he lived.

The manner in which Fionn learned the mystery of ob-

taining wisdom from his thumb was in this wise.

It happened one time when he was quite a youth that he

was taken prisoner by a one-eyed giant, who at first was

going to kill him, but then he changed his mind and sent

him to the kitchen to mind the dinner. Now there was a

great and splendid salmon broihng on the fire, and the giant

said

—

" Watch that salmon till it is done ; but if a single blister

rise on the skin you shall be killed."
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Then the giant threw himself down to sleep while waiting

for the dinner.

So Fionn watched the salmon with all his eyes, but to his

horror saw a blister rising on the beautiful silver skin of the

fish, and in his fright and eagerness he pressed his thumb

down on it to flatten it ; then the pain of the burn being great,

he clapped the thumb into his mouth and kept it there to suck

out the fire. When he drew it back, however, he found, to his

surprise, that he had a knowledge of all that was going to

happen to him, and a clear sense of what he ought to do.

And it came into his mind that if he put out the giant's eye

with an iron rod heated in the fire, he could escape from the

monster. So he heated the rod, and while the giant slept

he plunged it into his eye, and before the horrid being re-

covered from the shock, Fionn escaped, and was soon back

safe amongst his own people, the Fenian knights ; and ever

after in moments of great peril and doubt, when he put his

thumb into his mouth and sucked it, the vision of the future

came on him, and he could foresee clearly whatever danger

lay in his path, and how to avoid it. But it was only in

such extreme moments of peril that the mystic power was

granted to him. And thus he was enabled to save his

own life and the lives of his chosen Fenian guard when all

hope seemed well-nigh gone,
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There is an old ruin called Bruce's Casde on the island,

and the legend runs that Bruce and his chief warriors lie in

an enchanted sleep in a cave of the rock on which stands the

the castle, and that one day they will rise up and unite the

island to Scotland.

The entrance to this cave is visible only once in seven

years. A man who happened to be travelling by at the time

discovered it, and entering in he found himself all at once in

the midst of the heavy-handed warriors. He looked down

and saw a. sabre half unsheathed in the earth at his feet, and

on his attempting to draw it every man of the sleepers lifted

up his head and put his hand on his sword. The man being

much alarmed fled from the cave, but he heard voices call-

ing fiercely after him :
" Ugh ! ugh ! Why could we not

be left to sleep ? " And they clanged their swords on the

ground with a terrible noise, and then all was still, and the

gate of the cave closed with a mighty sound like a clap of

thunder.

VOL.



The ^tf^anqe Que^t^.

A COMPANY of Strangers came one day to Rathlin island and

the people distrusted them, but pretended to be friendly,

and invited them to a feast, meaning to put an end to them

all when they came unarmed to the festival, and the drink

flowed freely. So the strangers came, biit each man as he

sat down drew his knife and stuck it in the table before him

ere he began to eat. When the islanders saw their guests

so well prepared, they were afraid ; and the feast passed off

quietly.

The next morning early, the strangers sailed away

before any one was aware on the island ; but on the table

where each guest had sat, a piece of silver was found, cover-

ing the hole made by the knife. So the islanders rejoiced,

and determined never again to plot evil against the wayfar-

ing guests ; but to be kind and hospitable to all wanderers

for the sake of the Holy Mother, who had sent them to the

island to bring good luck to the people. But they never

saw the strangers more.

The islanders have great faith in the power of the Virgin

Mary, for our Lord Himself told St Bridget that His mother
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had a throne in heaven near His own ; and whatever she

asked of God it was granted, especially if it was any

grace or favour for the Irish people, because He held

them in great esteem on account of their piety and good

works



The Dead ^oj^dier.

There is an island in the Shannon, and if a mermaid is

seen sitting on the rocks in the sunshine, the people know

that a crime has been committed somewhere near; for

she never appears but to announce ill-luck, and she has a

spite against mortals, and rejoices at their misfortunes.

One day a young fisherman was drawn by the current

towards the island, and he came on a long streak of red

blood, and had to sail his boat through it till he reached

the rocks where the mermaid was seated ; and then the boat

went round and round as in a whirlpool, and sank down at

last under the waves.

Still he did not lose consciousness. He looked round

and saw that he was in a beautiful country, with tall plants

growing all over it ; and the mermaid came and sang sweetly

to him, and offered hirn wine to drink, but he would not

taste it, for it was red like blood. Then he looked down,

and to his horror he saw a soldier lying on the floor with

his throat cut ; and all round him was a pool of blood, and
he remembered no more till he found himself again in his

boat drifting against a hurricane, and suddenly he was
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dashed upon a rock, where his friends who were in search of

him found him, and carried him home. There he heard a

strange thing : a soldier, a deserter from the Athlone Bar-

racks, being pursued had cut his throat and flung himself

over the bridge into the river ; and this was the very man

the young fisher had seen lying a corpse in the mermaid's

cave. After this he had no peace or comfort till he went

to the priest, who exorcised him and gave him absolution

;

and then the wicked siren of the rocks troubled him no

more, though she still haunts the islands of the Shannon and

tries to lure victims to their death.



The Thf(ee QifTg.

A GREAT, noble-looking man called One night at a cottage,

and told the woman that she must come away with him

then and there on the instant, for his wife wanted a nurse

for her baby. And so saying, before she could answer,

he swung her up on his great black horse on a pillion behind

him. And she sat wondering at his tall, shadowy form, for

she could see the moonlight through him.

" Do not fear," he said, "and no harm will happen to you.

Only ask no questions whatever happens, and drink no wine

that may be offered to you."

On reaching the palace she saw the most beautiful ladies

going about all covered with jewels, and she was led into a

chamber hung with silk and gold, and lace as fine as cob-

webs ; and there on a bed supported by crystal pillars lay the

mother, lovely as an angel, and her little baby beside her.

And when the nurse had dressed the baby and handed it

to the mother, the lady smiled and offered her wine; "for

then," she said, " you will never leave us, and I would love

to have you always near me."

But the woman refused, though she was sorely tempted

by the beautiful bright red wine.
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" Well, then," said the lord and master, " here are three

gifts, and you may take them away in safety, for no harm

will come to you by them. A purse, never to be opened,

but while you have it, you will never want money ; a girdle,

and whoso wears it will never be slain in battle ; and an

herb that has power to cure all diseases for seven gene-

rations."

So the woman was put again upon the horse with her

three gifts, and reached her home safely. Then, from

curiosity, the first thing she did was to open the purse, and

behold, there was nothing in it but some wild flowers. On
seeing this, she was so angry that she flung away the herb,

" for they were only making a fool of me," she said, " and I

don't beUeve one word of their stories." But the husband

took the belt and kept it safe, and it went down in the

family from father to son ; and the last man who wore it

was out in all the troubles of '98, and fought in every one of

the battles, but he never got hurt or wound. However,

after his death, no one knew what became of the belt ; it

was never seen more.

A woman was carried off one night to a fairy palace to

attend one of the beautiful fairy ladies who lay sick on her

golden bed. And as she was going in at the gate a man

whispered to her, " Eat no food, and take no money from the

fairies ; but ask what you like and it will be granted." So

when the fairy lady was well, she bade the nurse ask what

she pleased. The woman answered, " I desire three things

for my sons and their race—luck in fishing, luck in learning.
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and luck in gambling," which things were granted—^^nd to

this day the family are the richest, the wisest, and the luckiest

in the whol? neighbourhood. They win at every game,

and at every race, but always by fair play and without

cheating ; and not the priest himselt can beat them at book

learning. And every one knows that the power comes to

them from the fairy gift, though good luck comes with it

and not evil ; and all the work of their hands has prospered

through every generation since the day of the Three,

Wishes. .



The FyMRiE^ yv3 'Fallej^ A^^qel?.

The islanders, like all the Irish, believe that the fairies are

the fallen angels who were cast down by the Lord God out

of heaven for their sinful pride. And some fell into the sea,

and some on the dry land, and some fell deep down into

hell, and the devil gives to these knowledge and power,

and sends them on earth where they work much evil. But

the fairies of the earth and the sea are mostly gentle and

beautiful creatures, who will do no harm if they are let alone,

and allowed to dance on the fairy raths in the moonlight to

their own sweet music, undisturbed by the presence of

mortals. As a rule, the people look on fire as the great

preservative against witchcraft, for the devil has no power

except in the dark. So they put a live coal under the churn,

and they wave a lighted wisp of straw above the cow's head

if the beast seems sickly. But as to the pigs, they take no

trouble, for they say the devil has no longer any power

over them now. When they light a candle they cross them-

selves, because the evil spirits are then clearing out of the

house in fear of the light Fire and Holy Water they hold

to be sacred, and are powerful; and the best safeguard

against all things evil, and the surest test in case of sus-

pected witchcraft.



The F/iF^Y Ch/.^qei.inq.

One evening, a man was coming home late, and he passed

a house where two women stood by a window, talking.

" I have left the dead child in the cradle as you bid me,"

said one woman, "and behold here is the other child, take

it and let me go ;
" and she laid down an infant on a sheet

by the window, who seemed in a secret sleep, and it was

draped all in white.

"Wait," said the other, "till you have had some food,

and then take it to the fairy queen, as I promised, in place

of the dead child that we have laid in the cradle by the nurse.

Wait also till the moon rises, and then you shall have the

payment which I promisedl"

They then both turned from the window. Now the man
saw that there was some devil's magic in it all. And when the

women turned away he crept up close to the open window

and put his hand in and seized the sleeping child and drew

it out quietly without ever a sound. Then he made oflf as

fast as he could to his owri home, before the women could

know anything about it, and handed the child to his

mother's care. Now the mother was angry at first, but when
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he told her the story, she believed him, and put the baby

to sleep—a lovely, beautiful boy"with a face like an angel

Next morning there was a great commotion in the village,,

for the news spread that the first-bom son of the great lord

of the place, a lovely, healthy child, died, suddenly in the

night, without ever having had a sign of sickness. When they

looked at him in the morning, there he laid dead in his

cradle, and he was shrunk and wizened like a little old

man, and no beauty was seen on him any more. So great

lamentation was heard on all sides, and the whole country

gathered to the wake. Amongst them came the young

man who had carried off the child, and when he looked on

the little wizened thing in the cradle he laughed. Now
the parents were angry at his laughter, and wanted to

turn him out.

But he said, " Wait, put down a good fire," and they did

so.

Then he went over to the cradle and said to the hideous

little creature, in a loud voice before all the people

—

" If you don't rise up this minute and leave the place, I

will burn you on the fire ; for I know right well who you

are, and where you came from."

At once the child sat up and began to grin at him;

and made a rush to the door to get away ; but the man

caught hold of it and threw it on the fire. And the moment

it felt the heat it turned into a black kitten, and flew up the

chimney and was seen no more.

Then the man sent word to his mother to bring the

other child, who was found to be the true heir, the lord's

own son. So there was great rejoicing, and the child grew
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up to be a great lord himself, and when his time came, he

ruled well over the estate ; and his descendants are living

to this day, for all things prospered with him after he was

^aved from the fairies.



FaII^Y WlLEg.

When the fairies steal away a beautiful mortal child they

leave an ugly, wizened little creature in its place. And
these fairy changelings grow up malicious and wicked, and

have voracious appetites. The unhappy parents often try

the test of fire for the child, in this wise—placing it in the

centre of the cabin, they light a fire round it, and fully

expect to see it changed into a sod of turf. But if the child

survives the ordeal it is accepted as one of the family, though

very grudgingly ; and it is generally hated by all the neigh-

bours for its impish ways. But the children of the Sidhe

and a mortal mother are always clever and beautiful, and

specially excel in music and dancing. They arc, however,,

passionate and wilful, and have strange, moody fits, when

they desire solitude above all things, and seem to hold

converse with unseen spiritual beings.

Fine young peasant women are often carried off by the

fairies to nurse their little fairy progeny. But the woman

is allowed to come back to her own infant after sunset.

However, on entering the house, the husband must at

once throw holy water over her in the name of God, when.
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•she will be restored to her own shape. For sometimes

she comes with a hissing noise like a serpent ; then she

appears black, and shrouded like one from the dead ; and,

lastly, in her own shape, when she takes her old place by

the fire and nurses her baby ; and the husband must ask no

questions, but give her food in silence. If she fall sasleep

the third night, all will be well, for the husband at once ties

a red thread across the door to prevent the fairies coming

in to carry her off, and if the third night passes over safely

the fairies have lost their power over her for evermore.



^H>UN-M0F(.

A LEGEND OF INNIS-SARK.

The islanders believe firmly in the existence of fairies

who live in the caves by the sea—little men about the

.height of a sod of turf, who come out of the fissures

of the rocks and are bright and merry, wearing green

jackets and red caps, and ready enough to help any one

they like, though often very malicious if offended or insulted.

There was an old man on the island called Shaun-Mor,

-who said that he had often travelled at night with the

little men and carried their sacks for them ; and in return

.they gave him strange fairy gifts and taught him the secret

• of power, so that he could always triumph over his enemies;

and even as to the fairies, he was as wise as any of them,

.and could fight half a dozen of them together if he were so

minded, and pitch them into the sea or strangle them with

seaweed. So the fairies were angered at his pride and pre-

. sumption, and determined to do him a malicious turn, just

to amuse themselves when they were up for fun. So one

night when he was returning home, he suddenly saw a

.great river between him and his house.
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"How shall I get across now?" he cried aloud; and

immediately an eagle came up to him.

"Don't cry, Shaun-Mor," said the eagle, "but get on

my back and I'll carry you safely."

So Shaun-Mor mounted, and they flew right up ever so

high, till at last the eagle tumbled him off by the side of a

great mountain in a place he had never seen before.

" This is a bad trick you have played me," said Shaun ;.

" tell me where I am now ?
"

" You are in the moon," said the eagle, " and get down,

the best way you can, for now I must be oflf; so good-bye.

Mind you don't fall off the edge. Good-bye," and with^

that the eagle disappeared.

,
Just then a cleft in the rock opened, and out came a man

as pale as the dead with a reaping-hook in his hand.

"What brings you here?" said he. "Only the dead

come here," and he looked fixedly at Shaun-Mor so that:

he trembled like one already dying.

" your worship," he said, "I live far from' here. TelL

me how I am to get down, and help me I beseech you."

"Ay that I will," said the pale-faced man. "Here is-

the help I give you," and with that he gave him a blow

with the reaping-hook which tumbled Shaun right over the

edge of the moon; and he fell and fell ever so far till

luckily he came in the midst of a flock of geese, and the

old gander that was leading stopped and eyed him.

"What are you doing here, Shaun-Mor? " said he, "for

I know you well. I've often seen you down in Shark.

What will your wife say when she hears of your being out

so late at night, wandering about in this way. It is very-
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disreputable, and no well brought up gander would do the

like, much less a man ; I am ashamed of you, Shaun-Mor."

"O your honour," said the poor man, "it is an evil

turn of the evil witches, for they have done all this ; but

let me just get up on your back, and if your honour brings

me safe to my own house I shall be for ever grateful to

every goose and gander in the world as long as I live."

"Well then, get up on my back," said the bird, fluttering

its wings with a great clatter over Shaun ; but he couldn't

manage at all to get on its back, so he caught hold of one

leg, and he and the gander went down and down till they

came to the sea.

" Now let go," said the gander, " and find your way

home the best way you can, for I have lost a great deal

of time with you already, and must be away ;
" and he shook

off Shaun-Mor, who dropped plump down into the sea, and

when he was almost dead a great whale came sailing by,

and flapped him all over with its fins. He knew no

more till he opened his eyes lying on the grass in his own

field by a great stone, and his wife was standing over him

drenching him with a great pail of water, and flapping his

face with her apron.

And then he told his wife the whole story, which he said

was true as gospel, but I don't think she believed a word

of it, though she was afraid to let on the like to Shaun-

Mor, who affirms to this day that it was all the work of the

fairies, though wicked people might laugh and jeer and say

he was drunk.

VOL. I. 13



The Cave F>\if{ie?.

THE TUATHA-DE-DANANN.

It is believed by many people that the cave fairies are

the remnant of the ancient Tuatha-de-Dananns who once

ruled Ireland, but were conquered by the Milesians.

These Tuatha were great necromancers, skilled in all

magic, and excellent in all the arts as builders, poets, and

musicians. At first the Milesians were going to destroy them

utterly, but gradually were so fascinated and captivated by

the gifts and power of the Tuatha that they allowed them to

remain and to build forts, where they held high festival with

music and singing and the chant of the bards. And the

breed of horses they reared could not be surpassed in the

world—fleet as the wind, with the arched neck and the broad

chest and the quivering nostril, and the large eye that showed

they were made of fire and flame, and not of dull, heavy

earth. And the Tuatha made stables for them in the great

caves of the hills, and they were shod with silver and had

golden bridles, and never a slave was allowed to ride them.

A splendid sight was the cavalcade of the Tuatha-de-

Danann knights. Seven- score steeds, each with a jewel
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on his forehead like a star, and seven-score horsemen, all

the sons of kings, in their green mantles fringed with gold,

and golden helmets on their head, and golden greaves on
their limbs, and each knight having in his hand a golden

spear.

And so they lived for a hundred years and more, for by

their enchantments they could resist the power of death.
'

EDAIN THE QUEEN.

Now it happened that the king of Munster one day saw a

beautiful girl bathing, and he loved her and made her his

queen. And in all the land was no woman so lovely to look

upon as the fair Edain, and the fame of her beauty came to

the ears of the great and powerful chief and king of the

Tuatha-de-Danann, Midar by name. So he disguised himself

and went to the court of the king of Munster, as a wandering

bard, that he might look on the beauty of Edain. And he

challenged the king to a game of chess.

"Who is this man that I should play chess with him?"

said the king. -j

" Try me," said the stranger ; " you will find me a worthy

foe."

Then the king said—"But the chess-board is in the

queen's apartment, and I cannot disturb her."

However, when the queen heard that a stranger had chal-

lenged the king to chess, she sent her page in with the chess-

board, and then came herself to greet the stranger. And

Midar was so dazzled with her beauty, that he could not
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speak, he could only gaze on her. And the queen also

seemed troubled, and after a time she left them alone.

" Now, what shall we play for ? " asked the king.

" Let the conqueror name the reward," answered the

stranger, "and whatever he desires let it be granted to

him."

,

" Agreed," replied the monarch.

Then they played the game and the stranger won.

" What is your demand now ? " cried the king. " I have

given my word that whatever you name shall be yours."

" I demand the Lady Edain, the queen, as my reward."

replied the stranger. " But I shall not ask you to give her

up to me till this day year." And the stranger departed.

Now the king was utterly perplexed and confounded, but

he took good note of the time, and on that night just a

twelvemonth after, he made a great feast at Tara for all the

princes, and he placed three lines of his chosen warriors all

round the palace, and forbade any stranger to enter on pain

of death. So all being secure, as he thought, he took his

place at the feast with the beautiful Edain beside him, all

glittering with jewels and a golden crown on her head, and

the revelry went on till midnight. Just then, to his horror,

the king looked up, and there stood the stranger in the

middle of the hall, but no one seemed to perceive him save

only the king. He fixed his eyes on the queen, and coming

towards her, he struck the golden harp he had in his hand

and sang in a low "sweet voice

—

" O Edain, wilt tliou come with me
To a wonderful pnLice that is mine ?

Wliite are the teeth there, and black the brows,
And crimson as the mead are the lips of the lovers.
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O woman, if thou comest to my proud people,

'Tis a golden crown shall circle thy head, •

Thou shalt dwell by the sweet streams of my land.

And drink of the mead and wine in the arms of thy lover."

Then he gently put his arm round the queen's waist, and

drew her up from her royal throne, and went forth with her

through the midst of all the guests, none hindering, and the

king himself was like one in a dream, and could neither

speak nor move. But when he recovered himself, then he

knew that the stranger was one of the fairy chiefs of the

Tuatha - de - Danann who had carried off the beautiful

Edain to his fairy mansion. So he sent round messengers

to all the kings of Erin that they should destroy all the forts

of the hated Tuatha race, and slay and kill and let none live

till the queen, his young bride, was brought back to him.

Still she came not. Then the king out of revenge ordered

his men to block up all the stables where the royal horses of

the Dananns were kept, that so they might die of hunger

;

but the horses were of noble blood, and no bars or bolts

could hold them, and they broke through the bars and

rushed out like the whirlwind, and spread all over the

country. And the kings, when they saw the beauty of the

horses, forgot all about the search for Queen Edain, and

only strove how they could seize and hold as their own some

of the fiery steeds with the silver hoofs and golden bridles.

Then the king raged in his, wrath, and sent for the chief of

the Druids, and told him he should be put to death unless

he discovered the place where the queen lay hid. So the

Druid went over all Ireland, and searched, and made spells

with oghams, and at last, having carved four oghams on
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, four wands of a hazel-tree, it was revealed to him that deep

down in a hill in the very centre of Ireland, Queen Edain

was hidden away in the enchanted palace of Midar the

fairy chief.

Then the king gathered a great army, and they circled the

hill, and dug down and down till they came to the very

centre ; and just as they reached the gate of the fairy palace,

Midar by his enchantments sent forth fifty beautiful women

from the hillside, to distract the attention of the warriors,

all so like the queen in form and features and dress, that

the king himself could not make out truly, if his own wife

were amongst them or not. But Edain, when she saw her

husband so near her, was touched by love of him in her

heart, and the power of the enchantment fell from her soul,

and she came to him, and he lifted her up on his horse and

kissed her tenderly, and brought her back safely to his

royal palace of Tara, where they lived happily ever after.

But soon after the power of the Tuatha-de-Danann was

broken for ever, and the remnant that was left took refuge

in the caves where they exist to this day, and practise their

magic, and work spells, and are safe from death until the

judgment day.

THE ROYAL STEED.

Of the great breed of splendid horses, some remained for

several centuries, and were at once known by their noble

shape and qualities. The last of them belonged to a great

lord in Connaught, and when he died, all his effects being
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sold by auction, the royal steed came to the hammer, and

was bought up by an emissary of the English Government,

who wanted to get possession of a specimen of the magnifi-

cent ancient Irish breed, in order to have it transported to

England.

But when the groom attempted to mount the high-

spirited animal, it reared, and threw the base-born churl

violently to the ground, killing him on the spot

Then, fleet as the wind, the horse galloped away, and

finally plunged into the lake and was seen no more. So

ended the great race of the mighty Tuatha-de-Danann

horses in Ireland, the like of which has never been seen

since in all the world for majesty and beauty.

Sometimes the cave fairies make a straight path in the

sea from one island to another, all paved with coral, under

the water ; but no one can tread it except the fairy race.

Fishermen coming home late at night, on looking down,

have frequently seen them passing and re-passing—a black

band of little men with black dogs, who are very fierce if

any one tries to touch them.

There was an old man named Con, who lived on an

island all alone, except for a black dog who kept him com-

pany. Now all the people knew right well that he was a

fairy king, and could walk the water at night like the other

fairies. So they feared him greatly, and brought him

presents of cakes and fowls, for they were afraid of him and

of his evil demon, the dog. For often, men coming home

late have heard the steps of this dog and his breathing quite
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close to them, though they could not see him; and one

man nearly died of fright, and was only saved by the

priest who came and prayed over him.

But the cave fairies can assume many forms.

One summer's evening, a young girl, the daughter of the

man who owned the farm, was milking the cows in the yard,

when three beautiful ladies, all in white, suddenly appeared,

and asked her for a drink of milk. Now the girl knew

well that milk should not be given away without using

some precaution against fairy wiles, so she hesitated, fearing

to bring ill-luck on the cows.

" Is that the way you treat us ? " said one of the ladies,

and she slapped the girl on the face.

" But you'll remember us," said the second lady, and she

took hold of the girl's thumb and twisted it out of joint

" And your lover will be false to you," said the third, and

with that she turned the girl's mantle crooked, the back to

the front.

Then the first lady took a vessel and milked the cow,

and they all drank of the milk as much as they wanted

;

after which they turned to the girl and bade her beware of

again offending the spirits of the cave, for they were very

powerful and would not let her off so easily another time.

The poor girl fainted from fright, and was found quite

senseless when they came to look for her; but the white

ladies had disappeared. Though the story must have been

true, just as she told it when she came to her senses, for not

a drop of milk was left in the pail, nor could a drop more
be got from tlie cows all that evening.



Evil 3pe:ll?.

CATHAL THE KING.

It is said by the wise women and fairy doctors that the roots

of the elder tree, and the roots of an apple tree that bears

red apples, if boiled together and drunk fasting, will expel

any evil living thing or evil spirit that may have taken up

its abode in the body of a man.

But an evil charm to produce a living thing in the body

can also be made, by pronouncing a certain magic and

wicked spell over the food or drink taken by any person

that an ehemy wishes to injure.

One should therefore be very cautious in accepting any-

thing to eat from a person of known malicious tongue and

spiteful heart, or who has an ill will against you, for poison

lies in their glance and in the touch of their hands ; and

an evil spell is in their very presence, and on all they do,

say, or touch.

Cathal, king of Munster, was the tallest and handsomest

of all the kings of Erin, and he fell deeply in love with the

beautiful sister of Fergus, king of Ulster; and the lovers

were happy in their love and resolved on marriage. But
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Fergus, King of the North, had a mortal hatred to Cathal,

King of the South, and wished, in secret, to prevent the

marriage. So he set a watch over his sister, and by this

means found out that she was sending a basket of the

choicest apples to her lover, by the hands of a trusty

messenger. On this Fergus managed to get hold of

the basket of fruit from the messenger j and he changed

them secretly for another lot of apples, over which

he worked an evil spell. Furnished with these the messen-

ger set out for Cashel, and presented them to Cathal the

king, who, delighted at this proof of love from his princess,

began at once to eat the apples. But the more he ate, the

more he longed for them, for a wicked spell was on every

apple, When he had eaten them all up, he sent round the

country for more, and ate, and ate, until there was not an

apple left in Cashel, nor in all the country round.

Then he bade his chieftains go forth and bring in food to

appease his appetite j and he ate up all the cattle and the

grain and the fruit, and still cried for more ; and had the

houses searched for food to bring to him. So the people

were in despair, for they had no more food, and starvation

was over the land.

Now a great and wise man, the chief poet of his tribe,

happened to be travelling through Munster at that time, and

hearing of the king's state, he greatly desired to see him, for

he knew there was devil's work in the evil spell. So they

brought him to the king, and many strong invocations he

uttered over him, and many powerful incantations, for

poets have a knowledge of mysteries above all other men ;

until finally, after three days had passed, he announced to
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the lords and chiefs that on that night, when the moon rose,

the spell would be broken, and the king restored to his

wonted health. So all the chiefs gathered round in the

courtyard to watch ; but no one was allowed to enter the

room where the king lay, save only the poet. And he was

to give the signal when the hour had come and the spell

was broken.

So as they watched, and just as the moon rose, a great

cry was heard from tiie king's room, and the poet, flinging

open the door, bade the chiefs enter ; and there on the floor

lay a huge dead wolf, who for a ^vhole year had taken up

his abode in the king's body; but was now happily cast

forth by the strong incantations of the poet.

After this the king fell into a deep sleep, and when he

arose he was quite well, and strong again as ever, in all the

pride of his youth and beauty. At this the people rejoiced

much, for he was greatly loved, and the poet who had

restored him was honoured above all men in the land ; for

the king himself took off the golden torque from his own

neck and placed it on that of the poet, and he set him at

his right hand at the feast.

Now a strange thing happened just at this time; for

Fergus, King of the North, fell ill, and wasted away to a

shadow, and of all the beautiful meats and wines they set

before him he could taste nothing. So he died before a

year had passed by ; and then Cathal the king wedded his

beloved princess, and they lived happily through many

years.
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THE POET'S MALEDICTION.

The imprecations of the poets had often also a mysterious

and fatal effect.

King Breas, the pagan monarch, was a fierce, cruel, and

niggardly man, who was therefore very unpopular with the

people, who hate the cold heart and the grudging hand.

Amongst others who suffered by the king's inhospitality,

was the renowned Carbury the poet, son of Eodain, the

great poetess of the Tuatha-de-Danann race; she who

chanted the song of victory when her people conquered

the Firboigs, on the plains of Moytura ; and the stone that

she stood on during the battle, in sight of all the warriors,

is still existing, and is pointed out as the stone of Eodain

the poetess, with great reverence, even to this day.

It was her son, Carbury the poet, who was held in such high

honour by the nation, that king Breas invited him to his

court, in order that he might pronounce a powerful male-

diction over the enemy with whom he was then at war.

. Carbury came on the royal summons, but in place of being

treated with the distinction due to his high rank, he was

lodged and fed so meanly that the soul of the poet raged

with wrath j for the king gave him for lodgement only a

small stone cell without fire or a bed; and for food he

had only three cakes of meal without any flesh meat or

sauce, and no wine was given him, such wine as is fit to

light up the poet's soul before the divine mystic spirit of

song can awake in its power within him. So, very early the

next morning, the poet rose up and departed, with much
rage in his heart. But as he passed the king's house he
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Stopped, and, in place of a blessing, pronounced a terrible

malediction over Breas and his race, which can still be found

in the ancient books of Ireland, commencing thus

—

" Without fire, withont bed, on the surface of the floor !

Without meat, without fowl, on the surface of the dish.

Three little dishes and no flesh thereon,

A cell without bed, a dish without meat, a cup without wine.

Are these fit offerings from a king to a poet?

May the king and his race be three times accursed for ever and for

everl"

Immediately three large blisters rose on the king's fore-

head, and remained there as a sign and mark of the poet's

vengeance.

And from that day forth to his death, which happened

not long after, the reign of Breas was a time of sore

trouble and disaster, for he was three times defeated by his

enemies, and from care and sorrow a grievous disease fell

on him ; for though hungry he could not swallow any food ;

and though all the meat and wine of the best was set before

him, yet his throat seemed closed, and though raging with

hunger yet not a morsel could pass his lips; and so he

died miserably, starved in the midst of plenty, and accursed

in all things by the power and malediction of the angry

poet.

DRIMIAL AGUS THORIAL.

(a wicked spell.)

When a girl wishes to gain the love of a man, and to make

him marry her, the dreadful spell is used called Drimial

Agns Thorial. At dead of night, she and an accomplice go
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to a churchyard, exhume a newly buried corpse, and take a

strip of the skin from the head to the heel. This is wound

round the girl as a belt with a solemn invocation to the devil

for his help.

After she has worn it for a day and a night she watches

her opportunity and ties it round the sleeping man whose

love she desires ; during which process the name of God

must not be mentioned.

When he awakes the man is bound by the spell j and is

forced to marry the cruel and evil harpy. It is' said the

children of such marriages bear a black mark round the

wrist, and are known and shunned by the people, who call

them " sons of the devil."



Pifi iRigH Adept of the IgtANOg.

Some persons, even at the present day amongst the

peasants, have strange gifts and a knowledge of the hidden

mysteries, but they can only impart this knowledge when

they know that death is on them, and then it must be to

a female, to an unmarried man, or to a childless woman,

for these are the most susceptible to the mysterious power

by which miracles can be worked.

A man now living at Innis-Sark has this strange and mystic

gift. He can heal diseases by a word, even at a distance,

and his glance sees into the very heart, and reads the secret

thoughts of men. He never touched beer, spirits, or meat,

in all his life, but has lived entirely on bread, fruit, and

vegetables. A man who knew him thus describes him

—

" Winter and summer his dress is the same, merely a flannel

shirt and coat. He will pay his share at a feast, but neither

eats nor drinks of the food and drink set before him. He
speaks no English, and never could be made to learn the

English tongue, though he says it might be used with great

effect to curse one's enemy. He holds a burial-ground

sacred, and would not carry away so much as a leaf of ivy
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from a grave. And he maintains that the people are right

in keeping to their ancient usages, such as never to dig a

grave on a Monday; and to carry the coffin three times

round the grave, following the couise of the sun, for then

the dead rest in peace. Like the people, also, he holds

suicides as accursed ; for they believe that all the dead who

have been recently buried turn over on their faces if a

suicide is laid amongst them.

"Though well off he never, even in his youth, thought of

taking a wife, nor was he ever known to love a woman. He
stands quite apart from life, and by this means holds his

power over the mysteries. No money will tempt him to

impart this knowledge to another, for if he did he would be

struck dead—so he believes. He would not touch a hazel

stick, but carries an ash wand, which he holds in his hand

when he prays, laid across his knees, and the whole of his

life is devoted to works of grace and charity."

Though now an old man he has never had a day's sick-

ness. No one has ever seen him in a rage, nor heard an

angry word from his lips but once ; and then being under

great irritation, he recited the Lord's Prayer backwards, as

an imprecation on his enemy. Before his death he will

reveal the mystery of his power, but not till the hand of

death is on him for certain.



The My\Y pEgllVAL.

• There were four great festivals held in Ireland from the

most ancient pagan times, and these four sacred seasons

were February, May, Midsummer, and November. May
was the most memorable and auspicious of all j then the

Druids lit the Baal-Tinne, the holy, goodly fire of Baal, the

Sun god, and they drove the cattle on a path made between

two fires, and singed them with the flame of a lighted torch,

and sometimes they cut them to spill blood, and then burnt

the blood as a sacred offering to the Sun god.

The great feast of Bel, or the Sun, took place on May
Eve ; and that of Samliain, or the Moon, on November

Eve ; when libations were poured out to appease the evil

spirits, and also the spirits of the dead, who come out of

their graves on that night to visit their ancient homes.

The Phoenicians, it is known, adored the Supreme Being

under the name of Bel-Samen, and it is remarkable that the

peasants in Ireland, wishing you good luck, say in Irish,

" The blessing of Bel, and the blessing of Samhain, be with

you," that is, of the sun and of the moon.

These were the great festivals of the Druids, when all

domestic fires were extinguished, in order to be re-lit by the

VOL. I. 14
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sacred fire taken from the temples, for it was deemed

sacrilege to have any fires kindled except from the holy

altar flame.

St. Patrick, however, determined to break down the

power of the Druids; and therefore, in defiance of their

laws, he had a great fire lit on May Eve, when he celebrated

the paschal mysteries ; and henceforth Easter, or the Feast

of the Resurrection, took the place of the Baal festival.

The Baal fires were originally used for human sacrifices

and burnt-offerings of the first-fruits of the cattle ; but after.

Christianity was established the children and cattle were

only passed between two fires for purification from sin, and

as a safeguard against the power of the devil.

The Persians also extinguished the domestic fires on the

Baal festival, the 21st of April, and were obliged to re-light

them from the temple fires, for which the priests were paid

a fee in silver money, A fire kindled by rubbing two pieces

of wood together was also considered lucky by the Persians;

then water was boiled over the flame, and afterwards

sprinkled on the people and on the cattle. The ancient

Irish ritual resembles
' the Persian in every particular, and

the Druids, no doubt, held the traditional worship exactly

as brought from the East, the land of the sun and of

tree worship and well worship.

May Day, called in Irish Zi-Beltaine, the day of the

Baal fires, was the festival of greatest rejoicing held in

Ireland. But the fairies have great power at that season,

and children and cattle, and the milk and butter, must
be well guarded from their influence, A spent coal

must be put under the churn, and another under the
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cradle; and primroses must be scattered before the door,

for the fairies cannot pass the flowers. Children that die in

April are supposed to be carried oflF by the fairies, who are

then always on the watch to abduct whatever is young and
beautiful for their fairy homes.

Sometimes on the ist of May, a sacred heifer, snow

,
white, appeared amongst the cattle j and this was considered

to bring the highest good luck to the farmer. An old Irish

song that alludes to the heifer may be translated thus

—

'
' There is a cow on the mountain,

A fair white cow ;

She goes East and she goes West,

And my senses have gone for love of her;

She goes with the sun and he forgets to burn,

And the moon turns her face with love to her,

My fair white cow of the mountain."

The fairies are in the best of humours upon May Eve, and

the music of the fairy pipes may be heard all through the

night, while the fairy folk are dancing upon the rath. It is

then they carry off the young people to join their revels

;

.and if a girl has once danced to the fairy music, she will

move ever after with such fascinating grace, that it has

passed into a proverb to say of a good dancer, "She has

•danced to fairy music on the hill."

At the great long dance held in old times on May Day, all

the people held hands and danced round a great May-bush

•erected on a mound. The circle sometimes extended for a

mile, the girls wearing garlands, and the young men carrying

wands of green boughs, while the elder people sat round on

the grass as spectators, and applauded the ceremony. The

tallest and strongest young men in the county stood in the
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centre and directed the movements, while the pipers and

harpers, wearing green and gold sashes, played the most

spirited dance tunes.

The oldest worship of the world was of the sun

and moon, of trees, wells, and the serpent that gave wis-

dom. Trees were the symbol of knowledge, and the dance

round the May-bush is part of the ancient ophite ritual.

The Baila also, or waltz, is associated with Baal worship,

where the two circling motions are combined ; the revolu-

tion of the planet on its own axis, and also round the sun.

In Italy, this ancient festival, called Calendi Maggio, is

celebrated in the rural districts much in the Irish way.

Dante fell in love at the great May-day festival, held in the

Portinari Palace. The Sclavonic nations likewise light

sacred fires, and dance round a tree hung with garlands on

May Day. This reverence for the tree is one of the oldest

superstitions of humanity and the most universal, and the

fires are a relic of the old pagan worship paid to the Gry-

nian Apollo—fire above all things being held sacred by the

Irish as a safeguard from evil spirits. It is a saying amongst

them, " Fire and salt are the two most sacred things given

to man, and if you give them away on May Day, you give

away your luck for the year." Therefore no one will allow

milk, or fire, or salt, to be carried away from the house on

that day ; and if people came in and asked for a lighted sod,,

they would be driven away with curses, for their purpose

was evil.

The witches, however, make great efforts to steal the milk

on May morning, and if they succeed, the luck passes from

the family, and the milk and butter for the whole year will
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belong to the fairies. The best preventative is to scatter

primroses on the threshold ; and the old women tie bunches

of primroses to the cows' tails, for the evil spirits cannot

touch anything guarded by these flowers, if they are plucked

before sunrise, not else. A piece of iron, also, made red

hot, is placed upon the hearth ; any old iron will do, the

older the better, and branches of whitethorn and moun-

tain ash are wreathed round the doorway for luck. The
mountain ash has very great and mysterious qualities. If a

branch of it be woven into the roof, that house is safe from

fire for a year at least, and if a branch of it is mixed with the

timber of a boat, no storm will upset it, and no man in it be

drowned for a twelvemonth certain. To save milk from

witchcraft, the people on May morning cut and peel some

branches of the mountain ash, and bind the twigs round the

milk pails and the churn. No witch or fairy will then be

able to steal the milk or butter. But all this must be done

before sunrise. However, should butter be missed, follow

the cow to the field, and gather the clay her hoof has

touched ; then, on returning home, place it under the churn

with a live coal and a handful of salt, and your butter is

safe from man or woman, fairy or fiend, for that year.

There are other methods also to preserve a good supply of

butter in the churn ; a horse-shoe tied on it ; a rusty nail

from a coffin driven into the side; a cross made of the

leaves of veronica placed at the bottom of the milk pail

;

but the mountain ash is the best of all safeguards against

witchcraft and devil's magic. Without some of these pre-

cautions, the fairies will certainly overlook the churn, and

the milk and butter, in consequence, will fail all through the
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year, and the farmer suffer great loss. Herbs gathered on

May Eve have a mystical and strong virtue for curing disease;

and powerful potions are made then by the skilful herb

women and fairy doctors, which no sickness can resist,

chiefly of the yarrow, called in Irish "the herb of seven

needs " or cures, from its many and great virtues. Divina-

tion is also practised to a great extent by means of the

yarrow. The girls dance round it singing—

" Yarrow, yarrow, yarrow,

I bid thee good morrow,

And tell me before to-morrow

Who my true love shall be."

The herb is then placed under the head at night, and in

dreams the true lover will appear. Another mode of divina-

tion for the future fate in life is by snails. The young girls

go out early before sunrise to trace the path of the snails in

the clay, for always a letter is marked, and this is the initial

of the true lover's name. A black snail is very unlucky to

meet first in the morning, for his trail would read death ;
but a white snail brings good fortune. A white lamb on
the right hand is also good; but the cuckoo is ominous

of evil. Of old the year began with the 1st of May, and
an ancient Irish rhyme says

—

" A white lamb on my right side.

So will good come to me ;

But not the little false cuckoo

On the first day of the year."

Prophecies were also made from the way the wind blew on
May mornings. In '98 an old man, who was drawing near to

his end and like to die, inquired from those around him

—
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" Where did you leave the wind last night ? " (May Eve).

They told him it came from the north.

'• Then," he said, " the county is lost to the Clan Gad

;

our enemies will triumph. Had it been from the south, we

should have had the victory ; but now the Sassenach will

trample us to dust." And he fell back and died.

Ashes are often sprinkled on the threshold on May Eve

;

and if the print of a foot is found in the morning, turned

inward, it betokens marriage ; but if turned outward, death.

On May Eve the fairy music is heard on all the hills, and

many beautiful tunes have been caught up in this way by

the people and the native musicians.

About a hundred years ago a celebrated tune, called Mora-

leana, was learnt by a piper as he traversed the hills one

evening; and he played it perfectly, note by note, as he

heard it from the fairy pipes ; on which a voice spoke to

him and said that he would be allowed to play the tune

three times in his life before all the people ; but never a

fourth, or a doom would fall on him. However, one day he

had a great contest for supremacy with another piper, and

at last, to make sure of victory, he played the wonderful

fairy melody ; when all the people applauded, and declared

he had won the prize by reason of its beauty, and that no

music could equal his. So they crowned him with the gar-

land ; but at that moment he turned deadly pale, the pipes

dropped from his hand, and he fell lifeless to the ground.

For nothing escapes the fairies ; they know all things, and

their vengeance is swift and sure.

It is very dangerous to sleep out in the open air in the

month of May, for the fairies are very powerful then, and on
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the watch to carry off the handsome girls for fairy brides,

and the young mothers as nurses for the fairy babies ; while

the young men are selected as husbands for the beautiful

fairy princesses.

A young man died suddenly on May Eve while he was

lying asleep under a hay-rick, and the parents and friends

knew immediately that he had been carried off to the fairy

palace in the great moat of Granard. So a renowned fairy-

man was sent for, who promised to have him back in nine

days. Meanwhile, he desired that food and drink of the best

should be left daily for the young man at a certain place on

the moat. This was done, and the food always disappeared,

by which they knew the young man was living, and came

out of the moat nightly for the provisions left for him by his

people.

Now on the ninth day a great crowd assembled to see the

young man brought back from Fairyland. And in the

midst stood the fairy doctor performing his incantations by

means of fire and a powder which he threw into the flames

that caused a dense grey smoke to arise. Then taking off

his hat, and holding a key in his hand, he called out three

times in a loud voice, " Come forth, come forth, come
forth ! " On which a shrouded figure slowly rose up in the

midst of the smoke, and a voice was heard answering,

" Leave me in peace ; I am happy with my fairy bride, and
my parents need not weep for me, for I shall bring them
good luck, and guard them from evil evermore."

Then the figure vanished and the smoke cleared, and the

parents were content, for they believed the vision, and having

loaded the fairy-man with presents they sent him away home.



M^Y-DaY ^UPEFJgTITIONg.

The marsh marigold is considered of great use in divina-

tion, and is called " the shrub of Beltaine." Garlands are

made of it for the cattle and the door-posts to keep off

the fairy power. Milk also is poured on the threshold,

though none would be given away ; nor fire, nor salt—these

three things being sacred. There are many superstitions

concerning May-time. It is not safe to go on the water the

first Monday in May. Hares found on May morning are

supposed to be witches, and should be stoned.

If the fire goes out on May morning it is considered very

unlucky, and it cannot be re-kindled except by a lighted sod

brought from the priest's house. And the ashes of this

blessed turf are afterwards sprinkled on the floor and the

threshold of the house. Neither fire, nor water, nor milk,

nor salt, should be given away for love or money, and if a

•wayfarer is given a cup of milk, he must drink it in the

house, and salt must be mixed with it. Salt and water as

a drink is at all times considered a potent charm against

evil, if properly prepared by a fairy doctor and the magic

words said over it.
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One day in May a young girl lay down to rest at noontide

on a fairy rath and fell asleep—a thing of great danger, for

the fairies are strong in power during the May month, and

are particularly on the watch for a mortal bride to carry

away to the fairy mansions, for they love the sight of human

beauty. So they spirited away the young sleeping girl, and only

left a shadowy resemblance of her lying on the rath. Even-

ing came on, and as the young girl had not returned, her

mother sent out messengers in all directions to look for her.

At last she was found on the fairy rath, lying quite uncon-

scious, like one dead.

They carried her home and laid her on her bed, but she

neither spoke nor moved. So three days passed over. Then

they thought it right to send for the fairy doctor. At once

he said that she was fairy struck, and he gave them a salve

made of herbs to annoint her hands and her brow every

morning at sunrise, and every night when the moon rose

;

and salt was sprinkled on the threshold and round her bed

where she lay sleeping. This was done for six days and six

nights, and then the girl rose up suddenly and asked for

food. They gave her to eat, but asked no questions, only

watched her that she should not quit the house. And
then she fixed her eyes on them steadily and said

—

" Why did you bring me back ? I was so happy. I was

in a beautiful palace where lovely ladies and young princes

were dancing to the sweetest music; and they made me
dance with them, and threw a mantle over me of rich gold

;

and now it is all gone, and you have brought me back, and
I shall never, never see the beautiful palace more."

Then the mother wept and said

—
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'
' Oh, child, stay with me, for I have no other daughter,

and if the fairies take you from me I shall die."

When the girl heard this she fell on her mother's neck

and kissed her, and promised that she would never again go

near the fairy rath while she lived, for the fairy doctor told

her that if ever she lay down there again and slept, she

would never return alive to her home any more.



Fe^tjvai^?.

CANDLEMAS.

•Candlemas day, the 2nd of February, used to be held in

the old pagan times as a kind of saternalia, with dances and

torches and many unholy rites. But these gave occasion to

so much ill conduct that in the ninth century the Pope

abolished the festival, and substituted for it the Feast of the

Purification of the Blessed Virgin, when candles were lit in

her honour. Hence the name of Candlemas.

WHITSUNTIDE.

Whitsuntide is a very fatal and unlucky time. Especially

Tieware of water then, for there is an evil spirit in it, and no

one should venture to bathe, nor to sail in a boat for fear of

being drowned ; nor to go a journey where water has to be

•crossed. And everything in the house must be sprinkled

with holy water at Whitsuntide to keep away the fairies, who
-at that season are very active and malicious, and bewitch

the cattle, and carry off the young children, and come up
from the sea to hold strange midnight revels, when they
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kill with their fairy darts the unhappy mortal who crosses-

their path and pries at their mysteries.

WHITSUNTIDE LEGEND OF THE FAIRY HORSES.

There was a widow woman with one son, who had a nice

farm of her own close to a lake, and she took great pains in

the cultivation of the land, and her com was the best in the

whole country. But when nearly ripe, and just fit for

cutting, she found to her dismay that every night it was

trampled down and cruelly damaged ; yet no one could tell

by what means it was done.

So she set her son to watch. And at midnight he heard a

great noise and a rushing of waves on the beach, and up out

of the lake came a great troop of horses, who began to graze

the corn and trample it down madly with their hoofs.

When he told all this to his mother she bade him watch

the next night also, but to take several of the men with him.

furnished with bridles, and when the horses rose from the

lake they were to fling the bridles over as many as they could

catch.

Now at midnight there was the same noise heard again,,

and the rush of the waves, and in an instant all the field

was filled with the fairy horses, grazing the com and tramp-

ling it down. The men pursued them, but only succeeded

in capturing one, and he was the noblest of the lot. The

rest all plunged back into the lake. However, the men

brought home the captured horse to the widow, and he was

put in the stable and grew big and strong, and never another

horse came up out of the lake, nor was the corn touched
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after that night of his capture. But when a year had passed

by the widow said it was a shame to keep so fine a horse

idle, and she bade the young man, her son, take him out

to the hunt that was held that day by all the great gentry of

the country, for it was Whitsuntide.

And, in truth, the horse carried him splendidly at the

ihunt, and every one admired both the fine young rider and

ihis steed. But as he was returning home, when they came

within sight of the lake from which the fairy steed had

risen, he began to plunge violently, and finally threw his

rider. And the young man's foot being unfortunately caught

:in the stirrup, he was dragged along till he was torn limb

irom limb, while the horse still continued galloping on

jnadly to the water, leaving some fragment of the unhappy

lad after him on the road, till they reached the margin of

the lake, when the horse shook off the last limb of the dead

youth from him, and plunging into the waves disappeared

from sight.

The people reverently gathered up the remains of the

•dead, and erected a monument of stones over the lad in a

field by the edge of the lake ; and every one that passes by
;still laiys a stone and says a prayer that the spirit of the dead
:may rest in peace.

The phantom horses were never seen again, but the lake

has an evil reputation even to this day amongst the people

;

.and no one would venture a boat on it after sundown at

AVhitsuntide, or during the time of the ripening of the corn,

or when the harvest is ready for the sickle, for strange sounds
are heard at night, like the wild galloping of a horse across the
meadow, along with the cries as of a man in his death agony.
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The ancient Irish divided the year into summer and winter

—Samrath and Gheimrath ; the former beginning in May,

the latter in November, called also Sam-fuim (summer-end).

At this season, when the sun dies, the powers of darkness

exercise great and evil influence over all things. The witch-

women say they can then ride at night through the air with

Diana of the Ephesians, and Herodias, and others leagued

•with the devil; and change men to beasts; and ride with the

•dead and cover leagues of ground on swift spirit-horses. Also

on November Eve, by certain incantations, the dead can be

made to appear and answer questions ; but for this purpose

blood must be sprinkled on the dead body when it rises

;

for it is said the spirits love blood. The colour excites them

and gives them for the time the power and the semblance of

life.

Divination by fire, by earth, and by water, is also largely

practised ; but, as an ancient writer has observed, " All

such divinations are accursed, for they are worked by the

power of the fallen angels, who give knowledge only through

malice, and to bring evil on the questioner. Neither should
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times and seasons be held lucky or unlucky, nor the course

of the moon, nor the death of the sun, nor the so-called

Egyptian days ; for all things are blessed to a Christian.

And this is the doctrine of the Holy Church, which all men

should take to heart. . . . But a prayer to God, written fine,

may be worn tyed round the neck, for this is done in a holy

spirit, and is not against the ordinances of the Church."

The scapular here alluded to is a piece of cloth on which

the name of Mary is written on one side and I.H.S. on the

other. It preserves against evil spirits, and is a passport to

heaven, and ensures against the pains of hell j for the Blessed

Virgin takes the wearer under her especial care. It is placed

in a little silk bag and worn tied round the neck, and is left

upon the dead in their coffin for the angels to see at the

resurrection. The scapular is never given to an evil liver,

so it is a sign both of a pious life here and a blessed life

hereafter.



KOVEMBER £^VE.

All the spells worked on November Eve are performed in

the name of the devil, who is then forced to reveal the future

fate of the questioner. The most usual spell is to wash a

garment In a running brook, then hang it on a thorn bush,

and wait to see the apparition of the lover, who will come
to turn it. But the tricks played on this night by young

persons on each other have often most disastrous conse-

quences. One young girl fell dead with fright when an

apparition really came and turned the garment she had

hung on the bush. And a lady narrates that on the ist of

November her servant rushed into the room and fainted on

the floor. On recovering, she said that she had played a

trick that night in the name of the devil before the looking-

glass; but what she had seen she dared not speak of, though

the remembrance of it would never leave her brain, and she

knew the shock would kill her. They tried to laugh her

out of her fears, but the next night she was found quite

dead, with her features horribly contorted, lying on the floor

before the looking-glass, which was shivered to pieces.

Another spell is the building of the house. Twelve
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couples are taken, each being made of two holly twigs tied

together with" a hempen thread ; these are all named and

stuck round in a circle in the clay. A live coal is then

placed in the centre, and whichever couple catches fire first

will assuredly be married. Then the future husband is in-

voked in the name of the Evil One to appear and quench

the flame.

On one occasion a dead man in his shroud answered

the call, and silently drew away the girl from the rest of the

party. The fright turned her brain and she never recovered

her reason afterwards. The horror of that apparition

haunted her for ever, especially as on November Eve it is

believed firmly that the dead really leave their graves and

have power to appear amongst the living.

A young girl in a farmer's service was in the loft one

night looking for eggs when two men came into the stable

underneath, and through a chink in the boards she could

see them quite well and hear all they said. To her horror

she found that they were planning the murder of a man in

the neighbourhood who was suspected of being an informer,

and they settled how they would get rid of the body by

throwing it into the Shannon. She crept home half dead

with fright, but did not venture to tell any one what she had

heard. Next day, however, the news spread that the man
was missing, and it was feared he was murdered. Still the

girl was afraid to reveal what she knew, though the ghost

of the murdered man seemed for ever before her. Finally

she could,bear the place no longer, and, giving up her situa-
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tion, she went to another village some miles off and took

service. But on November Eve, as she was washing clothes

in the Shannon, the dead body of the murdered man arose

from the water and floated towards her, until it lay quite

close to her feet Then she knew the hand of God was

in it, and that the spirit of the dead would not rest till

he was avenged. So she went and gave information, and

on her evidence the two murderers were convicted and

•executed.

If the cattle fall sick at this season, it is supposed that

«ome old fairy man or woman is lying hid about the place to

spy out the doings of the family and work some evil spells.

A farmer had a splendid cow, the pride of his farm, but

suddenly it seemed ailing and gave no milk, though every

morning it went and stood quite patiently under an old

hawthorn-tree as if some one were milking her. So the

man watched the time, and presently the cow came of

herself and stood under the hawthorn, when a little old

wizened woman came forth from the trunk of the tree,

milked the cow, and then retreated into the tree again. On
this the farmer sent at once for a fairy doctor, who exorcised

the cow and gave it a strong potion, after which the spell

was broken and the cow was restored to its usual good con-

dition and gave the milk as heretofore.

The fairies also exercise a malign influence by making a

path through the house, when all the children begin to pine

and a blight falls on the family.
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A farmer, who had lost one son by heart disease (always a

mysterious malady to the peasants) and another by gradual

decay, consulted a wise fairywoman as towhat should be done,

for his wife also had become delicate and weak. The woman

told him that on November Eve the fairies had made a roadi

through the house and were going back and forward ever

since, and whatever they looked upon was doomed. The

only remedy was to build up the old door and open another

entrance. This the man did, and when the witch-women came

as usual in the morning to beg for water or milk or meal they

found no door, and were obliged to turn back. After this-

the spell was taken off the household, and they all prospered

without fear of the fairies.



A Terrible I^evenqe.

The fairies often take a terrible revenge if they are ever

slighted or offended. A whole family once came under

their ban because a fairy woman had been refused admittance

into the house. The eldest boy lost his sight for some

time, and though he recovered the use of his eyes yet they

always had a strange expression, as if he saw some terrible

object in the distance that scared him. And at last the

neighbours grew afraid of the family, for they brought ill-

luck wherever they went, and nothing prospered that they

touched.

There were six children, all wizened little creatures with

withered old faces and thin crooked fingers. Every one

knew they were fairy changelings, and the smith wanted to

put them on the anvil, and the wise women said they should

be passed through the fire ; but destiny settled the future for

them, for one after another they all pined away and died,

and the ban of the fairies was never lifted from the ill-fated

house till the whole family lay in the grave.



MlDgUMMEF{.

THE BAAL FIRES AND DANCES.

This season is still made memorable in Ireland by lighting

fires on every hill, according to the ancient pagan usage,

when the Baal fires were kindled as part of the ritual of sun-

worship, though now they are lit in honour of St. John.

The great bonfire of the year is still made on St. John's

Eve, when all the people dance round it, and every young

man takes a lighted brand from the pile to bring home with

him for good luck to the house.

In ancient times the sacred fire was lighted with great

ceremony on Midsummer Eve ; and on that night all the

people of the adjacent country kept fixed watch on the

western promontory of Howth, and the moment the first

flash was seen from that spot the fact of ignition was an-

nounced with wild cries and cheers repeated from village to-

village, when all the local fires began to blaze, and Ireland

was circled by a cordon of flame rising up from every hill.

Then the dance and song began round every fire, and
the wild hurrahs filled the air with the most frantic revelry.

Many of these ancient customs are still continued, and
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the fires are still lighted on St. John's Eve on every hill in

Ireland. When the fire has burned down to a red glow the

young men strip to the waist and leap over or through the

flames ; this is done backwards and forwards several times,

and he who braves the greatest blaze is considered the

victor over the powers of evil, and is greeted with tremendous

applause. When the fire burns still lower, the young girls leap

the flame, and those who leap clean over three times back and

forward will be certain of a speedy marriage and good luck

in after life, with many children. The married women then

walk through the lines of the burning embers ; and when the

fire is nearly burnt and trampled down, the yearling cattle

are driven through the hot ashes, and their back is singed

with a lighted hazel twig. These hazel rods are kept safely

afterwards, being considered of immense power to drive

the cattle to and from the watering places. As the fire

diminishes the shouting grows fainter, and the song and the

dance commence; while professional story-tellers narrate

tales of fairy-land, or of the good old times long ago, when

the kings and princes of Ireland dwelt amongst their own

people, and there was food to eat and wine to drink for all

comers to the feast at the king's house. When the crowd

at length separate, every one carries home a brand from the

fire, and great virtue is attached to the lighted brone which

is safely carried to the house without breaking or falling to

the ground. Many contests also arise amongst the young

men ; for whoever enters his house first with the sacred fire

brings the good luck of the year with him.

On the first Sunday in Midsummer all the young people

used, to stand in lines after leaving chape), to be hired for
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service^-the girls holding white wands, the young men each

with an emblem of his trade. The evening ended- with a

dance and the revelry was kept up until the dawn of the

next day, called " Sorrowful Monday," because of the end

of the pleasure and the frolic.

THE FAIRY DOCTRESS.

But all this time the fairies were not idle ; for it was at

this very season of dances -and festivals, when the mortals

around them were happiest, that Finvarra the king and his

chosen band were on the watch to carry off the prettiest

girls to the fairy mansions.

There they kept them for seven years, and at the end of

that time, when they grew old and ugly, they were sent back,

for the fairies love nothing so much as youth and beauty.

But as a compensation for the slight put on them, the

women were taught all the fairy secrets and the magical

mystery that lies in herbs, and the strange power they have

over diseases. So by this means the women became all

powerful, and by their charms or spells or potions could

kill or save as they chose.

There was a woman of the islands greatly feared, yet

respected by the people for her knowledge of herbs, which

gave her power over all diseases. But she never revealed

the nature of the herb, and always gathered- the leaves

herself at night and hid them under the eaves of the house.

And if the person who carried the herb home let it fall to

the ground by the way, it lost its power ; or if they talked

of it or showed it t;o any one, all the virtue went out of it.
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It was to be used secretly and alone, and then the cure

would be perfected without fail.

One time, a man who was told of this came over from the

mainland in a boat with two other men to see the fairy

woman ; for he was lame from a fall and could do no.work.

Now the woman knew they were coming, for she had a

knowledge of all things through the power of divination she

had learned from the fairies, and could see and hear though

no man told her. So she went out and prepared the herb,

and made a salve and brewed a potion, and had all ready

for the man and his friends.

When they appeared she stood at the door and cried,

*' Enter ! This is the lucky day and hour ; have no fear,

for you will be cured by the power that is in me, and by the

herb I give you."

Then the man bowed down before her, and said, " Oh,

mother, this is my case." And he told her, that being

out one day on the mountains, he slipped and fell on his

face. A mere slight fall, but when he rose up his leg was

powerless though no bone seemed broken."

" I know how it happened," she said. " You trod upon a

fairy herb under which the fairies were resting, and you

disturbed them and broke in the top of their dwelling, so

they were angry and struck you on the leg and lamed you

out of spite. But my power is greater than theirs. Do as

I tell you and you will soon be cured."

So she gave him the salve and the bottle of potion,

and bade him take it home carefully and use it in silence

and alone, and in three days the power of the limb would

come back to him.
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Then the man offered his silver ; but she refused.

" I do not sell my knowledge," she said, " I give it. And

so the strength and the power remain with me."

On this the men went their way. But after three days

a message came from the man to say that he was cured.

And he sent the wise woman a handsome present also ; for

a gift works no evil, though to sell the sacred power and

mysteries of knowledge for money would be fatal ; for then

the spirit of healing that dwelt in the woman would have

fled away and returned no more.



My\RF{I/qE T(lTEg.

In old times in Ireland it was thought right and proper to

seem to use force in carrying off the bride to her husband.

She was placed on a swift horse before the bridegroom,

while all her kindred started in pursuit with shouts and cries.

Twelve maidens attended the bride, and each was placed om

horseback behind the young men who rode after the bridal

pair. On arriving at her future home, the bride was met on

the threshold by the bridegroom's mother, who broke an

oaten cake over her head as a good augury of plenty in the

future. In the mountains where horses cannot travel, the

bridal party walk in procession; the young men carrying

torches of dried bogwood to light the bride over the ravines,,

for in winter the mountain streams are rapid and dangerous

to cross.

The Celtic ceremonial of marriage resembles the ancient

Greek ritual in many points. A traveller in Ireland some

fifty years ago, before politics had quite killed romance and

ancient tradition in the hearts of the people, thus describes

a rustic marriage festival which he came on by chance one

evening in the wilds of Kerry :

—
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A large hawthorn tree that stood in the middle of a field

near a stream was hung all over with bits of coloured stuff,

while lighted rush candles were placed here and there

amongst the branches, to symbolize, no doubt, the new life

of brightness preparing for the bridal pair. Then came a

procession of boys marching slowly with flutes and pipes

'made of hollow reeds, and one struck a tin can with a stick

;at intervals, with a strong rhythmical cadence. This repre-

sented the plectrum. Others rattled slates and bones between

their fingers, and beat time, after the manner of the Croto-

listori—a rude attempt at music, which appears amongst all

nations of the earth, even the most savage. A boy followed,

bearing a lighted torch of bogwood. Evidently he was

Hymen, and the flame of love was his cognizance. After

"him came the betrothed pair hand-in-hand, a large square

•canopy of black stuff being held over their heads ; the

emblem, of course, of the mystery of love, shrouded and

veiled from the prying light of day.

Behind the pair followed two attendants bearing high over

the heads of the young couple a sieve filled mth meal

;

•a sign of the plenty that would be in their house, and an

omen of good luck and the blessing of children.

A wild chorus of dancers and singers closed the proces-

sion ; the chorus of the epithalamium, and grotesque figures,

probably the traditional fauns and satyrs, nymphs and

bacchanals, mingled together with mad laughter and shouts

and waving of green branches.

The procession then moved on to a bonfire, evidently

the ancient altar j and having gone round it three times, the

black shroud was lifted from the bridal pair, and they kissed
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each other before all the people, who shouted and waved
their branches in approval.

Then the preparations for the marriage supper began, on
which, however, the traveller left them, having laid some money
on the altar as an offering of good-will for the marriage future..

At the wedding supper there was always plenty of eating

and drinking, and dancing, and the feast was prolonged till

near morning, when the wedding song was sung by the whole

party of friends standing, while the bride and bridegroom

remaided seated at the head of the table. The chorus of

one of these ancient songs may be thus literally translated',

from the Irish

—

" It is not day, nor yet day.

It is not day, nor yet morning ;

It is not day, nor yet day,

For the moon is shining brightly."

Another marriage song was sung in Irish frequently, each

verse ending with the lines

—

" There is sweet enchanting music, and the golden harps are ringing;

And twelve comely maidens deck the bride-bed for the bride.

"

A beautiful new dress was presented to the bride by her-

husband at the marriage feast ; at which also the father paid

down her dowry before the assembled guests; and all the-

place round the house was lit by torches when night came

on, and the song and the dance continued till daylight, with

much speech-making and drinking of poteen. All lighting

was steadily avoided at a wedding ; for a quarrel would be

considered a most unlucky omen. A wet day was also held

to be very unlucky, as the bride would assiuredly weep for
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sorrow throughout the year. But the bright warm sunshine

^

^as hailed joyfully, according to the old saying

—

" Happy is the bride that the sun shines on ;

But blessed is the corpse that the rain rains on."



The Dead.

There are many strange superstitions concerning the dead.

The people seem to believe in their actual presence, though

unseen, and to have a great fear and dread of their fatal and

mysterious power.

If a person of doubtful character dies, too bad for heaven,

too good for hell, they imagine that his soul is sent back to

«arth, and obliged to obey the order of some person who

bids him remain in a particular place until the Day of Judg-

ment, or until another soul is found willing to meet him

there, and then they may both pass into heaven together,

absolved.

An incident is related that happened in the County

Galway, concerning this superstition.

A gentleman of rank and fortune, but of a free and

dissipated life, became the lover of a pretty girl, one of the

tenant's daughters. And the girl was so devoted to him

that perhaps he might have married her at last; but he was

killed suddenly, when out hunting, by a fall from his horse.

Some time after, the girl, coming home late one evening,

met the ghost of her lover, at a very lonesome part of the
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road. The form was the same as when living, but it had

no eyes. The girl crossed herself, on which the ghost

disappeared.

Again she met the same apparition at night, and a third

time, when the ghost stood right before her in the path, so

that she could not pass. Then she spoke, and asked in the

name of God and the good angels, why he appeared to her;

and he answered, that he could not rest in his grave till he

had received some command from her, which he was bound

to obey.

.
" Then," she said, " go stand by the gate of heaven till

the Judgment Day, and look in at the blessed dead on their

thrones, but you may not enter. This is my judgment on

your soul."

On this the ghost sighed deeply, and vanished, and was

seen no more. But the girl prayed earnestly that she soon

might meet her lover at the gate of heaven, whither she had

sent him, that so both might enter together into the blessed

land. And thus it happened ; for by that day year she was
carried to her grave in the churchyard, but her soul went

forth to meet her lover, where he waited for her by the gate

of heaven ; and through her love he was absolved, and per-

mitted to enter within the gate before the Judgment Day.

It was considered disrespectful to the dead to take a short

cut when carrying the coffin to the grave.

In the Islands, wnen a person is dying, they place twelve

lighted rushes round the bed This, they say, is to prevent
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the devil coming for the soul ; for nothing evil can pass a

circle of fire. They also forbid crying for the dead until

three hours have passed by, lest the wail of the mourners

should waken the dogs who are waiting to devour the souls

of men before they can reach the throne of God.

It is a very general custom during some nights after a

death to leave food outside the house—a griddle cake, or

a dish of potatoes. If it is gone in the morning, the spirits

must have taken it; for no human being would touch the

food left for the dead.

The great and old families of Ireland consider it right to

be buried with their kindred, and are brought from any

distance, however remote, to be laid in the ancient grave-

yard of the race.

A young man of family having died far away, from fever,

it was thought advisable not to bring him home, but to

bury him where he died. However, on the night of the

funeral a phantom hearse with four black horses stopped

at the churchyard. Some men then entered with spades

and shovels and dug a grave, after which the hearse drove

away. But next morning no sign of the grave was to be

found, except a long line marked out, the length of a man's

coffin.

It is unlucky and a bad omen to carry fire out of a house

where any one is ill. A gentleman one day stopped at a

cabin to get a light for his cigar, and having wished good
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morning in the usual friendly fashion, he took a stick from

the fire, blew it into a blaze, and was walking away, when

the woman of the house rose up fiercely, and told him

it was an evil thing to take fire away when her husband

was dying. On looking round he saw a wretched skeleton

lying on a bed of straw ; so he flung back the stick at once,

and fled from the place, leaving his blessing in the form

of a silver offering, to neutralize the evil of the abducted

fire.

After the priest has left a dying person, and confession

has been made, all the family kneel round the bed reciting

the Litany for the Dying, and holy water is sprinkled over

the room until the soul departs.

Then they all rise and begin the mournful death-wail in

a loud voice ; and by this cry all the people in the village

know the exact moment of the death, and each one that

hears it utters a prayer for the departing soul.

At the wake the corpse is often dressed in the habit of

a religious order. A cross is placed in the hands and the

scapular on the breast. Candles are lighted all round in

a circle, and the friends and relatives arrange themselves

in due order, the nearest of kin being at the head. At

intervals they all stand up and intone the death-wail, rocking

back and forward over the dead, and reciting his virtues

;

while the widow and orphans frequently salute the corpse

with endearing epithets, and recall the happy days they

spent together.

When the coffin is borne to the grave each person present
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helps to carry it a little way ; for this is considered a mode
of showing honour to the dead. The nearest relatives take

the front handles first ; then after a little while they move

to the back and others take their place, until every person

in turn has borne the head of the coffin to the grave—for

it would be dishonourable to the dead to omit this mark

of respect.

As the coffin is lowered into the grave the death-cry rises

up with a loud and bitter wail, and the excitement often

becomes so great that women have fallen into hysterics; and

at one funeral a young girl in her agony of grief jumped

into her father's grave and was taken up insensible.



The W/ke 0RqiE3.

From ancient times the wakes, or funeral games, in Ireland

were held with many strange observances, carried down by

tradition from the pagan era. Some of the rites, however,

were so revolting and monstrous that the priesthood used

all their influence to put them down. The old funeral

customs, in consequence, have now been discontinued almost

entirely amongst the people, and the ancient traditional

usages are unknown to the new generation, though the elders

of the village can yet remember them. An old man still

living, thus described to an inquiring antiquary and lover

of folk-lore, his experience of the ceremonial of a wake at

which he had been present in the South of Ireland, when

he was quite a youth, some fifty years before.

" One dark winter's night, about seven o'clock, a large

party of us," he said, "young men and women, perhaps thirty

or more, set out across the mountain to attend a wake at

the house of a rich farmer, about three miles off. All the

young men carried lighted torches, for the way was rugged

and dangerous; and by their light we guided the women
as best we could over the deep clefts and across the rapid

streams, swollen by the winter's rain. The girls took off

their shoes and stockings and walked barefoot, but where
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the water was heavy and deep the men carried them across

in their arms or on their backs. In this way we all arrived

at last at the farmhouse, and found a great assemblage in

the large barn, which was hung throughout with branches of

evergreen and festoons of laurel and holly.

" At one end of the barn, on a bed decorated with branches

of green leaves, lay the corpse, an old woman of eighty,

the mother of the man of the house. He stood by the

head of the dead woman, while all the near relatives had

seats round. Then the mourning women entered and sat

down on the ground in a circle, one in the centre cloaked

and hooded, who began the chant or funeral wail, all the

rest joining in chorus. After an interval there would come

a deep silence ; then the chant began again, and when it

was over the women rose up and went out, leaving the

place free for the next comers, who acted a play full of

ancient symbolic meaning. But, first, whisky was served

round, and the pipers played ; for every village had sent

their best player and singer to honour the wake.

" When a great space was cleared in the centre of the

barn, the first set of players entered. They wore masks and

fantastic garments, and each carried a long spear and a

bit of plaited straw on the arm for a shield. At once

they began to build a fort, as it were, marking out the

size with their spears, and using some rough play with

the spectators. While thus engaged a band of enemies

appeared, also masked and armed. And now a great fight

began and many prisoners were taken; but to save slaughter

a horn was blown, and a fight demanded between the two

best champions of the hostile forces. Two of the finest
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young men were then selected and placed at opposite ends

of the barn, when they ran a tilt against one another with

their spears, uttering fierce, loud cries, and making terrible

demonstrations. At length one fell down as if mortally

wounded ; then all the hooded women came in again and

keened over him, a male voice at intervals reciting his

deeds, while the pipers played martial tunes. But on its

being suggested that perhaps he was not dead at all, an

herb doctor was sent for to look at him ; and an aged man

with a flowing white beard was led in, carrying a huge bundle

of herbs. With these he performed sundry strange incanta-

tions, until finally the dead man sat up and was carried

off the field by his comrades, with shouts of triumph. So

ended the first play.

" Then supper was served and more whisky drunk, after

which another play was acted of a different kind. A
table was set in the middle of the barn, and two chairs,

while all the people, about a hundred or more, gathered

round in a circle. Then two men, dressed as judges, took

their seats, with guards beside them, and called on another

man to come forth and address the people. On this a

young man sprang on the table and poured forth an oration

in Irish, full of the most grotesque fun and sharp allusions,

at which the crowd roared with laughter. Then he gave out

a verse like a psalm, in gibberish Irish, and bade the people

say it after him. It ran like this, being translated

—

" ' Yellow Macauly has come from Spain,

He brought sweet music out of a bag,

Singing Set-saw, Sulla Vick Dhau,
Sulla, Sulla Vick Dhau righ.'

(That is, Solomon, son of David the King.)
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" If any one failed to repeat this verse after him he was

ordered to prison by the judges, and the guards seized him
to cut off his head ; or if any one laughed the judge sen-

tenced him, saying in Irish, 'Seize that man, he is a pagan;

he is mocking the Christian faith. Let him die I

'

" After this the professional story-teller was in great force,

and held the listeners enchained by the wonders of his

narration and the passionate force of his declamation. So

the strange revehy went on, and the feasting and the drink-

ing, till sunrise, when many of the guests returned to their

homes, but others stayed with the family till the coffin was

lifted for the grave."

Full details of these strange wake orgies can seldom be

obtained, for the people are afraid of the priesthood, who

have vehemently denounced them. Yet the peasants cling

to them with a mysterious reverence, and do not see the

immorality of many of the wake practices. They accept

them as mysteries, .ancient usages of their forefathers, to

be sacredly observed, or the vengeance of the dead would

fall on them.

According to all accounts an immense amount of dramatic

talent was displayed by the actors of these fantastic and

symbolic plays. An intelligent peasant, who was brought to

see the acting at the Dublin theatre, declared on his return :

" I have now seen the great English actors, and heard plays

in the English tongue, but poor and dull they seemed to me

after the acting of our own people at the wakes and fairs

;

for it is a truth, the English cannot make us weep and laugh
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as I have seen the crowds with us when the players played

and the poets recited their stories."

The Celts certainly have a strong dramatic tendency, and

there are many peasant families in Ireland who have been

distinguished for generations as bards and actors, and have

a natural and hereditary gift for music and song.

On the subject of wake orgies, a clever writer observes

that they are evidently a remnant of paganism, and formed

part of those Druidic rites meant to propitiate the evil spirits

and the demons of darkness and doom ; for the influence of

Druidism lasted long after the establishment of Christianity.

The Druid priests took shelter with the people, and exercised

a powerful and mysterious sway over them by their magic

spells. Druid practices were known to exist down to the

time of the Norman invasion in the twelfth century, and

even for centuries after ; and to this Druidic influence may
be traced the sarcasms on Christianity which are occasionally

introduced into the mystery plays of the wake ceremonial.

As in the one called " Hold the Light," where the passion

of the Lord Christ is travestied with grotesque imitation.

The same writer describes the play acted at wakes called

" The Building of the Ship," a symbolic rite still older than

Druidism, and probably a remnant of the primitive Arkite

worship. This was followed by a scene called "Drawing

the Ship out of the Mud." It was against these two plays

that the anathemas of the Church w^ere chiefly directed, in

consequence of their gross immorality, and they have now
entirely ceased to form any portion of the wake ceremonial

of Ireland. Hindu priests would recognize some of the

ceremonies as the same which are still practised in their own
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temples ; and travellers have traced a similarity also in these

ancient usages to the "big canoe games" of the Mandan
Indians.

In the next play, the Hierophant, or teacher of the games,

orders all the men out of the room ; a young girl is then

dressed with a hide thrown over her, and horns on her head,

to simulate a cow, while her maidens form a circle and

slowly dance round her to music, on which a loud knocking

is heard at the door. "Who wants to enter?" asks the

Hierophant. He is answered, " The guards demand admit-

tance for the bull who is without." Admittance is refused,

and the maidens and the cow affect great alarm. Still the

knocking goes on, and finally the door is burst open and

the bull enters. He also is robed with a hide and wears

horns, and is surrounded by a band of young men as his

guards. He endeavours to seize the cow, who is defended

by her maidens, forming the dramatic incidents of the play.

A general mock fight now takes place between the guards

and the maidens, and the scene ends with uproarious hilarity

and the capture of the cow.

There are other practices mentioned by writers on the

subject, who trace in the Irish observances a tradition of the

Cabyric rites, and also a striking similarity to the idolatrous

practices of Hindustan as described in the "Asiatic Re-

searches," and in Moore's " Hindu Pantheon."

It is remarkable also that in the Polynesian Islands the

funeral rites were accompanied by somewhat similar cere-

monies. These the early missionaries viewed with horror,

and finally succeeded in extirpating them.

These ancient funeral rites have now disappeared in
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Ireland; still the subject 'remains one of intense interest to

the ethnologist and antiquary, who will find in the details

indications of the oldest idolatries of the world, especially

of that primitive religion called Arkite, as in the dramatic

performance called " The Building of the Ship," where one

man prostrates himself on the ground as the ship, while two

others sit head and foot to represent the prow and stern.

This ship drama is, perhaps, a fragment of the earliest

tradition of humanity represented by a visible symbol to

illustrate the legend of the Deluge.



The Ancient My^tef^ies.

Ireland, from its remote position and immunity from

Roman conquest, remained longer in the possession of the

Druidic mysteries than any other nation of Europe. Besides,

the early missionaries adopted no intolerant measures against

the ancient creed; no persecutions are recorded. The
sacred trees were not cut down, nor the sacrificial stones

destroyed j but the holy wells and the antique monuments

were sanctified by association with a saint's name and

history, and from being objects of pagan idolatry became

shrines of prayer and centres of holy worship, where en-

lightened men preached the new gospel of light, purity,

and love to an awe-struck, wondering multitude.

To this tolerant policy, as Mr. Windell, the learned

antiquary, remarks, may be attributed the strong endurance

of Druidic superstitions and usages in Ireland. Much also

is due to the peculiar and truly Oriental tenacity with which

the Irish at all times have clung to the customs and tra-

ditions of their forefathers. The belief in a fairy race ever

present amongst them and around them, is one of these

ineffaceable superstitions which the people still hold with
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a faith as fervent as those of the first Aryan tribes who

wandered westward from the mystic East, where all creeds,

symbols, and myths had their origin.

Many other broken fragments of the early ritual of the

world can also still be traced in the popular superstitions

and usages of the people. The sun and moon with the

mysterious powers of nature were the first gods of humanity.

Astarte, Ashtaroth, and Isis were all the same moon-

goddess under different names, and all were represented by

the symbol of the horned cow. The Egyptians typified the

sun and moon, Osiris and Isis, as the ox and the cow ; and

these symbols were still used at the Irish wake ceremonial

until very recently ; for the Druids also worshipped the sun

and moon and the winds, and venerated trees, fountains,

rivers, and pillar stones, like their Persian ancestry. But

the Irish considered the east wind demoniacal, the Druidic

wind of accursed power. They called it " The Red Wind,"
" A wind that blasts the trees and withers men is that Red
Wind," according to a bard.

The Hindus had their triad of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva,

representing the sun at morning, noon, and evening ; so the

Irish Druids had their triad of Baal, Budh, and Grian, and
they called the May festival Ld Budha na Baal tinne (the

day of Buddha of the Baal fires). Chrishna was another

Hindu name for the sun, and the Irish had Crias, a name
for the sun likewise.

The Hindus had their cattle, or cow festival in spring,

when they walked round the animals with great ceremony,

always going westward, while they flung garlands on their

horns. So in Ireland there was also a procession, when the
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COWS were decorated with vervain and the rowan, and
were sprinkled with the Sgaith-an-Tobar (the purity of the

well), that is, the first water drawn from a sacred well after

midnight on May Eve. This was considered an effective

antidote to witchcraft, and whoever succeeded in being first

at the well, cast into it a tuft of grass, called Cuisheag grass,

to show that the Sgaith-an-Tobar had been abstracted. So

also the Hindus esteem the Cusha grass as sacred, and cast

it into their wells for a like purpose. The ceremonial of

wreathing the horns of the cows was in honour of the moon,

the wife of the Sun-god, whose emblem, as we know, all

through the East, as in Ireland, was the horned cow.

Many and strange, indeed, are the analogies between the

practices of the Egyptians, Hindus, Persians, and the Irish

;

and the legend may, after all, have some truth in it which

brings the first Colonists of Ireland from Egypt, and makes

the first Queen of Erin a daughter of Pharaoh. The ancient

war-cry of the Irish clans was Pharrah / a word that has no

significance in the Irish language, but which is supposed,

by some antiquarians to be the same as Phi-Ra, the sun

—

the regal title of the Egyptian kings, by which they were

invoked by the warriors as they rushed into battle.

The ancient funeral ceremonies of Egypt can be still seen

and studied at the wake of an Irish peasant; especially in

that singular symbol, when a man and a woman appeared,

one bearing the head of an ox, the other that of a cow at

the funeral games; a custom which has now lost all its

meaning, but which originally, no doubt, represented Isis

and Osiris waiting to receive the soul of the dead.

The Persians held that fire and water were the most sacred
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of all things and so did the Irish ; hence their reverence for

the waters of purification at the holy wells. And as the

heathen passed their children and cattle through the fire to

Moloch, so the Irish performed the same rite at the Baal

festival, when the young men leaped through the flames, and

the cattle were driven through the hot embers. Fire was

held to be the visible symbol of the invisible God, endowed

with mystic cleansing powers, and the ascending flame

was thought to be a divine spirit dwelling in the substance

ignited. For this reason the Irish made a circle of fire round

their children and their cattle to guard them from evil,

holding the belief that no evil spirit could pass this special

emblem of divinity.

But even in matters less divine there was a similarity

between the Persian and Irish usages. The Persian Magi

made a considerable revenue from the sacred fire ; for each

devotee paid a silver coin for the ember carried away from

the holy temple, to light the home fire, on the day of the

Sun-festival. And fire was also a source of wealth to the

Druid priests; each person being obliged to buy it from

them on the great day of Baal. Therefore it was a sin to

give away fire on that day ; and the habit of burning it to

light the home fire was denounced as fatal and unlucky.

The true reason being that to borrow the sacred element

was to injure the priestly revenue. Yet this ancient ordinance

is still religiously observed in Ireland ; and even to this day

no peasant would venture to give away fire or milk on May
Day, for fear of the worst consequences to the giver ; while

any one who came to borrow a lighted brand would be

looked on as an emissary of Satan.
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The sacred fire at Tara (Tamhair-na-Righ, Tara of the

Kings) was only lit every three years, and then with

great ceremony. The sun's rays were concentrated by

means of a brazen lens, on some pieces of dried wood, and

from this alone were all the sacred fires' in Ireland

kindled in the holy places.

At the present time, if a peasant has to light a fire in the

house on May morning, which does not often happen, as the

custom is to keep the fire burning all night, a lighted sod

taken from the priest's house is esteemed of great virtue and

sacredness, just as in old time a lighted brand from the

altar of Baal was used to light the domestic fire.

The sacred fire was obtained also from the friction of

wood, or the striking of stones ; and it was supposed that

the spirits of fire dwelt in these objects, and when the priest

invoked them to appear, they brought good luck to the

household for all the coming year ; but if invoked by other

hands on that special day their influence was malific.

The migration of races can be clearly traced by their

superstitions. The oldest seem to have come from Persia

and Egypt ; while mutilated, though still authentic portions

of the old-world ritual can still be found all along the

Mediterranean, marking the westward progress of the primi-

tive nations, till the last wave found a resting-place on our

own far-distant shores, washed by the waters of the Atlantic.

Assyria was the teacher of Egypt ; Egypt of Greece

;

and Greece of Europe ; and little seems to have been lost

during the progress of sixty centuries. The old myths still

remain at the base of all thought and all creeds ; broken

fragments of the primal faith ; shadowy traditions of some
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great human life that once was real and actual, or of some

great event that changed the destiny of nations, and the

echo of which still vibrates through the legends, the songs,

the poetry, and the usages of every people on the face of

the earth.

Persia, Egypt, India, the Teuton, and the Celt, have all

the same primal ideas in their mythology, and the same

instincts of superstition ; and the signs to which past ages

have given a mystic meaning still come to us laden with a

fateful significance, even in this advanced era of culture and

the triumph of reason.

We still cannot help believing that prophecies come in

the night, for the mystical and prophetic nature of dreams

is confirmed by the personal experience of almost every

human being ; and few are found brave enough, even

amongst the educated classes, lightly to break through a

traditional usage on which all the ages have set the seal of

good or ill luck.

Superstition, or the belief in unseen, mysterious, spiritual

influences, is an instinct of human nature. A vague,

shadowy, formless belief, certainly, yet ineradicable. We
feel that our dual humanity, the material as well as the

psychical, holds some strange and mystic relation with an

unseen spiritual world, though we cannot define the limits,

nor bring it under a law.

Before the written word existed, the people strove to

express their creed and history in symbols. Divine nations,

like the Greeks, made the symbols beautiful, and these the

uncultured tribes may afterwards have distorted into

grotesque and rude imitations ; but the same idea can be
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traced through all forms by which humanity has tried to

represent history, nature, and God.

And the old Pagan customs of the early world seem to

have an enduring vitolity, and to have been fixed, even in

the usages of the enlightened nineteenth century. The
Persian magi and the Druid priest exacted a tribute of the

firstlings of the flock, as a burnt-offering, to the Sun-god on

the day of his festival ; so in modem times, we sacrifice a

lamb at Easter and an ox at Christmas, retaining the pagan

rite while we hoi^our the Christian legend. The Christmas-

tree is still lighted to guide the Sun-god back to life j and

the spotted cake, anciently made in his honour, of com and

fruit, still finds its place on our tables, as the plum pudding

of civilization, even as its primitive prototype was laid on

the sacred altars of the Persians as an offering of gratitude

to the Lord of Light and Life.

The widespread range of the same traditional customs

and superstitions amongst all peoples and through every

age is a most interesting study, as showing the primitive

unity of the hurhan race and the subsequent divergence

of the nations, even as recorded in the Biblical narrative

;

but it would be endless to follow the lines of affinity that

run through all the creeds, legends, usages, and super-

stitions of the world. Thus the Algonquil Indians,

according to Mr. Leland, held the ash-tree and the elm

as sacred and mystical, because these trees were made

human. Of the ash was made man, of the elm, woman.

So in the Edda, we read of the mighty ash-tree whose

summit reaches to heaven, and whose roots go down to hell.

Two lountains sprang from beneath it—one the knowledge

VOL I. 17
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of all that is ; the other of all that shall be. And out of

the wood man was created.

The Irish also hold the ash-tree as all-powerful against

witchcraft ; therefore branches of it were wreathed round

the horns of the cattle, and round the child's cradle to keep

off evil influence; while in all their weird tales of the

fairy dances with the dead, the mortals drawn into their

company are infallibly safe if they get possession of a branch

of the ash-tree, and hold it safely till out of reach of the

evil spell.

The alder is another of the mystical trees of Ireland, held

sacred, as in Persia, on account of its possessing strange

mysterious properties and powers to avert evil; and the

hawthorn likewise was sacred to the Irish fairies, therefore

a libation of milk was poured over the roots on May Day, as

the Hindus poured milk on the earth round the sacred tree

as an offering to the manes of the dead.

In the Transylvanian legends and superstitions, of which

Madame Gerard has recently given an interesting record,

many will be found identical with the Irish; such as these

—

Friday is the most unlucky day of all the week ; evil

spirits are strongest between sunset and midnight ; it is ill-

luck to have your path crossed by a hare ; on entering a

strange house sit down a moment, or a death will happen

;

spitting is at all times most efficacious against the influence

of the devil; an infant's nails should be bitten, not cut;

never rock an empty cradle; the robin and the swallow

bring luck; never kill a spider; the crow and a black hen

are ominous of evil. The dead are only in a trance ; they

hear everything but can make no sign. The Irish also
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believe that the dead are allowed at certain times to visit

their living kindred. A whirlwind denotes that a devil is

dancing with a witch ; so the Irish believe that the fairies

are rushing by in the whirlwind intent on carrying off some

mortal victim to the fairy mansions ; and the only help is

to fling clay at the passing vrind, when the fairies will be

obliged to drop the mortal child, or the beautiful young

.girl they have abducted.

But the Roumanians are a mixed race—Greek, Slav,

Teuton, Gypsey—and many of their superstitions are dark

and gloomy, especially those relating to vampires, wolves, and

terrible demons, evil spirits, and fearful witches. The Irish

legends rarely deal with anything terrible or revolting. They

•circle, in general, round the mythus of the fairy, a bright

and beautiful creation, only living for pleasure, music, and

the dance, and rarely malignant or ill-natured, except when

their dancing grounds are interfered with, or when they are

not treated with proper generous consideration in the matter

of wine.

The strange dance practised at Midsummer in Ireland

round the Baal fires can clearly be traced from the East

to Erin ; and in its origin was evidently a religious symbol

and rite. The Greeks practised it from the most ancient

times. It was called the Pyrrhic dance—from /«r fire

—

and simulated the windings of a serpent.

The Syrtos, the great national dance of the Mgczn

Islands, so well described by Mr. Bent in his interesting

book on the Cyclades, also resembles the winding of a ser-

pent. The dancers hold hands and circle round in tortuous

curves precisely as in Ireland, where the line of dancers with
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joined hands, always moving from east to west, extends

sometimes for a mile in length. It was probably a mystic

dance symbolic of the path of the sun, though the esoteric

meaning has now been entirely lost; part of the primal

range of ideas out of which man first formed a religion and

ritual of worship.

Many other practices and superstitions ol the Greek

islanders strongly resemble the Irish. The Nereids of

the ^gean play the part of the Irish fairies, and are as

capricious though often more malignant. If a child grows

wan and weak the Nereids have struck it ; and it is laid

naked for a night on the altar steps to test the truth of

the suspicion. If the poor child dies under the trial,

then it certainly was bewitched by the evil spirits, and the

parents are well content to be rid of the unholy thing.

The funeral wail over the dead also closely resembles,

the Irish, when the hired mourning women sit round the

corpse, tear their hair, beat their breast and rock to and

fro, intoning in a monotone chant the praises of the de-

ceased, the cries at times rising to a scream, in a frenzy

of grief and despair.

The islanders likewise use many charms and incantations,

like the Irish, while the old women amongst them display

wonderful knowledge of the mystic nature and power of

herbs, and are most expert in the cure of disease. It is

indeed remarkable that, amongst all primitive tribes and

nations, women have always shown the highest skill in

the treatment of disease, and have been rightly accounted

the best doctors, and the most learned in mystic medicinal

lore.
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The Marquis of Lome, in his graphic and instructive

" Canadian Pictures," speaks of the wonderful skill of the

Indian women, and the remarkable cures effected by the

squaws through their knowledge of the varied properties

of herbs. The Indians also have a sweating bath for the

sick, such as was used by the ancient Irish. A bath is

made by stones covered over with branches ; hot water is

then poured on the stones, and the patient crouches over

the heated vapour evolved until a violent perspiration is

produced, which carries off the disease, or the pains in the

members, without fail. The sweating bath of the Irish was

made quite on the same principles, and is the most effective

cure known for pains in the bones and feverish disorders.

It is still much used in the Western Islands. "The

Sweating House," as it is called, is made of rough stones

with a narrow entrance, through which the patient creeps

on all-fours; when inside, however, he can stand up. A
peat fire is kindled, and divesting himself of all clothing,

he undergoes the process of sweating in a profuse perspira-

tion as he lies on the stone floor. The place is heated

like a baker's oven, but there is sufficient ventilation kept

up by means of chinks and apertures through the stone

work of the walls.

The cures effected by this process are marvellous. As

the people say of it themselves, " Any disease that has a hold

on the bones can't stand before it no time at all, at all."



The Power of the Word.

The belief in the malific influence of the Evil Eye pervades

all the Greek islands, and the same preventive measures

are used as in Ireland. An old woman is employed to-

spit three times at the person affected, if she is a person

learned in the mysteries and accounted wise. Salt and

fire are also used as safeguards, precisely as the Irish

peasant employs them to guard his catde and children

from the evil influence. But no superstition is more widely

spread ; it seems to pervade all the world, and to be in-

stinctive to humanity. The educated are as susceptible

to it as the illiterate, and no nerves are strong enough,

apparently, to resist the impression made by an envious,

malicious glance, for a 'poison that blights and withers

seems to emanate from it. Reason appeals in vain ; the

feeling cannot be overcome that the presence and glance

of some one person in a room can chill all the natural

flow of spirits, while the presence of another seems to in-

tensify all our mental powers, and transform us for the

moment into a higher being.

But a malific power, stronger even than the glance of the
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Evil Eye, was exercised by the Bards of Erin : whom they

would they blessed, but whom they would they also banned;

and the poet's malison was more dreaded and was more fatal

than any other form of imprecation—for the bard had the

mystic prophet power : he could foresee, and he could

denounce. And no man could escape from the judgment

pronounced by a poet over one he desired to injure ; for the

poet had the knowledge of all mysteries and was Lord over

the secrets of life by the power of The Word. Therefore

poets were emphatically called the tribe of Duars, that is.

The Men of The Word ; for by a word the poets could

produce deformities in those they disliked, and make them

objects of scorn and hateful in the sight of other men.



The Poet and the Kinq.

NuADHiS, the celebrated poet, is 'remembered in history

by a memorable exercise of his malific power, and the

punishment that fell on him in consequence j for Heaven

is just, and even a bard cannot escape the penalty due

or sin.

He was nephew to Caer, the king of Connaught, who

reared him with all kindness and gentleness as his own son.

But by an evil fate the wife of Caer the king loved the

young man ; and she gave him a silver apple in proof of

her love, and further promised him the kingdom and her-

self if he could overthrow Caer and make the people depose

him from the sovranty.

"How can I do this?" answered Nuadhd, "for the

king has ever been kind to me."

" Ask him for some gift," said the queen, " that he will

refuse, and then put a blemish on him for punishment, that

so he can be no longer king ;
" for no one with a blemish

was ever suffered to reign in Erin.

" But he refuses me nothing," answered Nuadhd
" Try him," said the queen. " Ask of him the dagger
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he brought from Alba, for he is under a vow never to part

with it."

So Nuadhd went to him, and asked for the dagger that

came out of Alba as a gift.

"Woe is mel" said the king. "This I cannot grant;

for I am under a solemn vow never to part with it, or give

it to another."

Then the poet by his power made a satire on him, and
this was the form of the imprecation

—

" Evil death, and a short life

Be on Caer the king 1

Let the spears of battle wound him,

Under earth, under ramparts, under stones.

Let the malediction be on him 1

"

And when Caer rose up in the morning he put his hand

to his face and found it was disfigured with three blisters,

a white, a red, and a green. And when he saw the blemish

he fled away filled with fear that any man should see him,

and took refuge in a fort with one of his faithful servants,

and no one knew where he lay hid.

So Nuadhd took the kingdom and held it for a year, and

had the queen to wife. But then grievous to him was the

fate of Caer, and he set forth to search for him.

And he was seated in the king's own royal chariot, with

the king's wife beside him, and the king's greyhound at his

feet, and all the people wondered at the beauty of the

charioteer.

Now Caer was in the fort where he had found shelter,

and when he saw them coming he said

—
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" Who is this that is seated in my chariot in the place

of the champion, and driving my steeds ?
"

But when he saw that it was Nuadh^ he fled away and

hid himself for shame.

Then Nuadh^ drove into the fort in the king's chariot,

and loosed the dogs to pursue Caer. And they found him

hid under the ilagstone behind the rock even where the

dogs tracked him. And Caer fell down dead from shame

on beholding Nuadhe, and the rock where he fell flamed up

and shivered into fragments, and a splinter leaped up high

as a man, and struck Nuadhe on the eyes, and blinded him

for life. Such was the punishment decreed, and just and

right was the vengeance of God upon the sin of the poet.



The ^idhe "F(ace.

The Sidhe dwell in the Sifra, or fairy palace of gold and

crystal, in the heart of the hill, and they have been given

youth, beauty, joy, and the power over music, yet they are

often sad; for they remember that they were once aogels in

heaven though now cast down to earth, and though they

have power over all the mysteries of Nature, yet they must

die without hope of regaining heaven, while mortals are

certain of immortality. , Therefore this one sorrow darkens

their life, a mournful envy of humanity; because, while

man is created immortal, the beautiful fairy race is doomed

to annihilation.

One day a great fairy chief asked Colunib-Kille if there

were any hope left to the Sidhe that one day they would

regain heaven and be restored to their ancient place amongst

the angels. But the saint answered that hope there was

none ; their doom was fixed, and at the judgment-day they

would pass through death into annihilation ; for so had it

been decreed by the justice of God.

On hearing this the fairy chief fell into a profound

melancholy, and he and all his court sailed away from.
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Ireland, and went back to their native country of Armenia,

there to await the coming of the terrible judgment-day,

which is fated to bring the fairy race certain death on

•earth, without any hope of regaining heaven.

The West of Ireland is peculiarly sacred to ancient

superstitions of the Sidhe race. There is a' poetry in the

scenery that touches the heart of the people ; they love the

beautiful glens, the mountains rising like towers from the

sea., the islands sanctified by the memory of a saint, and

the green hills where Finvarra holds his court Every lake

.and mountain has its legend of the spirit-land, some holy

tradition of a saint, or some historic memory of a national

-hero who flourished in the old great days when Ireland

had native chiefs and native swords to guard her; and

amongst the Western Irish, especially, the old superstitions

of their forefathers are reverenced with a solemn faith and

fervour that is almost a religion. Finvarra the king is still

believed to rule over all the fairies of the west, and Onagh

is the fairy queen. Her golden hair sweeps the ground,

.and she is robed in silver gossamer all glittering as if with

diamonds, but they are dew-drops that sparkle over it

The queen is more beautiful than any woman of earth,

jet Finvarra loves the mortal women best, and wiles them

down to his fairy palace by the subtle charm of the fairy

jnusic, for no one who has heard it can resist its power,

.and they are fated to belong to the fairies ever after.

Their friends mourn for them as dead with much lamenta-

tion, but in reality they are leading a joyous life down in

<the heart of the hill, in the fairy palace with the silver

columns and the crystal walls.
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Yet sometimes they are not drawn down beneath th&
earth, but remain as usual in the daily life, though the fairy

spell is still on them; and the young men who have once
heard the fairy harp become possessed by the spirit of

music which haunts them to their death, and gives them
strange power over the souls of men. This was the case

with Carolan, the celebrated bard. He acquired all the

magic melody of his notes by sleeping out on a fairy rath

at night, when the fairy music came to him in his dreams ;

and on awaking he played the airs from memory. Thus it

was that he had power to madden men to mirth, or to set

them weeping as if for the dead, and no one ever before or

since played the enchanting fairy music like Carolan, the

sweet musician of Ireland.

There was another man also who heard the fairy music

when sleeping on a rath, and ever after he was haunted by
the melody day and night, till he grew mad and had nO'

pleasure in life, for he longed to be with the fairies again

that he might hear them sing. So one day, driven to de-

spair by the madness of longing, he threw himself from the

cliff into the mountain lake near the fairy rath, and so died

and was seen no more.

In the Western Islands they believe that the magic of fairy

music is so strong that whoever hears it cannot choose but

follow the sound, and the young girls are drawn away by the

enchantment, and dance all night with Finvarra the king,

though in the morning they are found fast asleep in bed,

yet with a memory of all they had heard and seen ; and

some say that, while with the fairies, the young women learn

strange secrets of love potions, by which they can work
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:spells and dangerous charms over those whose love they

desire, or upon any one who has offended and spoken ill of

ithem.

It is a beautiful idea that the Irish airs, so plaintive,

mournful, and tear-compelling, are but the remembered

echoes of that spirit music which had power to draw souls

away to [the fairy mansions, and hold them captive by the

-sweet magic of the melody.



Mu^ic.

Music formed the chief part of education in ancient

Ireland as in Greece, where the same word signified a song

-and a law. Laws, religion, sciences, and history were all

taught in music to the Irish people by the Ollamhs, or learned

men. The Poets chanted the Ros-Catha, or song of battle

to incite the warriors to deeds of bravery. The Bards

recited the deeds of the chiefs, or pleasant tales of love, at

the festivals, and struck the harp to sustain the voice.

The Brehons intoned the law in a recitative or monotone

•chant, seated on an eminence in the open air, while all the

people were gathered round to listen. The Senachie

'Chanted the history, genealogies, and traditions of the tribe,

and the female mourners were instructed by the poets in

the elegiac measure, or funeral wail over the dead.

The poet-power was also believed to confer the gift of

prophecy ; and no great expedition was undertaken by the

tribe without the advice and sanction of the bard, and

especially of the poet-priestess of the tribe. Thus Ethna

the poetess stood on a high stone at the battle of Moytura,

and gave inspiration by her chants to the warriors of
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the Tuatha-de-Dananns, and stimulated their courage by

her prophecies of victory ; and the stone she stood on is ia

existence to this day on the plain of the battle, and is still

called by the people "the Stone of the Prophetess."



Poet Ijm^piratioj^.

EODAIN THE POETESS.

The Leanan-Sidhe, or the spirit of life, was supposed to

be the inspirer of the poet and singer, as the Ban-Sidhe was

the spirit of death, the foreteller of doom.

The Leanan-Sidhe sometimes took the form of a woman,

who gave men valour and strength in the battle by her

songs. Such was Eodain the poetess, by whom Eugene,

king of Munster, gained complete victory over his foes.

But afterwards he gave himself up to luxury and pleasure,

and went away to Spain, where he remained nine years, and

took to wife the daughter of the king of Spain. At the

end of that time he returned to Ireland with a band of

Spanish followers. But he found his kingdom plundered

and ruined, and the revellers and drunkards were feasting

in his banquet hall, and wasting his revenues for their

pleasures while the people starved. And the whole nation

despised the king, and would not hear his words when he sat

down in his golden chair to give just judgment for iniquity.

Then Eugene the king, in his deep sorrow and humilia-
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tion, sent for Eodain the poetess to come and give him

counsel. So Eodain came to him, and upheld him with her

strong spirit, for she had the power within her of the poet

and the prophet, and she said

—

"Arise now, O king, and govern like a true hero, and

bring confusion on the evil workers. Be strong and fear

not, for by strength and justice kings should rule."

And Eugene the king was guided by her counsel and was

successful. And he overthrew his enemies and brought

back peace and order to the land. For the strength of the

Leanan-Sidhe was in the words of Eodain, the power of the

spirit of life which is given to the poet and the prophet, by

which they inspire and guide the hearts of men.



The Bap^3hee.

The Banshee means, especially, the woman of the fairy race,

from van, "the Woman—the Beautiful"; the same word

from which comes Venus. Shiloh-Van was one of the

names of Buddha—" the son of the woman ; " and some

writers aver that in the Irish

—

Sullivan (Sulli-van), may be

found this ancient name of Buddha.

As the Leanan-Sidhe was the acknowledged spirit of life^

giving inspiration to the poet and the musician, so the Ban-

Sidhe was the spirit of death, the most weird and awful of

all the fairy powers.

But only certain families of historic lineage, or persons

gifted with music and song, are attended by this spirit; for

music and poetry are fairy gifts, and the possessors of them

show kinship to the spirit race—therefore they are watched

over by the spirit of life, -which is prophecy and inspiration
;

and by the spirit of doom, which is the revealer of the

secrets of death.

Sometimes the Banshee assumes the form of some sweet

singing virgin of the family who died young, and has been

given the mission by the invisible powers to become the
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harbinger of coming doom to her mortal kindred. Or

she may be seen at night as a shrouded woman,

crouched beneath the trees, lamenting with veiled face ; or

flying past in the moonlight, crying bitterly : and the cry of

this spirit is mournful beyond all other sounds on earth, and

betokens certain death to some member of the family when-

ever it is heard in the silence of the night.

The Banshee even follows the old race across the ocean

and to distant lands ; for space and time offer no hindrance

to the mystic power which is selected and appointed to bear

the prophecy of death to a family. Of this a well-authen-

ticated instance happened a few years ago, and many now

living dan attest the truth of the narrative.

A branch of the ancient race of the O'Gradys had settled

in Canada, far removed, apparently, from all the associations,

traditions, and mysterious influences of the old land of their

forefathers.

But one night a strange and mournful lamentation was

heard outside the house. No word was uttered, only a

bitter cry, as of one in deepest agony and sorrow, floated

through the air.

Inquiry was made, but no one had been seen near the

house at the time, though several persons distinctly heard

the weird, unearthly cry, and a terror fell upon the house-

hold, as if some supernatural influence had overshadowed

them.

Next day it so happened that the gentleman and his eldest

son went out boating. As they did not return, however, at the
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usual time for dinner, some alarm was excited, and messengers
were sent down to the shore to look for them. But no tidings

came until, precisely at the exact hour of the night when the

spirit-cry had been heard the previous evening, a crowd of

men were seen approaching the house, bearing with them the

dead bodies of the father and the son, who had both been
'

drowned by the accidental upsetting of the boat, within sight

of land, but not near enough for any help to reach them in

time.

Thus the Ban-Sidhe had fulfilled her mission of doom,

after which she disappeared, and the cry of the spirit of

death was heard no more.

At times the spirit-voice is heard in low and soft lamenting,

as if close to the window.

Not long ago an ancient lady of noble lineage was lying

near the death-hour in her stately castle. One evening,

after twilight, she suddenly unclosed her eyes and pointed

to the window, with a happy smile on her face. All present

looked in the direction, but nothing was visible. They

heard, however, the sweetest music, low, soft, and spiritual,

floating round the house, and at times apparently close to

the window of the sick-room.

Many of the attendants thought it was a trick, and went

out to search the grounds ; but nothing human was seen.

Still the wild plaintive singing went on, wandering through

the trees like the night wind—a low, beautiful music that

never ceased all through the night.

Next morning the noble lady lay dead ; then the music
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ceased, and the lamentation from that hour was heard no

more.

There was a gentleman also in the same country who had

a beautiful daughter, strong and healthy, and a splendid

horsewoman. She always followed the hounds, and her

appearance at the hunt attracted unbounded admiration, as

no one rode so well or looked so beautiful

One evening there was a ball after the hunt, and the

young girl moved through the dance with the grace of a

fairy queen.

But that same night a voice came close to the father's

window, as if the face were laid close to the glass, and he

heard a mournful lamentation and a cry; and the words

rang out on the air

—

" In three weeks death j in three weeks the grave—dead

—dead—dead!"
Three times the voice came, and three times he heard the

words ; but though it was bright moonlight, and he looked

from the window over all the park, no form was to be seen.

Next day, his daughter showed symptoms of fever, and

exactly in three weeks, as the Ban-Sidhe had prophesied, the

beautiful girl lay dead.

The night before her death soft music was heard outside

the house, though no word was spoken by the spirit-voice,

and the family said the form of a woman crouched beneath

a tree, with a mantle covering her head, was distinctly visible.

But on approaching, the phantom disappeared, though the

soft, low music of the lamentation continued till dawn.

Then the angel of death entered the house with soundless
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feet, and he breathed upon the beautiful face of the young

girl, and she rested in the sleep of the dead, beneath the

dark shadows of his wings.

Thus the prophecy of the Banshee came true, according

to the time foretold by the spirit-voice.



gUEEN MaEVE.

A REAiARKABLE account I's given in the Bardic Legends of a

form that appeared to Maeve, queen of Connaught, on the

eve of battle.

Suddenly there stood before the queen's chariot, a tall and

beautiful woman. She wore a green robe clasped with a

golden bodkin, a golden fillet on her head, and seven braids

for the Dead of bright gold were in her hand. Her skin

was white as snow that falls in the night ; her teeth were

as pearls ; her lips red as the berries of the mountain ash ;

her golden hair fell to the ground ; and her voice was sweet

as the golden harp-string when touched by a skilful hand.

" Who art thou, O woman ? " asked the queen, in astonish-

ment.

" I am Feithlinn, the fairy prophetess of the Rath of

Cruachan," she answered.

" 'Tis well, O Feithlinn the prophetess," said Maeve
;

" but what dost thou foresee concerning our hosts ?
"

" I foresee bloodshed ; I foresee power ; I foresee defeat !

"

answered the prophetess.

" My couriers have brought me good tidings
! " said the

queen ;
" my army is strong, my warriors are well prepared.

But speak the truth, O prophetess ;for my soul knows no
fear."
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" I foresee bloodshed ; I foresee victory ! " answered the

prophetess the second time.

" But I have nothing to fear from the Ultonians," said the

queen, " for my couriers have arrived, and my enemies are

under dread. Yet, speak the truth, O prophetess, that our

hosts may know it."

" I foresee bloodshed ; I foresee conquest ; I foresee

death t " answered the prophetess, for the third time.

" To me then it belongs not, thy prophecy of evil,"

replied the queen, in anger.

" Be it thine, and on thy own head."

And even as she spoke the prophet maiden disappeared,

and the queen saw her no more.

But it so happened that, some time afterwards. Queen

Maeve was cruelly slain by her own kinsman, at Lough Rea

by the Shannon, to avenge the assistance she had given in

war to the king of Ulster; there is an island in the lake

where is shown the spot where the great queen was slain, and

which is still known to the people as

—

the stone of the dead

queen.

Maeve, the great queen of Connaught, holds a distin-

guished place in Bardic Legends. When she went to battle,

it is said, she rode in an open car, accompanied by four

chariots—one before, another behind, and one on each side

—so that the golden assion on her head and her royal robes

should not be defiled by the dust of the horses' feet, or the

foam of the fiery steeds ; for all the sovereigns of Ireland

sat crowned with a diadem in battle, as they drove in their

war-chariots, as well as in the festal and the public

assemblies.



Death ^iqn^.

In one Irish family a cuckoo always appears before a death.

A lady who arrived on a visit at the house observed one

morning a cuckoo perched on the window-sill, but she felt

no alarm, for there was no sickness in the family. Next

day, however, one of the sons was carried home dead. He
had been thrown from his horse when hunting, and killed

on the spot.

In another family a mysterious sound is heard like the

crashing of boards, and a rush of wind seems to pass

through the house, yet nothing is broken or disturbed.

The death of an officer in the Crimea was in this way

announced to his family, for the news came immediately

after the warning sound, and then they knew that the rush

of the wind was the spirit of the dead which had passed by

them, but without taking any visible form.

THE HARTPOLE DOOM.

There is a tradition concerning the Hartpole family of

Shrule Castle in the Queen's County (called the castle
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on the bloody stream, from the sanguinary deeds of the

owner) that every male member of the family is doomed
and fated to utter three screeches terrible to hear when

dying. As to the origin of this doom the story goes that

Sir Richard Hartpole about 300 years ago, in the time

of the Elizabethan wars, committed many savage acts

against the Irish, he being an upholder of the English

faction.

One day a priest named O'More, having come to the

castle on some friendly mission, the savage Hartpole

ordered his retainers to seize him and hang him up in the

courtyard.

" Good God 1 " exclaimed the priest. " Give me at least

a moment to pray !

"

" Go then," said Hartpole, " you may pray."

The priest kneeled down apart from the crowd. But

Hartpole grew impatient, and ordered him to rise.

"You have prayed long enough," he said, "prepare for

death."

And when the priest heard the order for his death, and

saw the man approach to seize him, he swayed from right

to left and gave three fearful screams.

" Why do you screech? " asked the tyrant.

"So shall you scream, and all your descendants in your

last agony," exclaimed O'More, "as a sign of the doom

upon your race. You have murdered my people, you are

now going to take my life ; but I lay the curse of God on

you and yours—your property shall pass away; your race shall

perish off the earth ; and by the three death screeches all

men shall know that you and your posterity are accursed."
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The words of O'More only made the tyrant more furious,

and the priest was hung at once in the courtyard before

the eyes of Hartpole. But the prophecy of doom was ful-

filled—the property perished, the castle became a ruin,

, The last Hartpole died miserably of want and hunger, and

the whole race finally has become extinct



pUPERgTlTION^.

The two great festivals of the ancient Irish were Ld Baal

Tinni, or May Day (Sacred to the Sun), and 14 Samnah,

or November Eve (sacred to the Moon).

Food should be left out on November Eve for the dead,

who are then wandering about. If the food disappears, it

is a sign that the spirits have taken it, for no mortal would

dare to touch or eat of the food so left.

Never turn your head to look if you fancy you hear

footsteps behind you on that night ; for the dead are walk-

ing then, and their glance would kill.

In November a distafif is placed under the head of a

young man at night to make him dream of the girl he is

destined to marry.

If a ball of worsted is thrown into a lime-kiln and wound

up till the end is caught by invisible hands, the person

who y\rinds calls out, "Who holds the ball?" and the

answer will be the name of the future husband or wife.
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But the experiment must be made only at midnight, and

in silence and alone.

Whitsuntide is a most unlucky time ; horses foaled then

will grow up dangerous and kill some one.

A child born at Whitsuntide will have an evil temper,

and may commit a murder.

Beware also of water at Whitsuntide, for an evil power

is on the waves and the lakes and the rivers, and a boat

may be swamped and men drowned unless a bride steers

;

then the danger ceases.

To turn away ill-luck from a child born at that time, a

grave must be dug and the infant laid in it for a few

minutes. , After this process the evil spell is broken, and

the child is safe.

If any one takes ill at Whitsuntide there is great danger

of death, for the evil spirits are on the watch to carry off

victims, and no sick person should be left alone at this time,

nor in the dark. Light is a great safeguard, as well as fire,

against malific influences.

In old times at Whitsuntide blood was poured out as

a libation to the evil spirits ; and the children and cattle

were passed through two lines of fire.

On May morning the Skellig rocks go out full sail to meet

the opposite rocks, which advance half way to meet them,

and then slowly retire like retreating ships.
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1

At Midsummer the fairies try to pass round the Baal

fires in a whirlwind in order to extinguish them, but the

spirits may be kept off by throwing fire at them. Then

the young men are free to leap over the burning embers

and to drive the cattle through the flames, while coals of

fire must also be passed three times over and three times

under the body of each animal.

Foot-worship was a homage to Buddha, and it was also

a Christian ceremony to wash the feet of the saints. The
Irish had many superstitions about foot-water, and no

woman was allowed to wash her feet in the sacred wells

though the lavation was permitted to men.

If a child is fairy-struck give it a cup of cold water in

the name of Christ and make the sign of the cross over it.

On St. Martin's Day when blood is spilt whoever is

signed with the blood is safe, for that year at least, from

disease.

For the Evil Eye, a piece cut from the garment of the

evil-eyed, burned to tinder and ground to powder, must be

given to the person under the baneful spell, while his fore-

head is anointed with spittle thrice. So the Greeks spat

three times in the face of the evil-eyed to break the spell.

Pass a red-hot turf three times over and under the body

of an animal supposed to be fairy-struck, singeing the hair

along the back. This drives off the fairies.

The Irish always went westward round a holy well, fol-

lowing the course of the sun, and creeping on their hands
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and knees. So did the ancient Persians when offering

homage at the sacred fountains.

Red-haired people were held to be evil and malicious

and unlucky, probably because Typhon, the evil principle,

was red ; and therefore a red heifer was sacrificed to him

by the Egyptians.

In the mystic, or snake dance, performed at the Baal

festival, the gyrations of the dancers were always westward,

in the track of the sun, for the dance was part of the ancient

ritual of sun worship.



The Fairy }{j^th.

The ancient rath, or fort, or liss, generally enclosed about

half an acre, and had two or more ramparts, formed by

the heads of the tribe for defence. But when the race

of the chieftains died out, then the Sidhe crowded into the

forts, and there held their councils and revels and dances

;

and if a man put his ear close to the ground at night he

could hear the sweet fairy music rising up from under the

earth.

The rath ever after is sacred to the fairies, and no mortal

is allowed to cut down a tree that grows on it, or to carry

away a stone. But dangerous above all would it be to build

on a fairy rath. If a man attempted such a rash act, the

fairies would put a blast on his eyes, or give him a crooked

mouth ; for no human hand should dare to touch their

ancient dancing grounds.

It is not right, the people say, to sing or whistle at night

that old air called, "The pretty girl milking her cow;" for

it is a fairy tune, and the fairies will not suffer a mortal to

sing their music while they are dancing on the grass. But

if a person sleeps on the rath the music will enter into
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his soul, and when he awakes he may sing the air he has

heard in his dreams.

In this way the bards learned their songs, and they were

skilled musicians, and touched the harp with a master hand,

so that the fairies often gathered round to listen, though

invisible to mortal eyes.



F/iF(Y Nature.

The Stodh-Dune, or the Mount of Peace, is also a favourite

resort of the fairies. It is an ancient, sacred place, where

the Druids in old time used to retire to pray, when they

desired solitude ; and the fairies meet there every seven

years to perform the act of lamentation and mourning for

having been cast out of heaven.

Earth, lake, and hill are peopled by these fantastic, beau-

tiful gods of earth ; the wilful, capricious child-spirits of the

world. The Irish seem to have created this strange fairy

race after their own image, for in all things they strangely

resemble the Irish character.

The Sidhe passionately love beauty and luxury, and hold

in contempt all the mean virtues of thrift and economy.

Above all things they hate the close, niggard hand that

gathers the last grain, and drains the last drop in the milk-

pail, and plucks the trees bare of fruit, leaving nothing for

the spirits who wander by in the moonlight They like food

and wine to be left for them at night, yet they are very

:temperate ; no one ever saw an intoxicated fairy.

But people should not sit up too late; for the fairies
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like to gather round the smouldering embers after the family

are in bed, and drain the wine-cup, and drink the milk

which a good housewife always leaves for them, in case

the fairies should come in and want their supper. A vessel

of pure water should also be left for them to bathe in, if

they like. And in all things the fairies are fond of being

made much of, and flattered and attended to; and the

fairy blessing will come back in return to the giver for what-

ever act of kindness he has done to the spirits of the hill

and the cave. Some unexpected good fortune or stroke of

luck will come upon his house or his children; for the

fairy race is not ungrateful, and is powerful over man, both

for good and evil.

Therefore be kind to the wayfarer, for he may be a fairy

prince in disguise, who has come to test the depth of your

charity, and of the generous nature that can give liberally

out of pure love and kindliness to those who are in need,

and not in hope of a reward.

If treated well, the fairies will discover the hidden pot

of gold, and reveal the mysteries of herbs, and give know-
.

ledge to the fairy women of the mystic spells that can cure

disease, and save life, and make the lover loved.

All they ask in return is to be left in quiet possession

of the rath and the hill and the ancient hawthorn trees

that have been theirs from lime immemonal, and where

they lead a joyous life with music and dance, and charm-

ing little suppers of the nectar of flowers, down in the crystal

caves, lit by the diamonds that stud the rocks.

But some small courtesies they require. Never drain

your wine-glass at a feast, nor the poteen flask, nor the
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milk-pail ; and never rake out all the fire at night, it looks

mean, and the fairies like a little of everything going, and

to have the hearth comfortable and warm when they come

in to hold a council after all the mortal people have gone to

bed. In fact, the fairies are born aristocrats, true ladies

and gentlemen, and if treated with proper respect are never

in the least malignant or ill-natured.

All the traditiohs of the fairies show that they love beauty

and splendour, grace of movement, music and pleasure ;

everything, in fact, that is artistic, in contradistinction to

violent, brutal enjoyment Only an Aryan people, there-

fore, could have invented the Sidhe race.



iRigH Nature.

The Irish show their Aryan descent by the same character-

istics as the Fairy race, for they also love everything that

is artistic—the fascinations of life, beauty of form, music,

poetry, song, splendour, and noble pleasures. Their kings in

ancient times were elected for their personal beauty as much

as for their chivalrous qualities. No man with a blemish

or a deformity was allowed to reign. Then, their appre-

ciation of intellect proved the value they set on the spiritual

and ideal above the material and the brutal. The poet

ranked next to the princes of the land. His person was

sacred in battle; he was endowed with an estate, so that

his soul might be free from sordid cares; and his robe

of many colours, and the golden circlet on his brow at

the festivals, showed his claim and right to rank next to

royalty, and to sit at the right hand of the king. Poetry,

learning, music, oratory, heroism, and splendour of achieve-

ment—these were the true objects of homage and admiration

amongst the ancient Irish.

There was nothing brutal in their ideal of life; no hideous

images or revolting cruelties ; and the beautiful and graceful
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Sidhe race, with their plaintive music and soft melancholy,

and aspirations for a lost heaven, is the expression in a

graceful and beautiful symbol of the instinctive tendencies

of the Irish nature to all that is most divine in human
intellect, and soft and tender in human emotion.

Ireland is a land of mists and mystic shadows ; of cloud-

wraiths on the purple mountains ; of weird silences in the

lonely hills, and fitful skies of deepest gloom alternating

with gorgeous sunset splendours. All this fantastic caprice

of an ever-varying atmosphere stirs the imagination, and

makes the Irish people strangely sensitive to spiritual in-

fluences. They see visions and dream dreams, and are

haunted at all times by an ever-present sense of the super-

natural. One can see by the form of the Irish head—

a

slender oval, prominent at the brows and high in the region

of veneration, so different from the globular Teutonic head

—that the people are enthusiasts, religious, fanatical ; with

the instincts of poetry, music, oratory, and superstition far

stronger in them than the logical and reasoning faculties.

They are made for worshippers, poets, artists, musicians,

orators; to move the world by passion, not by logic.

Scepticism will never take root in Ireland ; infidelity is

impossible to the people. To believe fanatically, trust im-

plicitly, hope infinitely, and perhaps to revenge implacably

—these are the unchanging and ineradicable characteristics

of Irish nature, of Celtic nature, we may say ; for it has

been the same throughout all history and all ages. And

it is these passionate qualities that make the Celt the great

motive force of the world, ever striving against limitations

towards some vision of ideal splendour ; the restless centri-
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fugal force of life, as opposed to the centipetal, which is

ever seeking a calm quiescent rest within its appointed

sphere.

The very tendency to superstition, so marked in Irish

nature, arises from an instinctive dislike to the narrow

limitations of common sense. It is characterized by a

passionate yearning towards the vague, the mystic, the

invisible, and the boundless infinite of the realms of imagi-

nation. Therefore the Daine-Sidke, the people of the fairy

mansions, have an irresistible attraction for the Irish heart.

Like them, the Irish love youth, beauty, splendour, lavish

generosity, music and song, the feast and the dance. The

mirth and the reckless gaiety of the national temperament

finds its true exponent in the mad pranks of the Phouka

and the Leprehaun, the merry spirits that haunt the dells

and glens, and look out at the wayfarer from under the

dock-leaf with their glittering eyes. The inspiration that

rises to poetry under the influence of excitement is ex-

pressed by the belief in the Leanan-Sidhe, who gives power

to song; while the deep pathos of Irish nature finds its

fullest representation in the tender, plaintive, spiritual music

of the wail and lamentation of the Ban-Sidhe.
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